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Summary

This Deliverable summarizes the research efforts of the consortium in the field of smart (“cog-
nitive”) strategies for manipulation tasks. With the term “cognitive”, we refer to the capability
of a robotic system to connect the motion of its mechanical hardware to all sorts of knowledge
about the purpose of that motion. For example, when the robot opens a door, its impedance
behaviour must match the geometric and dynamic properties of a particular door; tasks like slicing
vegetables require impedance control parameters that vary wildly over the different combinations
of vegetables, tools and robots.

The presented research gives the consortium’s constructive approaches that give robots access
to formal and computer-implemented representations, reasoning rules and learning algorithms,
allowing them to realise this connection between “motion” and “knowledge”, in the following
ways:

• to configure the models and their parameters, that determine a motion’s desired pose,
required speed and impedance, interpretation of “errors”, etc., in the particular context of
a particular task and robot system. System and task developers should be supported by
a methodology that helps them introduce the knowledge that the robot should use during
execution: what kind of models are relevant? with what set of model parameters? and how
do these depend on the execution context?

• to learn such models and parameters from series of executions of the same task.

The contributions presented in this document are of two, complementary, types:

• “behaviour”: how (i.e., with which functionalities and algorithms) is the above-mentioned
knowledge-driven configuration performed, or how can particular learning approaches fill in
the models and their parameters?

• “structure”: what is the architecture (or “system composition”, or “component intercon-
nection”) in which all these behaviours can be embedded such that the context of their
relevance and validity is provided to the system developers in a methodological way, allowing
them to define clearly the scopes within the system’s software where each of the mentioned
behaviours can be plugged in, and to which they can constrain their development efforts.

In Year 2, the partners involved in this Work Package have mainly focused on novel behaviour
development, while KU Leuven has been driving the system composition developments.

This work is achieved within the Work Package’s context of “Constraint- and Optimization-based
Control”, and its position with respect to the Year 1 research presented in Deliverable D3.1
“Documentation about the constraint-based framework” is as follows:
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• the methodological driver behind both is that “everything is a constrained optimization
problem”.

• D3.1 used that approach to find the optimal motion for a complex robot system, given the
formulation of the constrained optimization problem to be solved. The outcome are generic
“solvers” that can make the robot adapt its motion to changes in all the parameters in the
optimization problem that its sensors can measure at runtime.

• this Deliverable D3.2 extends the scope of the optimization to adaptation of the formulation
of the optimization problem (including the objective functions and constraints, and not just
the measurable parameters!) by means of “queries” to knowledge bases that contain the
knowledge about which constrained optimization problem is the best one for the robot to
“solve” at each instant in its mission execution.

• this step from “adaptation” to “cognition” means, roughly, the following, for the constrained
optimization solvers in the system:

– the adaptation case solves a system involving (i) continuous time and space rela-
tionships reflecting the robot’s motion capabilities and its motion objectives, and (ii)
discrete switches in the system of relationships to be solved.

– the cognitive case adds (iii) symbolic knowledge relationships.

Constrained optimization in the latter case if better known under the name of “constraint
satisfaction”, but the concept is exactly the same as in the former case.

• from the system architecture point of view, bringing in “cognition” introduces tremendous
changes in the complexity:

– the system architecture of the adaptation case is completely driven by the “natural
hierarchies” of the robots’ mechanical hardware and motion control architecture: from
power convertors, to actuators, to mechanical transmissions, to kinematic joints, and
eventually to the whole kinematic chain of the robot.

Hence, the system architecture complexity is rather limited.

– the system architecture of the cognitive case extends the “hierarchical” structure with
non-strict hierarchical compositions of “knowledge contexts”, that is, the different
sources of knowledge act on different parts of the motion control architecture.

Since these sources of knowledge interact with the motion control architecture in
overlapping and time-varying ways, the system architecture becomes more complex,
and more application specific.

Hence, the bulk of the “generic integration” work in this Deliverable was spent on developing
an innovative methodology to create such cognitive architectures, with the core primitive in this
context being the so-called Component Composition Pattern. While this Pattern’s identification
and formalization is very recent, we have found many real-world systems (mostly human-made,
not engineering systems, for the time being) that conform to the Pattern, and hence support the
choice of calling it a “pattern” (or a “best practice”). Experience (see below) has shown that
understanding and explaining the Pattern is easiest by refering to such human systems-of-systems
(schools, cities, traffic, factories,. . . ).
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During Year 2 of the project, we have already been able to test the scientific value (and the
pragmatic attractivity!), of the presented methodology (from an early stage on) on non-project
researchers, developers and students, in the context of (i) two European PhD Schools in Robotic
Systems1 in September 2013 and January 2014, (ii) Master courses in Embedded Control Systems
at KU Leuven and TU Eindhoven in Spring 2013, and (iii) dedicated and on-site one-day workshops
at industrial development teams (Atlas Copco Belgium, and Tecnalia Donostia). This “release
early, release often” approach has allowed to let the Pattern’s description mature, but it has also
shown that it can trigger drastic changes in the methodology of system developers, enabling them
to bring a lot more structure in their system designs.
However, the major pragmatic lesson that we took home from these “outreach” activities, how-
ever, is that the consistent application of the Pattern is very difficult, even impossible, with the
software architecture frameworks that are mainstream in the robotics community, that is, ROS
and/or Orocos. In retrospect, this problem was easy to identify, because these frameworks do not
support hierarchical composition of components, while this is an essential aspect of the Compo-
nent Composition Pattern. This “lesson learned” has triggered the creation of a new framework,
complementary to the mentioned ones, and that can fill the gap between a system architecture
model and a system architecture implementation. This new framework, named microblx2 is quite
young and not yet mature, but it is already driving constrained-based motion applications on real
robots. Its major added value is to allow extremely efficient realtime execution of functionalities,
with instantaneous switches between different computational “schedules” and with the possibility
to have work on all relevant data in a “shared memory” context, which is definitely a plus for
highly integrated sensori-motor control.

In the generic context of cognitive robot systems, the consortium has focused on two principal
directions of research (task execution and planning), and considered two principal embodiments
of the cognitive capabilities (knowledge of the task, and sensing of the environment). More
concretely, the following outcomes have been achieved: i) specification of compliant control in
tasks space, ii) task-based specification of manipulation actions, iii) specification and execution of
tasks where robots interacts kinaesthetically with an operator (co-manipulation), iv) task-based
learning of manipulation actions, and v) sensor and model-based robust grasping synthesis. In
fig. 1 is depicted how these specific achievements fit in the rough categorisation described above.
The following Chapters of this Deliverable are conceived as follows:

• Chapter 1, generic methodology of system architecture: this Chapter provides motivated
guidelines about how to architect knowledge-driven systems, capable of on-line adapta-
tion and learning. The Composite Component Pattern is the new central concept in this
methodology.

• Chapter 2, specific approaches of “cognitive” system behaviour : this Chapter summarizes
and connects the partners’ particular research results of project Year 2, in creating function-
alities for such knowledge-driven motion planning, execution, adaptation and learning.

• Chapter 3, collection of publications: while the previous Chapters explain the “big picture”,
this Chapter collects all the publications that the Consortium produced, and that contain
more detailed information.

1http://phdschoolinrobotics.eu
2https://github.com/kmarkus/microblx
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Figure 1: Research efforts charts: The research efforts of the consortium have focused on: i) the
“behaviour” contexts depicted in the ellipses, and ii) the “structural” aspects of how to make
robot architectures that can integrate all the aspects represented on the diagram’s axes.
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Chapter 1

System architecture methodology

In Year 2, KU Leuven’s research has led to the concrete so-called “Component Composition
Pattern” depicted in Fig. 1.3. The motivation behind this effort is that the mainstream practice
of using “flat” system architectures (based on the simple ROS or Orocos “IO” components with
publish-subscribe messaging in between, Fig. 1.1) leads to systems whose increasing number of
functionalities, and especially whose increasing number of interactions, cannot be comprehended
by one single system developer anymore. Hence, such system architectures become very “brittle”:
every time one adds new functionality, adds new data streams, taps existing data streams for new
purposes, or re-deploys software components over a different computational and communication
hardware, the predictability of the overall behaviour of the system decreases, and none of the
system developers can still know for sure what the effects of the changes will be, or what new
“glue code” will have to be created.

functional
Computationdata in data out

Figure 1.1: The simple “publish-subscribe” component primitive used in mainstream robotics
system architectures. When trying to add “knowledge” to such components, developers are always
(but most often not consciously!) confronted with the challenge of defining the context to
which the components behaviour should be adapted, via application-dependent (hence, context-
dependent!) learning and knowledge injection.

1.1 D3.2 in the context of the RoboHow system architecture

The RoboHow system consists of an abstract machine for plan execution plus a pipeline for
knowledge acquisition and processing, driven by developments in UniHB. The architecture of the
abstract machine that has been shown in the first review is depicted in Figure 1.2. UniHB are
currently elaborating on this architecture in a journal paper draft that is in preparation; KU Leuven
has started the work to find the best way to integrate the results in knowledge processing into the
new Component Composition Pattern architecture, step by step.

As part of this architecture, WP3 investigates the design, implementation and evaluation of the
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RoboHow motion control engine. In this section, we will propose a component architecture
methodology that is targeted at the creation of the RoboHow motion control engine and system
components at the implementation level needed for its operation.
At this stage of the research, it is not clear to what extent we will be able to realise the whole Robo-
How system architecture in a reference implementation that will be “easy to use” for all interested
parties, inside or outside of the project. The major hurdle in this context is the lack of mature tool
support to help developers create new, application-specific, RoboHow system architecture that
exploit the full potential of the integration of “reasoning”, “learning” and “sensori-motor control”
that the RoboHow project is producing.

Figure 1.2: Components of the RoboHow abstract machine and contributions of WP3.

1.2 D3.2 in relationship to Work Package 7

Part of the work reported upon in this Deliverable deals with “system integration”, and hence
has strong interactions with Work Package 7 on System Integration and Benchmarking. And for
example part of KU Leuven’s person months efforts have been spent on supporting both Work
Packages. The reporting about the system integration work is done in this Deliverable 3.2, because
this Work Package 3 has a more methodological character, while Work Package 7’s focus is on the
pragmatic aspects of building prototype implementations of the RoboHow system architecture.

1.3 Composite Component software pattern

This Section presents a composition software pattern to help developers bring structure into their
systems, and methodology into their design activities. More in particular, the role of “knowledge
processing” in such architectures is highlighted.
The above-mentioned phenomenon of system developers loosing overall oversight and control in
systems with growing behavioural and interaction complexity—especially when only having ac-
cess to primitive system building blocks as depicted in Fig. 1.1—is not an exclusive property of
computer-controlled systems, but a problem that human and animal societies have been coping
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with forever already. The presented system composition software pattern is inspired by the so-
lutions created in human-populated, knowledge-driven and highly interacting systems, such as
factories, schools, traffic, countries, etc. In Year 2 of the project, we achieved to identify the
full1 Pattern, formalized it for use in the structural design of robot system architectures, and
documented the constructive way of how to start applying the Pattern in new complex system
designs.

A key factor in the architectural approach of human-built system is to introduce hierarchy and
context, in “appropriate” ways. What can be considered “appropriate” is the outcome of centuries
of trial-and-error (which is in many cases still ongoing, especially every time disruptive technologies
are being introduced in society).

The system composition pattern of Fig. 1.3 attempts to formalize and document this hierarchy-
and-context strategy, in order to introduce it into robotic system design.2

The first thing that Fig. 1.3 shows is that the presented pattern can be used in a fractal, hierarchical
way: every component in the composition pattern can, in itself and in general, be considered as a
“composite Component” that can be “exploded” into a new sub-system built on the basis of the
exact same composition pattern.

Secondly, the pattern has a structure of component activities and (data) interactions, whose
role we will explain by means of the example of a school in the human world. (Recall that
this Chapter deals only with the structural aspects of system development; the behaviour of the
system is realised by “plugging in” concrete algorithms into the activities and interactions: control,
planning, perception, learning, etc.) The school example is chosen because it is i) sufficiently
complex and “cognitive” to be worthwhile for the goals of the project, and ii) everyone is familiar
with the example’s “domain knowledge”, to understand the motivations why the different parts
of the composition pattern are needed, and how they have to interact. Here is the summary
explanation of the pattern:

• Functional Computations: these are the algorithms that provide the “behaviour” needed
by the system in order to realise its added value. All the other parts in the composite
Component are “overhead”, only necessary for realising these functionalities, in a structured
way, with clear indications of roles and responsibilities.

In the School example, the functional Computations are, in the simplest case, the learning
activities of the pupils, the teaching activities of the teachers, the logistic activities of the
non-educational staff.

• Coordinator : this is the singleton in the composite Component that is making decisions
about when and why the system’s behaviour has to change.

In the School example, the Director of the school fulfils this role: (s)he decides whether
and when new staff has to be hired, where they have to fit in, with whom they have to
cooperate, and what activity they should deploy. Note that the Director does not indicate
how these required behaviours should be realised, since that would introduce too much
“coupling” between the Director’s own behaviour and that of the other staff in the school.

1The project’s focus on representing knowledge, and integrating it into robot control architecture, has taught

us enough modesty to be always ready to apply the “open world assumption” to our own research: if new use cases

turn up that bring arguments to improve the Pattern, we have no legacy investments or mental inertia not to do so!
2We have no reasons to believe that the pattern would not hold equally well in the more generic context of

so-called “cyber-physical systems”.
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Figure 1.3: This software architecture pattern is introduced to help system developers, in a
motivated and methodological way, to make the trade-offs that are always needed when putting
a complex system together from a large set of available hardware and software components.
The major trade-off to make is how to distribute the various functional computations that the
system requires over communicating software components, while still having control over the
overall, application-directed coordination of all these components and the data exchanges that
they require.

• Configurator : this is a component that is responsible for bringing a set of functional Compu-
tational components into a configuration that makes them—together and in a synchronised
way—realise a different system behaviour. There can be multiple Configurators, each dealing
with a disjoint subset of functional Computational components. Configurators are triggered
by the Coordinator, and they shield the latter from having to know how the behavioural
change that is expects is realised exactly by the available Computational components.

In the School example, Configuration takes place by the staff person responsible for assigning
teachers to classes and lecture schedules, and operational staff to concrete logistic roles.

• Composer : this is the software activity that creates a new structural model of the composite
Component, that is, it introduces new data exchanges and functional components, couples
existing or new functional components to existing or new data flows, etc.

In the School example, this activity takes places when the school building is being built or
renovated, when new personnel is hired, existing personnel is fired, or new technologies are
introduced that are visible to pupils, teachers and/or staff.

• Scheduler : this is the activity that triggers the functional Computational components when
they are needed to realise the system’s overall behaviour. Like the Coordinator, there should
be only one Scheduler active within a composite Component.
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In the School example, this can be realised by the school’s bell system coupled to the
computer that runs the algorithm that computes (or just stores) the schedules of all lectures
of each day.

• Monitor : these are the software activities that play a dual role with respect to the Config-
urators: while a Configurator takes action such that the system’s behaviour can expected
to be what is required, the former checks whether the actual behaviour corresponds to the
expected one. As with Configurators, one single Monitor can be responsible for a set of func-
tional Computational components. Whenever the discrepancy between expected and actual
behaviour becomes “too large” (which should be a configurable threshold!), the Monitor
fires an event, to which all other components can react.

In the School example, this role is taken up by the teachers, by means of written or oral
tests and discussions.

• Data exchange: while “publish-subscribe” is only one particular, uni-directional, way of
exchanging information between components, one should in general allow bi-directional
alternatives, with other exchange policies than just publish-subscribe; for example, data
buses, shared memory, ring buffers, lock-free buffers, etc.

The data exchange should not be limited to only the functional data, but components
should also keep each other informed about operational data: how well is each component
performing the functionality that the connected components expect it to perform? how
close to its resource limits is this component operating? how much progress has already
been made towards set targets for each component? Etcetera.

In the School example, one sees the functional data exchanges taking place via commu-
nication infrastructure in the form of: post boxes for the teachers and the administrators;
announcement boards; audio communication via loudspeakers in each class; fire alarm; etc.
The operating data is exchanged in regular job satisfaction interviews, or teacher meetings,
etc.

• Transactions: some data has to be archived to so-called persistent storage, from time to
time, in order to allow the later inspection of the system’s activities.

In the School example, these are the intermediate and final reports of the pupils, as well as
the financial records of the school administration.

All of the above activities and interactions are “deployed” into one explicitly indicated context,
that of the “composite Component” (which should be chosen as a “stable” sub-system in the
overall system). “School” was the context of the explanations above, but it is easy to transpose
these explanations to other well-known contexts of complex human activity interactions, such as
factories, traffic, or cities.

These examples all show the relevance of “hierarchies” of “stable sub-systems”: a factory consists
of many production lines, each having several production work cells; traffic has cars, traffic lights,
traffic jam observers and information displays; each of those is a full system in itself, and they are
“stable” in the sense that they can be deployed in almost all possible factory or traffic situations,
everywhere in the world, and for every production or transportation goals. The robotics domain
has not yet reached this phase of having such stable sub-systems readily available, or even explicitly
identified or agreed upon; this Work Package’s ambition within the project is exactly to realise
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a step change in how we compose functionalities into components, such that the mentioned
requirements are satisfied with a higher robustness, performance and programmability.

The role of the composite Component’s context can not be overestimated: it indicates a boundary
(or so-called “closed world”) in which particular knowledge can be applied, or particular learning
can be integrated, without having i) to integrate the knowledge inside one particular component
within the composite, and ii) to care about taking into account “reasoning rules” that are not
relevant to the context. When an explicit context primitive is lacking in system architecture
design, these “closure” and “introspection” aspects of a sub-system always end up somewhere
inside one or the other component, that then has too much knowledge about the inner workings
of the other components to be practical for later scaling and/or further integration of this particular
sub-system.

1.4 The “Hierarchical Hypergraphs” meta model

As already mentioned a couple of times, this Work Package has spent a good amount of its
research efforts on the formal description of complex system architectures. This drive toward
formalization resulted in a (draft) publication, ??, that introduces a meta model to represent
the purely structural aspects of system architectures, with very broad scope: software systems,
Bayesian networks and other probabilistic models, control diagrams, finite state machines, etc. It
also allows to model knowledge contexts, which is very relevant in this part of the RoboHow work;
Fig. 1.4 depicts how different contexts can overlap the same “lower level” sub-system.

A
B

C

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 1.4: An example of a hierarchical composition in which containment does not follow a
strict tree hierarchy: the compositions with the small dashes (blue) and the long dashes (red)
have some internal nodes in common. This use case fits very well to modelling overlapping contexts
of knowledge, applied to the same sub-system.

1.5 Integration of knowledge and learning

This Section explains how knowledge and learning can be integrated into the software of a complex
robot system. The core idea behind the methodology is that “behaviour follows structure”: a
systematic application of the structural system composition pattern of Sec. 1.3 makes it a lot
easier to select the sub-set of components, interactions and data that a reasoning system is
responsible for adding knowledge to. Or, similarly, to give the set of parameters and models that
a learning algorithm will have to work with (as “prior inputs” as well as “output” of its learning).
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Figure 1.5 shows the “bird’s eye view” on a knowledge-driven robot application, that is, it brings a
“meta level structure” of four different aspects that have to be integrated: knowledge, algorithms,
system architecture, and hardware/software infrastructure.

Robotics Application
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control
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learning

adaptation

Software Activities

App framework

SW framework

Operating Syst.

MoveIt,...

ROS, Orocos, OpenRTM,
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World
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Object
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Figure 1.5: The various aspects that a system architecture of a cognitive robotics application must
be able to integrate: the top-left corner lists the various complementary sources of knowledge (in
the form of formal “models”); the top-right corner contains all computational algorithms available
to the system developer; the bottom-left corner provides knowledge about which software archi-
tectures are available at the application level; and the bottom-right corner provides descriptions
of the hardware and software infrastructure level. The black nodes with arrows represent the
integration that must take place between these several aspects, at various levels of abstraction of
the knowledge, algorithms and data structures involved in the integration.

With our current understanding of the problem of making such complex systems, it is not (yet. . . ?)
possible to provide more explicit guidelines about how exactly one specific piece of knowledge, or
one specific learning algorithm, should be integrated. In addition, we adhere to the mainstream
“paradigm” that “My architecture is always better than your architecture”, that is, it is impossible
to make generic statements about how exactly the system architecture of a particular application
should look like.
Anyway, the generic guideline to integrate knowledge into a system, built with the Composite
Component Pattern from the ground up, is the following:

• the structure of the Pattern identifies clearly the roles and responsibilities of sub-components:
Coordinator, Composer, Scheduler, etc. This allows to focus the knowledge integration to
small sub-parts of the system.

• each of the mentioned sub-parts can be connected to a knowledge server in two ways:

– it gets the functionality to “query” a relevant knowledge base when necessary;
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– a knowledge base that has access to the explicit and formal representation of the
structural connections in a system has an easier job in “injecting” its knowledge in the
right places. The latter are typically the Coordinator and Configurators.

• the explicitly modelled composition boundaries allow for focusing of the knowledge bases
that are relevant in particular contexts.

In addition, the HH-NPC to model allows to have multiple contexts overlapping each other,
which is a necessity for the “open world” driver in knowledge-based systems.

The integration of learning into a system architecture follows the “opposite way” of that of
knowledge: the running system updates the knowledge base with newly acquired information.
From the system architecture point of view, this updating process can be supported by the same
primitives as for knowledge integration: context-aware “querying” or “configuring” from small-
scale sub-components in the system.
None of this potential has already been explored in real reference implementations; this exploration
is scheduled for Year 3.

1.6 Integration of “legacy” components

One of the outcomes of the presented research on system architecture design is that the sub-
system composition pattern of Sec. 1.3 is not only a very useful design aid, but that it can also
help to refactor existing “legacy” code towards Composite Component Pattern compliance, one
step at a time. Indeed, this is a positive side-effect of the Pattern’s core focus on “peer-to-peer”
integration, on the basis of the above-mentioned limited set of “operational data” exchange.
The strategy within the project is to let KU Leuven work with the other partners in realising
such incremental architectural improvement, refactoring and integration process, based on the
composition pattern, and driven by the explicit knowledge and learning contexts of the sub-
systems.
Figure 1.6 shows a first example of this strategy, in which we are (re)building the constrained-based
motion control stack for our robots, in cooperation with CNRS and Bremen; more details of this
activity are given in Deliverable D.3.1 (“Documentation about the constraint-based framework”.
As a more detailed example of how the Component Composition Pattern can be used on real
systems, Figure 1.7 presents a detailed view on the innermost composite component of a KUKA
youBot motion control implementation.
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Chapter 2

Overview Year 2 R&D results: Arm and
hand manipulation

All the tasks which involve interaction with the environment make use of a manipulation action,
at some point: for this reason, the research of robust and flexible approaches to describe and
execute such tasks is of paramount importance within the project, and is the intersecting point of
different research lines, that tackle this problem from complementary points of view.

The manipulation tasks that are investigated in the RoboHow project are executed in only partially
known environment, on objects whose shape is irregular and whose position can vary; or, in the case
of co-manipulation tasks [1, 12], the robot interacts with a user whose intentions are transmitted
to the robot as visual or haptic cues.

For all these reasons, both the task specification (achieved either by reasoning or by teaching)
and the task execution must incorporate some degree of cognitive capabilities, in such a way the
system is able to cope with ever-changing tasks, reacting to unexpected situations.

This Chapter introduces the Consortium’s progress in providing improved “behaviour” (control,
planning, reasoning, learning); the integration of the various contributions into more coherent,
performant and predictable (sub-)systems is still work in progress. In order to structure the
progress reporting in self-contained sections, we will classify the work in two categories: Control
(Sec. 2.1) and Planning (Sec. 2.2).

2.1 Hand and Arm Control

Executing a motion consists, in our view, in fulfilling a constraints, optionally minimizing a cost
function. This general paradigm allows for flexible control design: by expressing constraints and
cost function on different variables (such as forces and velocities, expressed in Cartesian, joint,
or other spaces) and optionally modifying the relative weights, gains and other parameters, it is
possible to obtain very complex behaviours.

Constraint-based frameworks incorporate sensor-based and reactive control in a natural fashion:
by considering, in the constraints definition, geometric (or kinaesthetic) features extrapolated by
data collected by sensors ( e.g. forces, camera- or range finder- captured positions, camera plane
informations, etc), it is possible to design reactive behaviours that allows the robotic systems to
automatically adapt to unmodelled, uncertain or changing characteristics of the environment.

The simpler example of compliance to an unknown environment are force and impedance modes:
for this reason, in [4] force and impedance controls have been reformulated within the iTaSC
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framework. More examples include traditional obstacle avoidance, but also active camera head
tracking, [12] and co-manipulation with visual tracking, [1].
At this level, there is no or very little “memory” of previous states (since the adopted control
is based on the instantaneous optimization paradigm), and long term execution is decided in a
planning stage, which interfaces to this level by means of task descriptions that revolve around
the task space1. In this way we are able to divide the responsibility of the control algorithms
(that acts in in a greedy way, pursuing local objectives) from the planning algorithms (that, on
the contrary, can works on whole actions).
Generally speaking, tasks are not described in terms of the robot ( e.g. joints positions), but in
terms of the task geometry (e.g. object frames). In case of manipulation and grasping tasks, it is
convenient to expand the set of primitives employed in task definition, in order to easily describe
the hand/grasp and arm configurations, e.g. the synergy that represents hand postures, or the
manipulability space of the arm, as shown in [4].

2.2 Planning

The plan that is executed by the control algorithms is synthesized on a higher level, either em-
ploying a reasoning engine (e.g. the CRAM system), or a by learning, thus taking the role of the
Coordinator element depicted in ??. While this architecture is applicable to general tasks, once
the focus is shifted toward manipulation tasks, new aspects (somehow connected to the interac-
tion with objects) must be accounted for: for example, in [2] is shown how to build a probabilistic
model of grasp stability, that allows to foresee which is the best “strategy” to execute a given
task. The model is build with several steps that include simulation (in order to produce good a set
of initial grasps), human “tutoring”, and robot trials that are evaluated in function of visual and
kinaesthetic stimuli. Instead, in [6] a more simulation-based approach is pursued; this approach
greatly simplifying the learning stage, at the cost of relying only on 3D object models.
Also forces exerted by the robot play a central role: in [9, 10] is shown how positions and forces
are equally relevant for learning and execution of simple cooking-related tasks. Again, the spaces
that are used as references are task spaces. As such, forces and positions are expressed in object
frames, while the robot kinematics does not play any role: in this way the learned force and
position trajectories are independent by the robot, and robust to changes in the scenes.

Another example where cognitive aspects assumes a central role in the manipulation is the inter-
action with objects whose kinematics are largely constrained, for example, when opening a drawer
or a door, [7]. In this case, the robot (instead of learning from a demonstration) “learns” the
constraints offered by the environment, and use it in planning, or in reactive control, or both.
All these works share a common aspect that naturally emerges from manipulation tasks implemen-
tation: the need to find a space that simplifies the expression or the execution of the task, either
i) by reducing the number of parameters needed to describe it, ii) or by looking to the correct
space to represent it. While the above criteria are of general application in task specification,
in the case of manipulation, we have more aspects to take into account, arising by the intrinsic
complexity of robotic hands, grasp definition, and the interaction with the environment.

1see also Deliverable D3.1.
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Chapter 3

Forewords to attached publications

This Deliverable summarizes the works that project consortium members carried over in the first
two years of the project. As most of the works is already documented in the form of papers
and articles, we will simply highlight how the achieved results concur toward the synthesis and
execution of grasping manoeuvres. Note how these works describes algorithms that are can (and
in many cases, are) encapsulated in the components depicted in fig. 1.3 and described in chapter 1:
the papers practically describes either how to compute, how to configure, or how to monitor one
or more aspect in which manipulation or environment interaction are involved. The contributions
will be presented following the rationale presented in the previous Chapter, divided in Control and
Planning.

3.1 Control and constraint specification

This Section briefly revises the works that are related to control by constraints in manipulation.
We consider i) specification of force and impedance control as constraints, ii) specification of arm
and hand poses, iii) co-manipulation with a human operator, and iv) compliant interaction with
kinematically constrained objects.
In the first two cases we focus on the description of methodologies and extension to constrained-
based frameworks toward manipulation-centred tasks, while the latter two focus on to blend of
force, vision and a priory knowledge to comply with human desires and with the environment.

Structural system architecture

Reference work:

- Herman Bruyninckx, Markus Klotzbücher, and Hugo Garcia. Hierarchical hypergraphs of
nodes, ports and connectors (hh-npc): a composable structural meta model for robotics.
Journal of Software Engineering in Robotics, 2014. Draft

Force and impedance control

Reference works:

- Gianni Borghesan and Joris De Schutter. Constraint-based specification of hybrid position-
impedance-force tasks. In IEEE Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation, 2014.
Accepted
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One of the simplest and most used way to move in an unknown environment, is to react to kinaes-
thetic stimuli. Impedance control and force control allows to do so efficiently, ruling interactions
either in function of displacement of a compliance system, or in function of forces exerted by/to
the environment. In this work, we bring the structure of the task within the impedance control
framework, by extending the capability of tasks frame formalism to specify desired force along
Cartesian directions to more general definitions of output space.

Constraint-based specification of arm and position control

Reference work:

- Gianni Borghesan, Erwin Aertbeliën, and Joris De Schutter. Constraint- and synergy-based
specification of manipulation tasks. In IEEE Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Robotics and Au-
tomation, 2014. Accepted

In this work we bring within the constraint-based approach the concept of synergies. In general,
synergies are a method to reduce the dimensionality of a data set in which some correlation
between the data exists. In the case of grasping, synergies allow to represent a grasp along some
directions that could have also a semantic meaning. In task specification, this is a very useful
characteristic, since it allows to abstract from the joint space representation, thus i) reducing the
knowledge needed to program the task, and ii) separating the declaration of the desired grasp
(that can in principle be achieved on hands that differ in kinematics) from the implementation.

Following the same rationale, we also consider how to control the stance of the arm, in order, for
example, to maximize the manipulability in one preferred direction in such a way it is easier to
execute a task.

Reference work:

- Azamat Shakhimardanov and Herman Bruyninckx. Vereshchagin’s algorithm for the linear-
time hybrid dynamics and control with weighted or prioritized partial motion constraints
in tree-structured kinematic chains . In IEEE Conf. on Intel. Robots and Systems, 2014.
Submitted

This work introduces a new integrated solver for acceleration constrained motion tasks for tree-
based robots, that can deal with priorities and weighting between constraints in the same linear-
time sweeps over the robot’s kinematic chain. Its reference implementation is designed according
to the Component Composition Pattern.

Human-Robot Co-manipulation

Reference works:

- Dominick Vanthienen, Tinne De Laet, Wilm Decré, Herman Bruyninckx, and Joris De Schut-
ter. Force-Sensorless and Bimanual Human-Robot Comanipulation Implementation using
iTaSC. In Proc. of 10th IFAC Symposium on Robot Control, pages 832–839, 2012

- Don Joven Agravante, Andrea Cherubini, Antoine Bussy, and Abderrahmane Kheddar.
Human-Humanoid Joint Haptic Table Carrying Task with Height Stabilization using Vi-
sion. In Proc. of IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
(IROS), 2014
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- Yiannis Karayiannidis, Christian Smith, Francisco Vina, and Danica Kragic. Online kine-
matics estimation for active human-robot manipulation of jointly held objects. In IEEE/RSJ
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, pages 4872–4878, 2013

In tasks where the robot cooperates with an operator, sensing plays a central role. In the brought
examples, we consider three different approaches to solve the problem of a person and of a robot
jointly executing the task of moving a plank: in the first example, the robot is driven by kinaesthetic
stimuli. In the second, visual cues are employed to estimated the actions that the user applies to
the plank. In the last work, the emphasis is posed on estimating a very simplified kinematic model
of the operator, in such a way it is possible to better react and plan the task in such a way the
user “constraints” are not violated.

These examples expose the complexity in defining seemingly trivial tasks: first of all, in order to
successfully execute the principal task, many other constraints must be enforced, like to maintain
self balancing or avoid obstacles. Secondly, the robotic system must be equipped with cognitive
capabilities (intended as sensors and algorithms that manipulates the acquired raw data) in order
to interpret the environment (e.g. to estimate poses of objects of interest) and the intention of
the operator, and in order to react in function of the acquired data.

Interaction with kinematically constrained objects

Reference works:

- Y. Karayiannidis, C. Smith, F.E. Viña, P. Ogren, and D. Kragic. Open sesame! adaptive
force/velocity control for opening unknown doors. In Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS),
2012 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on, pages 4040–4047, 2012

Along with the interaction with operators, robots can interact with objects that are somehow
constrained, e.g. performing door opening operation. In these cases, by employing a simple
general model and estimating online the parameters of the specific object, it is possible to reduce
interaction forces.

3.2 Cognitive planning in the task space

In this section we will give an overview of works that deal with planning and learning. The most
noteworthy characteristic that is shared by these works is that the task description becomes more
and more central, and some a priori knowledge is used to describe the actions composing the
tasks or the learning algorithms that observe task executions.

Learning (Tasks) by Demonstration

Reference works:

- A. L. Pais, Keisuke Umezawa, Yoshihiko Nakamura, and A. Billard. Learning robot skills
through motion segmentation and constraints extraction. HRI Workshop on Collaborative
Manipulation, 2013

- A. L. Pais and A. Billard. Extracting task constraints as a middle layer between low level
control and high level planning. RSS Workshop on Programming with constraints, 2013
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These two works address the problem of teaching by demonstration of tasks executed in kitchen
environment where forces exerted by means of the robot with a tool play an important role.
To understand the centrality of the task, we can observe that in this works the learning algorithm
knows which are the object/frames of interest for the whole task sequence, and employs a space
(in which forces and poses are represented) for each of such objects: by comparing the same
motion and force profiles, captured during human demonstrations, and represented in each of
these spaces, it is possible to create a description that capture the meaning of the task, and
thus allows for a reproduction of the task, even in a mutated or different environment. On the
contrary, the same techniques applied in a space that is not related to the task, (e.g. joint space
trajectories) fail to show the robustness achieved in these conditions.

Grasp planning

Reference works:

- Yasemin Bekiroglu, Dan Song, Lu Wang, and Danica Kragic. A probabilistic framework for
task-oriented grasp stability assessment. In Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2013 IEEE
International Conference on, pages 3040–3047, 2013

- B. Huang, S. El-Khoury, Miao Li, J.J. Bryson, and A. Billard. Learning a real time grasping
strategy. In Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2013 IEEE International Conference on,
pages 593–600, 2013

The last topic that we covered is the grasp synthesis. The addressed question is how to position
the wrist and the fingers is a way it is possible to move an object without losing it. The problem is
addressed from two different perspectives: in one case the grasp strategies are trained in different
steps: simulation, try-and-error, and tutoring, and then the trained model are used to execute the
task, aiming a stable grasp. On the contrary, in the second work, grasp stability is assessed by
simulation only, but grasp can be optimized also toward other factors (e.g. minimize finger joint
torques), while in the first case the only maximized factor is the probability to achieve a stable
grasp.
In both cases, the systems have a priori knowledge of the grasp strategy that is valid for a class of
objects, that, once the acquisition/learning process is concluded, can be applied in real scenarios.
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Abstract

The domain of robotics has many applications that rely on graph models in one form or another: perception
via probabilistic graphical models such as Bayesian Networks or Factor Graphs; control diagrams and other
computational “function block” models; software component architectures; Finite State Machines; kinematics
and dynamics of actuated mechanical structures; world models and maps; knowledge relationships as “RDF
triples”; etc.

The common assumption in modelling is that of traditional graphs, in which each edge connects just two nodes,
and graphs are “flat”, that is, a node does not contain other nodes. This paper advocates hierarchical hypergraphs
(HHs) as the more fundamental structural meta model for graph models: (i) an edge (also called “hyperedge”, or
“connector”) can connect more than two nodes, (ii) the attachment between nodes and connectors can be made
explicit, in the form of “ports”, to provide a uniquely identifiable view on a node’s internal behaviour, and (iii)
every node, edge or port can in itself be another hierarchical hypergraph.

A hierarchical hypergraph represents only the interaction structure, so each application still has to attach its
own behavioural model(s) to the structural model represented by the HH.

The formal representation of the structural semantics of hierarchical hypergraphs, built with node, port and
connector primitives, is done via a Domain Specific Language, called “HH-NPC”. It captures the structural
aspects of the model, without introducing any application-specific constraints on which node, connector and
port interconnections are allowed. The DSL is designed to be (i) minimal, (ii) explicit (i.e., all relationships
between entities that merit their own universal identifier get their own relationship primitive in the DSL),
and (iii) extensible-by-composition (i.e., application-specific connection policies can be added later (as separate
DSLs!), and this also holds for application-specific behavioural models, visualisations, knowledge relationships,
causality definitions, etc.).

The HH-NPC language is suggested for adoption as a neutral standard meta model, since standardizing the
structural part of components, knowledge, or systems, would be a major (and long-overdue) step towards higher
effciency and reuse in robotics system modelling design, and in the development of reusable tooling and (meta)
algorithms.

1 Introduction

Everywhere in robotics, graph-based models show up
in one form or another, to provide a graphical rep-
resentation of concepts, knowledge, software, systems,
etc. Such graph-based models are good to separate the
structural and behavioural parts of the models, that is,
the graph only represents which nodes interact with
which other nodes, without describing the dynamical
behaviour inside the nodes, or of the interaction dy-
namics between nodes. Here is a non-exhaustive list of
examples of graph-based modelling use cases in robotics,

where nodes, edges and (sometimes) ports are the build-
ing blocks of the graphs:

• software component architectures, such as in Fig. 1,
or Fig. 2. Each node represents an input-output
relationship that is typically dynamic and time-
varying, while the structure of the interactions (i.e.,
the edges and the ports) does not change over time.

• kinematics and dynamics of actuated mechanical
structures, as in Fig. 3. The joint nodes contain ac-
tuator dynamics, and the link nodes contain rigid-
body inertia dynamics; the edges are nothing more

1
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ponent software architecture. The nodes in the graph
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are the lines connecting the coloured ports, which give
access to some of the internal variables in the nodes.

than connectivity indicators, modelling which ac-
tuators and links are connected, and where.

• Finite State Machines, as in Fig. 4, are often used
to model the discrete aspects of the behaviour of
a robot control system. That is, what activities
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Figure 3: A generic tree-structured kinematic chain
with possible task requirements on the chain’s joints
and links. The nodes in the graph (here it is only a
tree) are the actuated joints and the rigid-body links,
the edges are the (dynamics-less) connectivities between
the nodes. Ports are typically not represented in such
kinematic models, which hinders the methodological ex-
tension of the structural chain model with very relevant
components such as actuators, transmissions, sensors,
and tasks.
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Figure 4: An hierarchical Finite State Machine. The
nodes represent the states, and the edges represent the
state transitions; ports are typically not represented.

must be running in the system in concurrent ways,
and based on which events the system must switch
its overall behaviour to another set of concurrent
activities.

• probabilistic graphical models such as Bayesian Net-
works or Factor Graphs, Figs 5–6. The dynamic
aspect is in the information representation (“ran-
dom variables” in the nodes) that changes every
time new “sensor” information is input in one or
more nodes. The edges represent probabilistic re-
lationships between the random variables in the in-
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Figure 5: A simple dynamic Bayesian network, repre-
senting for example a Kalman Filter. The nodes contain
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model does not allow to indicate which of the random
variables in each node are involved in each of the rela-
tionships represented by edges; for example, in general,
only some of the input variables U(k-1) influence the
output variables Y(k-1).

terconnected nodes.

• control diagrams and other computational mod-
els, such as the Cartesian position control scheme
of Fig. 8, Simulink [32] diagrams, or Bond Graph
[1, 5, 17, 26, 27] models in 20Sim [9]. The inter-
pretation of structure and behaviour here is very
similar to the above-mentioned cases of software
and kinematic models.

• knowledge representation networks, such as the “se-
mantic web” (represented often by the RDF, OWL
or TopicMap languages) or the robotics KnowRob
[30] (using also Lisp as representation language).
RDF and OWL can only represent “triple” rela-
tionships; Lisp statements have the semantics of
S-expressions [] (or “expression trees”); and Topic
Maps represent more general graphs.

1.1 Structural model: hierarchy and in-
terconnection

All graph models in the paragraphs above represent the
structure (“interconnection”) of the interactions that
are represented by their edges, and their nodes are the
containers for the different kinds of behaviour that the
model represents. Some models contain hierarchy (i.e.,
a node can contain a full graph in itself), and some al-
low hyperedges (i.e., one edge can link more than two
nodes). Only in rare cases (such as software models or

x y z

u

x y z

u
Bayes network

Factor graph

Probabilistic relationship:

Figure 6: A probabilistic relationship and its corre-
sponding Bayesian Network and Factor Graph repre-
sentations. The Factor Graph is one of the few examples
where hyperedges are first-class citizens of the graphi-
cal model; the advantage is visible in the figure: the
Factor Graph can be linked one-to-one to the semantics
it represents (i.e., the probabilistic relationship), while
the mainstream Bayesian Network representation can
do that only partially.

X

sat
n

Figure 7: The so-called plate notation is one of the
few examples where hierarchy is a first-class citizen of
probabilistic graphical models. The plate is the rounded
rectangle, and it represents n copies of the graph it con-
tains, in this case, just one single random variable sat

in the round node.

Bond Graphs), the concept of a port is introduced ex-
plicitly, as a “view” on part of the internal state of the
node it is connected to, and serving as the “attachment
point” for interactions via edge connectors.

Support for hierarchical hypergraphs as first-class cit-
izens in the model is a rare exception, e.g., in the exam-
ples above, only FSMs and Factor Graph models pro-
vide part of it. Nevertheless, hierarchy and multi-node
interactions are common in all engineering disciplines,
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Figure 8: A generic Cartesian control diagram for posi-
tion controlled robots. The nodes contain computations
on variables in the diagram, and the edges represent (di-
rected) transfer of such variables between nodes; ports
are typically not represented.

as major modelling instruments to deal with complexity.
In the area of software engineering, most projects1

even do not have explicit structural models, since they
provide only source code; at best, models are only used
as informal means of documentation, to be understood
by the human developers, but not by the robots them-
selves during their runtime activities, nor by software
tooling to support (semi) automatic code generation.
There are a few exceptions that (i) provide explicit for-
mal models (for example, Proteus [19], or OpenRTM
[24]), and (ii) support hierarchical hypergraph models
implicitly (for example, Mathlab/Simulink or 20Sim,
the ROCK toolchain for Orocos [7, 20], or the “plate
notation” in probabilistic graphical models, Fig. 7).

1.2 Objectives

The aim of this paper is to motivate and introduce an
explicit, simple but formal model of hierarchical hyper-
graphs, to serve as the common meta model2 for all of
the above-mentioned use cases, and many more. The
motivation for this effort is that for all the “systems”
in the use cases, there is a structural part (that is, the
model that represents which subsystems interact with
which other ones), that can be fully separated from their
behavioural part (that is, the model of the “dynamics”
of the subsystems). Such separation of concerns helps
a lot (i) to let human developers express their system
designs in a more methodological way, and, hence, (ii)
to enable a huge gain in development efforts for software

1Including popular “open source” projects such as ROS, Oro-
cos, OpenCV, PointCloudLibrary, etc.

2A meta model is a language with which to create concrete
models of a system in a particular application domain or context,
[2, 4, 25].

representations, toolings and implementations.
Section 3 introduces a formal model for hierarchical

hypergraphs, in the form of a Domain Specific Lan-
guage (“DSL”, or “meta modelling language”). Its
core primitives are the concepts of node, port, and
connector, and and its core relationships are contains
and connects; the former relationship represents hier-
archy, the latter represents hyperedges.

The hope is that this simple, neutral, versatile and
customizable meta modelling language can stimulate
educators, researchers and software developers to pay
more attention to modelling, and—not in the least!—to
standardize their structural modelling approaches.

Unfortunately, even after 50 years of disappointing
experiences with respect to standardization in the do-
main of robotics, many practitioners are not motivated
to help create and accept standardization efforts. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to explain why and how
well-designed and neutral standards are indispensable
for the domain of robotics to transition from small-
scale academic or industrial development groups to a
large-scale, multi-vendor industry. However, the major
design principles behind this paper (minimality, explic-
itness and composability of the DSL) have been strongly
motivated by the just-mentioned unfortunate situation
of lack of standards in robotics: it is the authors’ believe
that the high complexity and variability of robotics as a
scientific and engineering discipline is exactly due to the
pressure of the open world assumption: no model of the
world is ever complete, or has the right level of detail for
the many different use cases that the domain has to sup-
port. So, starting with first separating out the simplest
part of complex systems—namely its structural model—
from their more complex behavioural aspects, provides
the path of least effort to reach the stated long-term
goal.

1.3 Overview of the paper

Section 2 motivates the need for hierarchy and hy-
peredges in the structural modelling in the domain of
robotics. Section 3 then introduces the HH-NCP meta
model, that is, a formal and computer-processable Do-
main Specific Language, designed for the “open world”,
via its explicitness and composability design drivers.
Section 4 presents some examples of how HH-NCP could
be used as a standard structural model in robotics.

2 Hierarchical hypergraphs

This Section motivates why the robotics domain has
to adopt hierarchical hypergraphs, instead of traditional
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B

A

XC ...

Figure 9: A simple Bayesian network in which the tra-
ditional graph structure mis-represents the real inter-
action between the random variables in the nodes: the
network is a graphical representation of the n-ary prob-
abilistic relationship p(A|B,C, . . . , X), while the arrows
suggest only binary interactions. The Factor Graph
model of Fig. 6 is a better graphical representation of
the real n-ary interactions.

graphs, as its main structural meta model. The moti-
vation is found from a list of examples (Sec. 2.1) that
illustrate various ways in which the use of traditional
graphs introduces erroneous ways of representing (and
hence, “reasoning”) about complex systems. The situ-
ation is critical since many users of graph models are
not aware of these problems, or cannot formulate them
by lack of an appropriate and semantically well-defined
language; such a language is introduced in Sec. 3.

2.1 Graph modelling: bad practices

Traditional graphs have nodes and edges as model
primitives (such as in, for example, Fig. 5), and most
practitioners feel very comfortable with usign them as
graphical primitives for modelling. However, traditional
graphs have a rather limited expressiveness with respect
to composition, that is, to model the structural prop-
erties of a system design. Here is a list of commonly
occurring “bad practices” in using traditional graphs to
represent the semantics in system models:

• an edge can only connect two nodes, while many
structural interactions are so-called n-ary relation-
ships, that is, more than two (i.c., “n”) entities in-
teract at the same time, and influence each other’s
behaviour.

Obvious examples of n-are relationships are
“knowledge relationships”, such as the (still ex-
tremely simple!) Bayesian network of Fig. 9. But
also motion controllers of robotics hardware must
deal with all the links, joints, sensors and actua-
tors on the robot’s kinematic chain in a coordinated
way.

• the structural model is flat, in that all nodes and
edges in the model live on the same “layer” of the

model. However, hierarchy has, since ever, been a
primary approach to deal with complexity in design
problems.

Again, knowledge relationships are prominent ex-
amples of where the problem of flat structural mod-
els is very apparent: here, hierarchy is equivalent to
context—that is, the meaning of a concept depends
on the context in with it is used—and context is an
indispensable structure in coping with the infor-
mation in, and about, complex systems. Another
prominent “bad practice” example are the popu-
lar (open source) robotics software frameworks, like
ROS or Orocos: they do not support hiearchical
composition of software nodes, the consequence be-
ing that users always see all the dozens, or even
hundreds, of nodes at the same time. This makes
understanding, analysis and debugging of applica-
tions difficult.

• edges have no behaviour and just serve as topologi-
cal symbols representing the logical state of two (or
more) nodes to be “connected” or “not connected”.

However, almost all of the use cases in the Introduc-
tion have edges that do exhibit dynamics, e.g., the
communication channels between software compo-
nents (time delays, buffering,. . . ), the mechanical
dynamics of joints and actuators in robotics hard-
ware, etc.

• interactions are uni-directional (in the case of di-
rected edges in a graph model), that is, the graph
assumes that each “partner” in an interaction can
influence one or more other “partners”, without
ever being influenced by those partners in any way.
Nevertheless, bi-directional interactions are the ob-
vious reality, in physical interactions (including
man-machine interactions), as well as in compu-
tational, knowledge and information interactions.

Again, the recent ROS (and, to a lesser ex-
tent) Orocos practice (but also earlier practice
in robotics such as [29]), illustrate this problem:
software nodes are only exchanging data with
each other via so-called publish-subscribe protocols,
which work only in one direction, namely from the
publisher node to the (possibly multiple) subscriber
nodes.

Another “bad practice” are control diagrams: the
directed edges in, for example, Simulink [32] di-
agrams, can only represent input/output interac-
tions between computational nodes, which prevents
a “downstream” computation to influence the be-
haviour of the “upstream” nodes.
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Nevertheless, there are other computational tools,
like 20Sim [9], that do not oblige their users to use
only uni-directional interactions, since they offer
so-called Bond Graph-based modelling primitives
[1, 17, 26, 27], that allow to represent the physi-
cal bi-directional energy interaction of dynamical
nodes.

The opposite of the later problem also occurs: directed
arrows are used in graphical notations while the repre-
sented interaction is really bi-directional, hence result-
ing in misleading, semantically incorrect, or too con-
straining models. For example, the probabilistic infor-
mation in Bayesian networks does flow in both direc-
tions along an edge. Also in this context, hierarchical
models are starting to be used [15, 12, 13, 23] because
of the complexity of integrating “local” and “global”
features in sensor data.

2.2 Terminology and definitions

This Section defines the complementary modelling con-
cepts of hyperedges and hierarchical graphs; Sect, 3 later
introduces a minimal terminology and language con-
structs to represent them formally and completely.

The core of the language are the Node-Port-
Connector (“NPC”) relationships (Fig. 15), i.e., the
(“hyperedge”) connection between, and hierarchical
containment of, the structural system primitives

Node, Port and Connector.3 The term composition

will be used to denote any combination of both rela-
tionships, connection and containment. Figure 10 illus-
trates the connection relationships:

• connects(connector-i, port-p),

• connects(connector-i, port-s),

• connects(connector-j, port-n),

• connects(connector-j, port-q),

• connects(connector-j, port-r),

• connects(port-n, node-B),

• connects(port-p, node-B),

• connects(port-q, node-C),

• connects(port-r, node-D), and

• connects(port-s, node-X).

Figure 10 also illustrates the hierarchical composition
(or “containment”) relationship; e.g., node “A” is the
composition of nodes “B”, “C” and “D”, so:

3So, ehe “edge” primitive in traditional graph models is split
up in two primitives,“port” and “connector”.

A

B

C X

i

j

D

p

q
r

n

s

Figure 10: Hierarchical hypergraph relationships. The
nodes A and X are at the top of the hierarchy. The
nodes B, C and D are contained inside node A. The
lines “i” and “j” are connectors, linking ports on nodes.
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B

C X

i

j a

D

p

q
r

n

sb

Figure 11: Adjacency relationships derived from the
hierarchical containment relationship. The dashed lines
represent that (i) the nodes B, C and D are adjacent be-
cause they are contained within the same hierarchical
level provided by node A, and (ii) A and X are adja-
cent because both live at the “top level” of the depicted
hierarchical hypergraph.

• contains(node-A, node-B),

• contains(node-A, node-C), and

• contains(node-A, node-D).

The hyperedge and hierarchy relationships are orthog-
onal, in that one does not imply anything about the
other. For example, edge “i” connect nodes “X” and
“B” over two different levels of the containment hier-
archy. The FSM in Fig. 4 shows a real-world example
of such hierarchy crossing edge, in the transition out of
State2.2 towards the end state.

The contains relationships implies another (de-
rived, fully dependent) relationship, namely that of be-
ing “adjacent” in the context of a “composite” node.
Figure 11 illustrates this adjacency relationship for the
graph in Fig. 10:

• adjacent(node-A; node-B, node-C, node-D)

because they are contained in the same node “A”.
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A
B

C

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 12: An example of a hierarchical composition
in which containment does not follow a strict tree hi-
erarchy: the compositions with the small dashes (blue)
and the long dashes (red) have some internal nodes in
common.

A B C

a b c d e

Figure 13: The multi-tree that represents the com-
position (or “containment”) hierarchy of the Nodes in
Fig. 12.

Node “A” is on the same hierarchical containment level
as node “X”, so, edge “a” is an adjacency edge between
nodes “A” and “X”:

• adjacent(edge-a; node-A, node-X).

Figure 13) shows the multi-tree that represents the ad-
jacency relationships in the somewhat more complex hi-
erarchical hypergraph of Fig. 12; such a tree is a special
case of a hierarchical hypergraph, which indicates that
it (implicitly!) models some constraints on the com-
position and connection relationships. More concretely,
the constraint that is represented in this case is that
the containment relationship should still always repre-
sent a partial order: no node should be contained in
itself, irrespective of how many levels deep one goes in
the containment hierarchy.

The nodes given in full black lines in the just-
mentioned graph of Fig. 12 represent the (not so un-
common) example in which no connector is crossing a
composition boundary, or, in other words, that connec-
tors only leave the context of a node explicitly via a port
on that node. This case is sometimes called a (strict)
hierarchical composition, or a “nested” graph.

A A

s

r
r

sj
j

Figure 14: Examples of possible hierarchy in Ports
and Connectors: the Port “s” and the Connector “j” of
the left-hand model are hierarchically expanded in the
right-hand model.

2.3 Discussion

The paragraphs above showed examples of hierarchy for
nodes, but this paper uses the term hierarchical graph
for a graph in which not just nodes but also ports or con-
nectors can be hierarchical graphs in themselves. Fig-
ure 14 gives some generic examples of such hierarchy
in ports and connectors. A concrete example: if one
decides to distribute a software system over two com-
puters, what was first a simple shared data structure
(i.e., a “connector”) in the centralized version now be-
comes a full set of cooperating “middleware” software
components in itself in the distributed version (i.e., a
composition of nodes, connectors and ports).

Nodes and connectors are both hyperedges, in the
sense that they both connect zero, one or more ports.
The ports themselves are not hyperedges, since in our
language, one single Port is always connecting one sin-
gle node to one single connector. So, as far as struc-
tural properties are concerned, there is no yet a seman-
tic reason to introduce both nodes and connectors

in the language, since they are acting 100% symmet-
rically in the structural relationships. (This property is
sometimes refered to as the duality between nodes and
connectors.)

The reason why two different model primitives, nodes
and connectors, are necessary, becomes clear as soon
as the application-independent structural model repre-
sented by HH-NPC is composed with the behavioural
models that come from a particular application do-
main: such behaviours are then put in nodes, while
connectors are meant to represent behaviour-free in-
terconnection relations. In this context, ports repre-
sent behaviour-free “access” to the behaviour in nodes.

However, HH-NPC does not want to impose in ad-
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vance the (arbitrary!) choice of where an application
will see behaviour fit best, in the structural primitive
that it calls a node, or in the structural primitive that
it calls a connector, or even in both. Hence, nothing is
put in the HH-NPC language that can bias this choice.

Anyway, the (fundamental) asymmetry between
behaviour-bearing and behaviour-free structural prim-
itives is just a matter of an arbitrary selection of the
names “node” and “connector”.

Finally, while connectors and nodes are foreseen
to be behaviour-free parts of a structural model, they
can both contain hierarchical sub-model with nodes,
connectors and ports in which the nodes can have
behaviour.

3 The DSL for HH-NCP

This Section formalizes the intuitively presented con-
cepts of the previous Section into a meta model. Such
a meta model is also called a modelling language, or a
Domain Specific Language, or a DSL [14, 18]. The HH-
NCP meta model represents the structural properties
of hierarchical hypergraphs in a fully formal, computer-
processable way. Other examples of DSLs in robotics
are [6, 10, 11, 16, 21, 28]. Since 2010, the Inter-
national Workshop on Domain-Specific Languages and
Models for Robotic Systems (DSLRob) has been orga-
nized yearly. GXL [34] is an XML-based format (not
with roots in robotics) to represent graphs, which also
supports hierarchy and hyperedges, but it scores poorly
on the design requirements specified in the following
paragraphs.

3.1 Design drivers

The major design drivers behind the presented HH-NCP
language are semanticminimality, explicitness and com-
posability :

3.1.1 Minimality

The model represents interconnection and containment
structure, and only that. No behavioural, visual, soft-
ware, process,. . . information is represented.

3.1.2 Explicitness

Every concept, and every relationship between con-
cepts, gets its own explicit keyword:

• node for the concept of “behaviour” encapsulation.

• connector for the concept of “behaviour” intercon-
nection.

Port

Connector

Node

Node-Port
attachment

Connector-Port
attachment

Figure 15: A Connector is an hyperedge that links
Ports together, and a Port links a Connector to a Node,
via Connector-Port and Node-Port attachment objects.
Making these attachment objects explicit is required for
an explicit formal representation of hierarchy in Nodes,
Ports and Connectors. For example, one wants to create
formal checks of the “well-formedness” of the connec-
tion relationships between Nodes, Ports and Connec-
tors: not any connection that is syntactically possible
is also semantically meaningfull.

• port for the concept of access between encapsula-
tion and interconnection.

• contains for the relationship of composition into
hierarchies.

• connects for the relationship of composition via
interaction.

In addition to these obvious language primitives, extra
primitives are introduced for the “attachment objects”
on nodes:

• a node-port-attachment-point belongs to a
node, via an explicit

connects(node,node-port-attachment-point)

relationship, and is meant to receive a connects

relation with a port.

• a connector-port-attachment-point belongs to
a connector, via an explicit

connects(connector,

connector-port-attachment-point)

relationship, and is also meant to receive a
connects relation with a port.

These primitives allow each node or connector to indi-
cate explicitly (i) how many interactions it offers, and
(ii) to identify each of these in a unique way.4 This is a
necessary (but not sufficient) condition for formal rea-
soning on the semantic correctness of interconnections.

4The attachment objects are also indispensible for graphical
representation inside software tools; these are not properties of
the structural model in itself, but of every particular graphical
visualistion of the model. This discussion is beyond the scope of
this document.
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3.1.3 Composability

The DSL is intended to represent only structure, and is,
hence, designed to be extended (or rather, composed)
with behavioural models: it allows to connect other
models to any of its own language primitives and re-
lationships, without having to change the definition of
the language (and hence also its parsers). This can be
done, in a simple and proven way, by providing each
primitive in the model with the triplet:

• UID: a Unique IDentifier ;

• URI: a Universal Resource Indicator, to provide a
unique pointer to where the definition of the se-
mantics of the primitive can be found;

• name: a string that is only meant to increase read-
ability by humans.

Such a generic property triplet allows to compose struc-
tural model information with domain knowledge by let-
ting the domain model refer to the structural model,
and composition-by-referencing is a key property of a
language to allow for composability.

Finally, and since HH-NCP is a language for struc-
tural composition, it deserves a separate keyword
compose to refer to one or both of its two possible com-
position relationships, namely contains and connects:

compose = {contains, connects}.

Similarly, an extra keyword for a structural
composition—that is, an instance of a hierarchical
hypergraph—is in place:

composite = {node,port,connector,composite}.

Note that the recursion in this definition reflects the
hierarchical property of containment in a natural way.

3.1.4 Discussion

The motivation for the explicitness design driver is that
(i) each of the language primitives can be given its own
properties and, more importantly, its own extensions,
independently of the others, (ii) it facilitates automatic
reasoning about a given model because all information
is in the keywords (and, hence, none is hidden in the
syntax), and (iii) it facilitates automatic transforma-
tion of the same semantic information between differ-
ent formal representations. Such model-to-model trans-
formations become steadily more relevant in robotics
because applications become more complex, and hence
lots of different components and knowledge have to be
integrated; trying to do that with one big modelling

language is expected to be impossible, or at least in-
creasingly inflexible, so it will be impossible to avoid
(partial) overlaps of the many DSLs, that robotics ap-
plications will eventually have to use in an integrated
way.

In the same context, composability can only be
achieved if none of the DSLs puts any restrictions on
any of the other ones; and, even better, that each lan-
guage is designed to be integrated with any other lan-
guage (as long as that other language is also designed
for composablity).

3.2 Constraints

Section 3.1 introduced the primitives of the HH-NCP
language, and the contains and connects relationships
that can exist between these primitives. However, not
all relationships that can be formed syntactically also
have semantic meaning. So, some constraints must be
added, as explained in the following paragraphs. Note
that no connects relationships appear anywhere in the
constraints on the contains relationships, and the other
way around, which reflects the above-mentioned orthog-
onality of both relationships.

3.2.1 Constraints on primitives

The UID of every primitive must be unique:

∀X,Y ∈ {node, port, connector,

node-port-attachment-point,

connector-port-attachment-point,

composes, contains, connects},

X.UID = Y.UID ⇒ X = Y.

3.2.2 Constraints on connects

The constraints in this Section realise the well-
formedness of the connection relationships, that is,
about which kind of structural interconnections are pos-
sible. (Note that this Section does not mention “com-
posites”, since these only encode containment informa-
tion.)

Every attachment point must be connected to either
a node or a connector:

∀Y ∈ {node-port-attachment-point},

∃!N ∈ {node} and connects(N,Y)

∀Y ∈ {connector-port-attachment-point},

∃!C ∈ {connector} and connects(C,Y).
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If a port is connected, it must be connected to one and
only one node, and/or to one and only one connector:

∀P ∈ {port}, ∀N1,N2 ∈ {node}, ∀C1,C2 ∈ {connector},

connects(N1,P), connects(N2,P) ⇒ N1 = N2

connects(C1,P), connects(C2,P) ⇒ C1 = C2.

A node and a port can only be connected through a
node-port-attachment-point:

∀N ∈ {node}, ∀P ∈ {port},

∃X ∈ {node-port-attachment-point} :

connects(N,P) ⇔ connects(N,X), connects(X,P).

Similarly for connectors and ports:

∀C ∈ {connector}, ∀P ∈ {port},

∃X ∈ {connector-port-attachment-point} :

connects(C,P) ⇔ connects(C,X), connects(X,P).

A node and a connector can only be connected through
a port:

∀N ∈ {node}, ∀C ∈ {connector}, ∃P ∈ {port} :

connects(N,C) ⇔ connects(N,P), connects(C,P).

Of course, more than one such node-connector connec-
tion can exist.

A connect relationship can only be defined on exist-
ing primitives:

∀c ∈ {connects},

∃X,Y ∈ {node,port,connector,

node-port-attachment-point,

connector-port-attachment-point} :

c(X,Y).

3.2.3 Constraints on contains

The constraints in this Section realise the well-
formedness of the containment relationships of nodes,
that is, about which kind of hierarchies, or “compos-
ites” are possible. (Note that ports or connectors are
not relevant in this context, since they only encode in-
terconnection information.)

First, the fact that every primitive can be a
composite in itself is expressed:

composite = {node,port,connector,composite},

contains(node,composite),

contains(port,composite),

contains(connector,composite),

contains(composite,composite).

There always exists a composite at the top level of a
hierarchy:

∀X ∈ {node,port,connector,composite},

∃C ∈ {composite} : contains(C,X).

Every contains relationship can only be defined on ex-
isting nodes:

∀c ∈ {contains}, ∃X,Y ∈ {node} : c(X,Y).

3.3 Host DSL languages

The previous Sections introduces a formal representa-
tion of the semantics of the HH-NPC language, using
first order logic. However, such a formal definition is
seldom the most appropriate, user-friendly way to use
the meta model in a particular domain. Such user-
friendliness is determined by many factors, that have
less to do with the semantics than with pragmatic mo-
tivations within in each user community. For example,
users are already familiar with particular formal lan-
guages, and prefer not to have to learn new editors, tools
or syntax. Some very well supported existing languages
that are primary candidates “to host” new DSLs are
XML, Lisp, and Prolog. Another popular approach is
to provide the DSL in the form of a library in a general-
purpose programming language such as C++ or Java.
Whatever choice is being made, enforcing the seman-
tics of the DSL in a host language almost invariably
requires the development of a “runtime” that checks all
the constraints of the DSL; of course, the implemen-
tation of that runtime should be checked, once, for its
conformance [4] with the DSL.

HH-NPC is about the structure of hierarchical hy-
pergraphs, and exactly this semantics is something for
which the above-mentioned popular host languages have
little to no “native” support. On the contrary, in Lisp or
XML hierarchy is most often not represented explicitly,
but as a result of the syntactic structure of the lan-
guage: the “nesting” in Lisp represents hierarchy (more
in particular, expression trees, not graphs) via match-
ing parentheses (Table 1), while XML achieves the same
goal via matching nested tags as in Table 2. The non-
intended, but often occurring, result is that

• reasoning or transformations on compositions can
only take place after parsing;

• the decision about which structures in the parsed
“abstract syntax tree” have semantic meaning and
which don’t, is not represented explicitly but hid-
den in the implementation of the parser;

10
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( tag
( tag1 ( id ”abc” ) . . . )
( tag2 ( id ”xyz”} . . . )

)

Table 1: Example of an operational representation, in
Lisp, of a hierarchical composition.

<tag>
<tag1 id=”abc”> . . . </tag1>
<tag2 id=”xyz”> . . . </tag2>

</tag>

Table 2: Example of an operational representation, in
XML, of the same hierarchical composition as in Ta-
ble 1.

• the hierarchical composition itself can not be given
properties, such as a specific visual icon in a graph-
ical programming tool.

Of course, nothing in Lisp or XML prevents DSL design-
ers to represent the contains or connects relationships
explicitly, so both languages are definitely valid candi-
dates to host HH-NPC.

The example of using Lisp or XML to host the same
DSL also illustrates what model-to-model transforma-
tion means: the exact same semantics can be repre-
sented in a Lisp model and in an XML model, so a
model in one language should be transformable into a
model in the other language. However, in order for such
a transformation to be done correctly, both languages
must refer to the same external DSL that defines the
meaning of the keyword. The state of the art still misses
two important things: (i) the discipline of language de-
signers to use such external DSL semantics whenever
that makes senses, and, more importantly, (ii) the mere
availability of such DSLs.

Two (rather composable) examples of XML-hosted
DSLs in other domains than robotics are Xcore [31] from
the Eclipse eco-system, and Collada [3] from the com-
puter animation domain. Both DSLs have explicit tags
to refer to external, application-specific DSLs; Xcore
also explicitly supports hierarchy, via it contains and
container keywords.

URDF [33] or SRDF [8, 22] are examples created
in the robotics community, but, unfortunately, they go
against the design principles advocated in this paper, by
following the extension by inheritance approach instead
of the extension by composition: if the language design-
ers want to model a new feature, they add a new key-
word to the URDF language. In the medium term, this

will lead to an overloaden, huge and not semantically
consistent or complete “standard”, such as is the case
with UML or CORBA. Because of its composability and
minimality design drivers, the DSL approach suggested
in this paper has a higher chance (but no guarantee!)
of leading to a lot of small modelling languages that are
semantically correct, and can (hence) be integrated via
small, application-specific DSLs without the application
developers having to spend time on making their own
big languages.

4 Examples of applying HH-
NPC

This Section gives some concrete examples about how
HH-NPC can be used to represent the structural parts
of the “systems” that needs to be represented in var-
ious application domains. The first “application” do-
main (Sec. 4.1) is that of traditional graph theory, but
Sec. 4.3 revisits some of the examples given in the Intro-
duction, and illustrates what role HH-NPC could play
in developing formal DSLs for them.

4.1 Generic graph models

• tree, graph, multi-tree: extra constraints in
contains and connects

• directed connector: extra property of connects re-
lationship

• DAG: extra constraint on connects

• compose primitive properties with shape/geometry
DSL: new DSL!

4.2 Software architecture models

TODO:

4.3 Robotics graph models, revisited

This Section looks back at some of the domains that
were discussed in the Introduction, and explains how
HH-NPC can serve as the structural DSL in those do-
main contexts.

4.4 Kinematic chains

TODO: KDL and other frameworks. . .

4.5 Bayesian Networks

TODO: BFL and other frameworks. . .

11
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4.6 Finite State Machines

TODO: rFSM and other frameworks. . .

4.7 Computational schedules

TODO: microblx and other frameworks. . .

4.8 Control diagrams

TODO:

5 Discussion and conclusions

This paper advocates the introduction of a generic
model (“meta model”) to represent port-based graphi-
cal structures, in a domain-independent way, or rather,
targeting all man-made engineering systems based on
lumped parameter models.

Many such models exist already, but the important
contribution of this paper is to make all structural rela-
tionships explicit. The rationale behind this design deci-
sion is that all current examples rely a lot on the implicit
specification of structural relationships, more in partic-
ular the two fundamental relationships of “contains”
and “connects”. Only an explicit representation of
both relationships will allow engineering systems to rea-
son about its own structure (e.g., via approaches like
KnowRob [30]).

This goal of allowing reasoning immediately brings
in another motivation for the generic, flexible but ex-
plicit representation of “contains” and “connects” re-
lationships: the domain knowledge that is required for
such reasoning always depends on the specific context
in which pieces of knowledge are valid or not. The
similarity between “knowledge” and “port-based inter-
action” is that the former can also make good use of
the “contains” relationship (i.e., the context of validity
of knowledge); the difference between both is that the
“connects” relationship makes less sense for knowledge.
Anyway, the Hierarchical Hypergraph meta model is
100% ready for the step from engineering systems to
knowledge-based engineering systems.

The aspect of composability of structural models is an
important design focus too. The HH meta model ad-
vocates that extra “features” (such as behaviour or vi-
sualisation) should not be added “by inheritance” (that
is, by adding attributes or properties to already existing
primitives), but “by composition”, that is, a new DSL
is made, that imports already existing DSLs and only
adds the new relationships and or properties as explicit
language primitives. The many examples of graphical

models taken from the robotics domain should be suffi-
cient “proof” for practitioners in the field to start adapt-
ing HH’s “composability pattern”.

Finally, although presented in a robotics context,
nothing in HH-NPC depends on this specific robotics
domain. But the real advantage of the meta model
shines through best in robotics, because of (i) the large
and growing amount of sub-systems to be integrated,
(ii) the demanding online efficiency of such robotics
systems, and (iii) their need for the online reasoning
about—and eventually the online adaptation of—their
own structural architectures.
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Constraint-based specification of hybrid position-impedance-force tasks

Gianni Borghesan and Joris De Schutter

Abstract— This work aims to extend the application field of
the constraint-based control framework called iTaSC (instanta-
neous task specification using constraints) toward tasks where
physical interaction between the robot and the environment, or
a human, is contemplated. iTaSC, in its original formulation,
allows for a systematic derivation of control schemes from
task descriptions; tasks are defined as constraints enforced on
outputs (e.g. distances, angles), and the iTaSC control takes care
to fulfil such constraints by computing desired velocities to be
commanded to the robot(s) joints. This approach, being based
on a velocity resolution scheme, principally addresses tasks
where positioning is the main issue. However, tasks that involve
contacts with the environment or with the user, either desired
or accidental, can be considered as well, taking advantage of
impedance control, when position is controlled, or with force
control. This paper describes the implementation of force tasks,
and, by the combination of conflicting force and position tasks,
impedance control, within the iTaSC formalism. This result
is achieved by taking advantage of an approximate physical
modelling of the robotic system and the environment. The
proposed control scheme is tested by means of experiments
where constraints on forces and/or positions described in
cylindrical coordinates are imposed on a Kuka LWR arm.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Focus in robotic research is moving from applications
defined in classical industrial settings, where the environment
and tasks the robot performs are clearly defined, toward ap-
plications where the environment can be partially unknown,
and physical interaction with objects, operators, and co-
workers, is required, e.g. [1]. These aspects are even more
relevant when the robot acts in a household environment:
many tasks consist of physical interaction with tools designed
for humans [2], or kinematically constrained objects [3].

Tasks with physical interaction are often realized by means
of control strategies that involve hybrid force-position control
[4], or impedance control, [5]; these two strategies have a 3-
decades-long history, since the first works date back to the
’80s.

On the other hand, iTaSC and other methods derived
from thetask function approach[6] offer several advantages
in terms of task description. iTaSC [7] introduced some
concepts to ease the description of tasks, namely feature
frames, feature coordinates, and virtual kinematic chains
(VKC). These concepts allow us to describe the outputs in
any (minimal) coordinate system, to define tasks imposing
desired values to such outputs, and tasks in order to define
more complex tasks; such flexibility has proven to be very

All authors gratefully acknowledge the European FP7 project RoboHow
(FP7-ICT-288533).

G. Borghesan, and J. De Schutter are with the Department
of Mechanical Engineering, K.U.Leuven, Heverlee, Belgium.
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useful whenever several tasks are executed concurrently by
highly articulated robots [8].

However, iTaSC has been designed for velocity controlled
robots, and so most of the applications described in its
original formulation focus on positioning tasks. Force control
can by achieved with robots equipped with force sensors, as
already hinted in [7].

Past works [8]–[10] already made some steps toward
extending iTaSC toward physical interaction. These works
proposed a way to exploit the back-drivability of robots
for defining force tasks in a teleoperation context, without
employing force sensing, and force nulling schemes.

In this work, we extend previous results and present them
in a unified way; the main contributions with respect to the
state of art isto formalize the force and impedance control
scheme derivation, so that it is possible to describe hybrid
position-impedance-force tasks within the iTaSC framework.

To reach this objective it is necessary to model the system
admittance in the output space, as well as the forces, which
are either measured or estimated in Cartesian or joint space.

II. ITASC MODELLING PROCEDURE

An iTaSC application consists of tasks, robots and objects,
a scene-graph, and a solver. For every application, the
programmer first has to identify therobots and objects.
In the framework anobject can be any object in the robot
system (for example the robot end-effector, a robot link, or
an object attached to it) or in the robot environment. Next,
the programmer definesobject frames{o} on the robots and
objects (i.e. frames on their kinematic chains) at locations
where a task will take effect, for instance the robot end-
effector or an object to be tracked.

The object frames{o} are defined w.r.t. the respective
base frames{b} which are placed at the base of a robot or
in reference frame of an object; these frames, in turn, are
described in function of a world frame{w} .

The actualtasks define the space between pairs of object
frames ({o1} and {o2}), the feature space, as a virtual
kinematic chain (VKC). To simplify the task definition,
feature framesare introduced [7]. The feature frames are
linked to anobject, and indicate aphysical entityon that
object (such as a vertex or surface), or anabstract geometric
property of a physical entity (such as the symmetry axis
of a cylinder). Each task needs at leasttwo object frames
(called{o1} and{o2}, each attached to one of the objects),
and any number offeature frames(called{f1}, {f2}, . . . )
For an application in 3D space, there are in general six
DOF between{o1} and{o2}. Without loss of generality, we
restrict to the case where the six DOF are distributed over
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Fig. 1: Kinematic task loop with different frames and
robot (q) and feature (χf ) coordinates.q1 and q2 are the
controllable DOF of the first and second object respectively
(typically the robot joints). The feature coordinatesχf are
the DOF between{o1} and {o2}, which, by introducing
the feature frames, are distributed over six submotions: the
relative motion of{f1} with respect to{o1} (submotion I,
with feature coordinatesχfI ), the relative motion of{f2}
with respect to{f1} (submotion II, with feature coordinates
χfII), and so on.

six sub-motions, as shown in Fig. 1, i.e. each sub-motion is
characterized with a sole degree of freedom.

The general framework allows to account for geometric
uncertainties inside kinematic chains of objects or robots, or
virtual kinematic chains. Uncertainties are represented with
a minimal set of coordinates in strict analogy with feature
coordinates, and are indicated withχuI , χuII , etc.

The treatment of uncertainties goes beyond the scope of
this paper and (without loss of generality) will be omitted,
assuming that all the geometrical properties of objects are
known.

At this point, it is necessary to define how the robots and
objects are located in the application scene. This is achieved
by defining the relations between the reference frames of the
robots and objects and a global world reference frame{w}.
By connecting the VKC of the tasks to the object frames
on the robots and objects, the programmer defines which
robots execute the tasks on which objects. Each task defines
a kinematic loop in the scene as shown in Fig. 1.

The kinematic loops introduce constraints between the
robot coordinatesq and the feature coordinatesχf =
[

χfI
T ,χfII

T , . . .
]T

expressed by theloop closure equation:

l (q,χf ) = 0, (1)

from which is possible to compute the loop closure equation
at velocity level:

∂l (q,χf )

∂q
q̇ +

∂l (q,χf )

∂χf
χ̇f , Jqq̇ + Jf χ̇f = 0, (2)

At this point, in order to obtain the desired task behaviour,
one has toimpose constraintson the relative motion be-
tween the two objects. To this end, the programmer has to
choose the outputs that have to be constrained by defining
an output equation:

y = f (q,χf ) . (3)

Feature coordinates are usually chosen so that they include
the output, and thusf (·) reduces to selection matrices:

y = Cqq +Cfχf , and (4)

ẏ = Cqq̇ +Cf χ̇f , (5)

whereCq andCf only contain zeros except for one ‘1’ in
each row.

The imposed constraintsused to specify the task are then
directly expressed on the outputs as:

y = yd, (6)

where subscriptd denotes a desired value.
Constraints are enforced by acontroller , and asolver.
Thecontroller receives the desired output values (yd) and

its derivatives (̇yd) from aset-point generator, and computes
the desired velocitẏy◦

d in the output space:

ẏ◦
d = g (y,yd, ẏd) . (7)

The solver provides a solution for the optimization prob-
lem of calculating the desired robot joint velocitiesq̇d from
the desired velocities computed by the controller (ẏ◦

d ):

q̇d = A
#
W ẏ◦

d , A = Cq −CfJ
−1
f Jq. (8)

The weighed pseudo-inverse computation involves two
weighting matrices which allow us to weight conflicting con-
straints (over-constrained case), and to weight the actuation
cost at joint velocity level (under-constrained case).

III. F ROM FORCE CONSTRAINT SPECIFICATION TO FORCE

CONTROL

The typical implementation of (7) is

ẏ◦
d = Kp(yd − y) + ẏd (9)

This control, in the hypothesis that (i) the system composed
by the robot and its low level control is able to follow
the desired joint velocities, and (ii ) there are no conflicting
tasks, achieves perfect tracking, after a transition time which
duration is ruled by the gain matrixKp.

As already shown in [7] and other works, in a velocity re-
solved scheme, reference forces cannot be imposed directly,
but must be translated into displacement.

Let the generalized forces exerted by the robot in the
output space be defined asτy; in order to compute the desired
velocity to be actuated from desired force, the admittance of
the system must be considered:

δy = a (τy) (10)

A very good trade-off for (10) is to consider compliance,
i.e. a linear, quasi-static approximation ofa (·) :

δy = Cyτy (11)

Where Cy is the total compliance of the system, and the
subscripty indicates that it is expressed in the output space;
how to compute such compliance is the focus of next
paragraph.
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Fig. 2: Compliance of the system: the total compliance of the
system is the sum of robot compliance, and the environment
compliance. The robot is modelled as spring which stiffness
is given by the control gains, and one of the end point is
determined by theqd, that in turn is achieved by integration
of q̇d. On the bottom: the equivalent compliance of the
system is shown. The total compliance of the systemC is
the sum of the two compliances.

A. Compliance of the kinematic loop

The system represented in Fig. 2 shows a typical example
of tasks that include physical interaction. The robot and
the table are characterized by a compliance matrix, that is
coordinate-dependent. For the sake of simplicity, we will
make the assumption that the compliance depends only on
the robot joints: this hypothesis implies that (a) the low
level controller of the robot is a proportional joint position
controller, and (b) the environment is characterized by linear
compliance that does not depend on the objects configuration
(e.g. fixed, not articulated objects). In the condition shown
in Fig. 2 we have two compliances.

Let the robot be driven by the following law:

τq = Kq(qd − q) + g(q) (12)

whereτq is the torque commanded at joint level (computed
with a proportional controller, plus a gravity compensation
termg(q)), andqd is obtained by integration oḟqd, computed
by (8).

Then, assuming that the compliance of the robot joints
and links is negligible w.r.t. the control compliance, the
compliance of the robot in joint space can be approximated
as:

Cq(r) ≈ Kq
−1 (13)

In other words,the robot behaves as a spring in which the
position of one attachment point is determined byqd.

On the other side, the compliance of the object is ex-
pressed in some reference frame, (e.g.

{

o1
}

) w.r.t. some
application point. With simple operations, it can be expressed
in any frame and any application points. For the sake of

simplicity, let us consider the compliance of the object (table
in Fig. 2) Co1,o1(t) be expressed in Cartesian coordinates
{o1} and applied in{o1}.

When the robot is pushing on the object, in absence
of slipping or tilting, we can consider that they are fixed
together i.e. the object frame{o1} attached to one objecto1
(the table), and the frame{o2} attached too2 (the robot)
cannot experience relative movements.

In this situation, the compliances sum together (as shown
at the bottom of Fig. 2), but in order to numerically compute
it, all compliances must be represented in the same space and
expressed in the same coordinate system, for example we can
decide to represent all compliances in{o2} and applied in
{o2}. Then, the robot compliance is:

Co2,o2(r) = Jro2,o2 Cq(r)J
T

ro2,o2 (14)

whereJro2,o2 is the Jacobian that maps joint velocities to the
twist expressed and applied in{o2}. The compliance for the
object table, supposing that the object original compliance is
given in {o1}, can be computed as:

Co2,o2(t) = Ad(T o1
o2)Co1,o1(t)Ad(T o1

o2)
T (15)

where Ad(T o1
o2) is the Adjoint matrix that maps twists

expressed/applied in{o1} to twists expressed/applied in
{o2}.

Following this guideline, it is possible to express all
compliances in a common frame and combine them inCo2,o2,

Co2,o2 = Co2,o2(r) + Co2,o2(t). (16)

The total complianceC∗ can be expressed also in the joint
space:

Cq = Cq(r) + Cq(t), (17)

whereCq(t) can be computed in analogy with (14).
However, the final goal is to control the system in the

output space, therefore the whole system compliance must
be represented in such space.

B. Representing the system compliance in the feature and
output space

Equations (2) and (5) contain the relations that are nec-
essary for computing compliance in the output space: from
Jf , the Jacobian of the virtual kinematic chain, it is possible
to computeJfo2,o2, the Jacobian expressed/applied in{o2},
and consequently:

Cf = J−1
fo2,o2Co2,o2J

−T
fo2,o2, (18)

whereCf is the compliance expressed in the feature space
and coordinates, and so relates the generalised positions and
the generalised forcesτf .

Finally, it is possible to compute the compliance in the
output space, employing (17) for output defined from joint
space, and (18), for output defined starting form feature
coordinates, along with the respective selection matrices:

Cy = CfCfC
T

f +CqCqC
T

q . (19)
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Thanks to (19), it is possible to relate forces and posi-
tion/velocities in the output space, and also which is the
desired displacement in order to achieve a desired force.

The last factor that is needed for implementing a force
feedback law are the force measurements,i.e. the forces
that are applied by the robot, either measured or estimated.
How to express such forces in the output space is the topic
of the next paragraph.

C. Force sensing

In order to close the loop over a desired force, the iTaSC
controller must be able to measure the force in the output
space. Force measurements can be achieved directly, by
means of force sensors mounted on the robot, or in case
the robot is back-drivable, the force applied by the robot on
the environment can be approximated by a function of the
force exerted by the motors. Independent of the space (joint
or Cartesian) in which the force is sensed or estimated, it
must be represented/applied in a way that is consistent with
the compliance representation: the output space.

Following the same rationale used for compliance compu-
tation, measured forces are represented as wrencheswo2,o2

expressed/applied in{o2}, that could be measured directly
(by equipping the robot with a force sensor in such point)
or computed indirectly from measured torques:

wo2,o2 = J−T
ro2,o2τq (20)

Lastly, for each task, the measured wrench is expressed in
feature and then output space:

τf = JT
fo2,o2wo2,o2, (21)

τy = Cqτq +Cfτf . (22)

At this point all the necessary elements to describe the
extended iTaSC controller are present.

IV. T HE FORCE-POSITION-IMPEDANCE CONTROLLER

Section IV shows how to:a) formalize a control equation
that regulates force,b) combine such equation with position
constraints in order to realize an impedance behaviour, and
c) cope with partial modelling of the physical properties of
the scene, and discusses the expected behaviour in contact
and in free space.

A. Constraint-based force control

The aim is to extend control equation (7) such that it
includes generalized forces. The typical implementation of
the controller shown in (9) has the nice property that the
matrix Kp has as unit[1/s] independent of is the unit of the
output (e.g.[m] or [rad]). SinceKp is normally chosen as
a diagonal matrix, the total system behaves as a set of first
order systems whose settling times are ruled byKp (under
the assumptions that the robot executes the commanded
velocity, and there are no conflicting constraints).

This property can be maintained by relating force errors
to position errors:

ẏ◦
d = KpCy(τyd − τy) + Cy τ̇yd (23)

where τyd and τ̇yd are the desired forces and their first
derivatives.

Supposing that the modelled compliance is a good approx-
imation of the real compliance in the system, the position
error is related to the force error by the compliance matrix;

Cy(τyd − τy) = (yd − y), (24)

and hence (23) and (24) will have the same time evolution.

B. Constraint-based impedance control

Combining position and force constraints enables the
imposition of compliance behaviour. LetW be a diagonal
matrix containing normalised weights:

W = diag(w1, . . . ), wi ∈ [0, 1]. (25)

Let us consider as outputs generalised positions and forces
that are expressed in the same space,i.e. derived from
the same virtual kinematic chain and selected by the same
selection matricesCf andCq. Then, the composition of the
two in the same equation results in:

ẏ◦
d =(1−W ) (Kp(yd − y) + ẏd)

+W
(

KpCy(τyd − τy) + Cy τ̇yd
)

,
(26)

Where the same gain matrix appears in both terms of the
equation in order to impose the same time evolution of both
force and position regulation.

The static behaviour of (26) is:

(1−W )(yd − y) = −WCy(τyd − τy), (27)

from which the stiffness that is achieved by the controller
can be computed:

K= (1−W )W−1
C
−1
y . (28)

Each output stiffness can vary from infinite (pure position
control) to null (pure force control), depending on the value
of wi, effectively allowing to choose the behaviour of the
system, in each of the output directions, independently.

V. EFFECTS OF INEXACT MODELLING AND FREE-SPACE

BEHAVIOUR OF FORCE CONTROL

As highlighted in the introductory section, iTaSC is often
used in applications where the environment is partially
unknown. Normally, the compliance of the robot in contact
situation is dominated by (13), and can be considered known
with good approximation. If the object which the robot
interacts with is flexible, it will have a non-null compliance,
and so the total compliance will increase, along with the
feed-back gainKpCy and feed-forward constantCy of (23).
This can be interpreted in the following way: in order to
achieve the same force, the more the object is compliant,
the bigger will be the needed compression.

In case the compliance is overestimated, the feed-forward
will overcompensate, and the time constant will be reduced.
On the contrary, an underestimation will increase the settling
time, allowing for safer interaction, at a cost of reduced
performance. In most of the cases, the objects are rigid and
their compliance can be neglected.
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Fig. 3: Representation of the virtual kinematic chain em-
ployed in the experiments. It consists of a cylindrical co-
ordinate system, withχf = (h, θ, r, α, β, γ). Figure shows
the object frames

{

o1
}

and
{

o2
}

and the first three feature
frames,

{

f1
}

,
{

f2
}

,
{

f3
}

. The other two feature frames,
{

f4
}

,
{

f5
}

, omitted for the sake of clarity, have the origin
in common with

{

o2
}

. Arrows with empty head represent
transformationsT (·), that can be constant, (Tw

o1), dependent
on joint coordinates (T o2

w (q)), or on feature coordinates
(T o1

o2(χf )).

Exp pos. imp. for. HRI/Free/Contact Figure
1 h, θ, r HRI Fig. 4
2 r h, θ HRI Fig. 5
3 r h, θ HRI Fig. 6
4 h, θ, r Free Space Fig. 7a
5 r h, θ Free Space Fig. 7b
6 θ, r h Contact Fig. 8

TABLE I: List of experiments: In the first three experi-
ments, the robot is pushed by a person (HRI, human robot
interaction), with fixed desired position and desired forces.
In the exp. 4 and 5, the robot follows aposition trajectory
without contacts, and in the last one aforce trajectorywhile
in contact with a rigid object.α, β, γ are always controlled
in position (constant orientation).

If the robot is not in contact, from a modelling point of
view, the compliance of the kinematic loop degenerates and
becomes infinity, since no force can be achieved with any
displacement: clearly this condition cannot be accounted for,
and the compliance is modelled as if the robot is always in
contact. This choice, as can be inferred from (23), causes the
system to behave as a pure damper with damping constant:

B = (KpCy)
−1. (29)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To illustrate the behaviour of the proposed approach, six
experiments have been carried out. All experiments employ
the same virtual kinematic chain that is anchored in a fixed
position above a table from one side, and at the robot end-
effector on the other side.

The robot used in the experiment is the KUKA LWR arm,
a seven dof arm equipped with torque sensors mounted at
each joint. The VKC between

{

o1
}

and
{

o2
}

, where
{

o2
}

is placed on the robot end-effector, is shaped as a cylindrical-
like coordinate system, and so is built using the following
transformations:i) TransZ, ii ) RotZ, iii ) TransY, iv) RotX,
v) RotY, andvi) RotZ. Each transformation is done w.r.t. its
local frame, as shown in Fig. 3, and each one is parametrized
by one of the feature coordinates:

χf = (h, θ, r, α, β, γ).

The first three coordinates are cylindrical coordinates, while
the last three angles represent the three DoF rotation that
brings

{

f3
}

to
{

o2
}

.
As output is chosen the whole feature space,Cf = 1, and

no joint variables,i.e.Cq = ∅. For all experiments, we control
the last four feature coordinates (r, α, β, γ) in position, with
a fixed value: so

{

o2
}

(the robot end-effector) is commanded
to maintain a constant distance w.r.t. the z-axis of

{

o1
}

and
the end-effector is always facing the above mentioned axis.
The other two feature coordinates (h, θ) are controlled in
position (wi = 0), impedance (wi = 0.8), or force (wi = 1).
The end-effector is either pushed and released by a user,
left in free space, or in contact with a rigid object, while
the desired output values are commanded with a trajectory
(free-space and hard-contact case) or kept constant (human
interaction case). The experiments are summarised in TableI.

A. Physical interaction with user: exp. 1,2, and 3

The first three experiments show the behaviour of the robot
when a user exerts force on it. Three possibilities are tested:
(i) all outputs controlled in position (Fig. 4), (ii ) the outputsh
andθ controlled with the impedance strategy (Fig. 5), (iii ) or
controlled in force (Fig. 6), where the force reference in the
last two cases is null. The expected behaviour is that:

(i) in the first case the iTaSC controller brings the position
error to zero, trying to compensate for all disturbances,

(ii ) in the second, the user experiences a spring like be-
haviour, but is constrained to a cylindrical surface,

(iii ) in the latter case, the robot behaves as a damped system,
that, again is constrained to move on the cylinder
surface.

From Fig. 4 it is possible to appreciate the position
accuracy, which is around1 cm, and the dynamics that the
robot shows while recovering the reference position after
a force disturbance. Note that, in a static condition, the
position controller has infinite stiffness, since the iTaSC
controller behaves as an integral controller, on top of the low
level proportional controller: if a deviation from the original
position is maintained for a long period, the controller will
continue increasing the torque. For this reason, this kind of
control is not safe and predictable when unforeseen collisions
are likely to happen.

In the second experiment, the impedance control is tested.
The weights forh and θ are set to0.8. This translates to
the physical stiffness described by (28). The user pushes
the robot (that is constrained on the cylinder surface, whose
axis is along thez-axis, and its origin is in(−1, 0, 0.5)[m]).
When the robot is released (i.e. when the estimated torques
diminish, Fig. 5c), it goes back to the rest position, roughly
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Fig. 6: Experiment N.3: Outputh andθ are controlled in force, (with a null reference force).

following first order dynamics in each of the output space
direction, as shown by Fig. 5b.

The third experiment shows instead the force controller
behaviour. Now the user is free to steer the robot end-
effector on the cylinder surface, experiencing a force that
is proportional to the velocity that he imposes to the robot,
as ruled by (29). In Fig. 6a. it is possible to recognize the
cylinder surface.

It is worth noticing that due to the kinematics of the virtual
kinematic chain, for the same position of the the end-effector
two solutions exist, one with positiver (e.g. Figs 5 and
6), or negativer (Fig. 4), that is mainly determined by the
initialization of the inverse kinematic algorithm that solves
the loop closure (1).

B. Position control in free space: exp. 4,5

In this case, the robot is commanded to move along a
circular arc. The same movement is performed either with all
outputs controlled in position, or withh andθ in impedance
mode. Fig. 7 allows to compare the two experiments; as
expected, the position control (Fig. 7a) behaves better, during
the movement (smaller tracking error), and in steady state
(steady state error tends to zero). The impedance controller,
instead, shows a phase lag: since the force measured by
the robot joint sensor is influenced by link inertias, sudden
movements conflict with the zero force constraint. However,
the degradation of performance can be acceptable when
unexpected contacts are possible. Note that, in case forces
would have been measured by a force sensor on the end-
effector (or any other means to discern the forces due to
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inertia from forces due to contact), the system would behave
as in the first case.

C. Force control in contact situation, exp. 6

In this case the robot is commanded to exert a force on
a table, starting from a contact situation. The desired force
profile is composed by two trapezoidal profiles, from−1N
to −21N, and vice-versa. These profiles are characterized
by the reference force and its derivative, as requested by the
control equation (23).

The other degrees of freedom are commanded in position
(i.e. the robot can move only alongh), and since theh
direction is physically constrained by the table that is very
stiff, the robot does not move significantly.

The table compliance being negligible, assuming as total
compliance the compliance of the low-lever robot controller

is an accurate hypothesis, which results in the good force
tracking shown in Fig. 8. In this case it can be observed
that the feed-forward term is dominant w.r.t. the feedback,
as the error in the second part of the trajectory is very
reduced, while in the first five seconds the robot is actually
anticipating a little the desired value.

VII. F INAL REMARKS

In this work, a systematic way to formalize hybrid
position-impedance-force control within the constraint-based
iTaSC-framework has been presented, along with some ex-
periments to show the resulting behaviour. The method al-
lows to deal with a number of tasks where contact situations
is sought, expected, or possible. This method has been
designed specifically to be used with iTaSC, but can be
easily extended to any method where the control is solved
at velocity level, as long as a Jacobian that maps output
velocity to the control variable is computed, either by means
of geometrical relations, analytically, or numerically.

On the other hand, we did not make any assumption on the
method for measuring the force, as long as it is possible to
compute the force applied on the origin of the object frame
attached to the robot.

We did not mention, for the sake of brevity, other charac-
teristics of the iTaSC framework, for example the treatment
of geometric uncertainties, and the possibility to execute
tasks where both objects are robots (e.g. bi-manual manip-
ulation), or are articulated (e.g. a drawer). This contribution
has been developed keeping in mind these aspects as well,
and so it can be integrated with minimal effort in a complete
iTaSC controller.
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Constraint- and synergy-based specification of manipulation tasks

Gianni Borghesan, Erwin Aertbeliën and Joris De Schutter

Abstract— This work aims to extend the application field of
the constraint-based control framework called iTaSC (instanta-
neous task specification using constraints) toward manipulation
tasks. iTaSC offers two advantages with respect to other meth-
ods: the ability to specify tasks in different spaces (and not only
in Cartesian coordinates as for the Task Frame Formalism),
and the treatment of geometric uncertainties. These properties
may be very useful within a manipulation context, where tasks
are executed by robots with many degrees of freedom, which
calls for some degree of abstraction; by choosing a suitable
set of coordinates, it is possible to reduce the complexity and
the number of constraints that fully describe such tasks; in
addition, controlling only the subspace that is needed to fulfil
a task allows us to use the remaining degrees of freedom of
the robot system to achieve secondary objectives. This paper
discusses the instruments and techniques that can be employed
in manipulation scenarios; in particular it focuses on aspects
like the specification of a grasp and control of the stance of the
robotic arm.

iTaSC offers the possibility of specifying a grasp. While this
approach allows for very fine control of a grasping task, in
most cases a less fine-grain specification suffices to guarantee a
successful execution of the grasping action. To this end synergy-
based grasp specification is formulated within iTaSC.

We also show how to take into account secondary objectives
for the arm stance. In particular we consider, as an example,
the manipulability index along a given direction. Such indexes
are maximised by exploring the null space of the other tasks.

The proposed approach is demonstrated by means of simu-
lations, where a robotic hand grasps a cylindrical object.

I. I NTRODUCTION

One of present challenges in robotic research is to bring
robots outside their fences, and make them operate in
environments designed for people rather than for robots,
[1]. Lack of structure, uncertaina priori knowledge of the
environment, and unexpected changes are difficulties that
robots should cope with autonomously.

Vagueness in the environment description reflects also
in vagueness of a task. While in an industrial scenario a
robot may be programmed by means of joint trajectories, a
household task is expressed in a more high level language:
many of the details for actually computing the robot control
action may be available only at run-time, and they may
change with each execution. For such reasons, employing
a framework that allows to express a task in local reference
frames, in a suitable space, and to omit the specification of
whatever is not strictly needed, seems to be an appropriate
approach to develop such applications.

All authors gratefully acknowledge the European FP7 project RoboHow
(FP7-ICT-288533).

The authors are with the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering, K.U.Leuven, Heverlee, Belgium.
name.surname@mech.kuleuven.be

Among these frameworks (e.g. the stack of tasks, [2],
the operational space formulation, [3], task frame formalism
by Mason, [4] and more recent developments, [5],etc. )
we opted for iTaSC, [6], a velocity-resolved framework
that allows for the automatic derivation of the control law,
starting from the geometric specification of the task. While
this aspect will not be emphasized in this work, one of
the characteristics of iTaSC is the treatment of geometric
uncertainties, i.e. unknown object positions, kinematic un-
certainties,etc., which are definitely relevant for the above
mentioned applications.

iTaSC introduces feature variables and feature frames, as
well as the concept of virtual kinematic chains. This allows
us to model the quantities (outputs) to be controlled in the
most convenient way. For example, cylindrical or spherical
coordinates represent the distance between a point and a line,
or between two points, respectively, and therefore should
be introduced whenever such distances are the subject of
constraints.

By employing iTaSC and the modelling procedure de-
scribed in Sec. II the robot programmer does not have to
worry about the derivation of geometric jacobians that are
needed in velocity-resolved schemes. The iTaSC controller
takes care of the robot control in an optimal way (given
the cost function to be used in the optimization process),
solves conflicts between constraints when the problem is
over-constrained, and is able to execute more than one task
at a time.

What iTaSC is partly missing, and what this work focuses
on, is the control and representation of robotic grasping and
the control of the arm configuration. We address the first
issue by looking at hand control, Sec. III, with a particular
emphasis on grasp synergy integration, while for the latter
issue we focus on how to express complex constraints that
live in the joint space (such as a manipulability index) in the
iTaSC formulation, Sec. IV.

II. ITASC MODELLING PROCEDURE

An iTaSC application consists of tasks, robots and objects,
a scene-graph, and a solver. For every application, the
programmer first has to identify therobots and objects.
In the framework anobject can be any object in the robot
system (for example the robot end-effector, a robot link, or
an object attached to it) or in the robot environment. Next,
the programmer definesobject frames{o} on the robots and
objects (i.e. frames on their kinematic chains) at locations
where a task will take effect, for instance the robot end-
effector or an object to be tracked.

The object frames{o} are defined w.r.t. the respective
base frames{b} which are placed at the base of a robot or
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Fig. 1: Kinematic task loop with different frames and
robot (q) and feature (χf ) coordinates.q1 and q2 are the
controllable DOF of the first and second object respectively
(typically the robot joints). The feature coordinatesχf are
the DOF between{o1} and {o2}, which, by introducing
the feature frames, are distributed over six submotions: the
relative motion of{f1} with respect to{o1} (submotion I,
with feature coordinatesχfI ), the relative motion of{f2}
with respect to{f1} (submotion II, with feature coordinates
χfII), and so on.

in reference frame of an object; these frames, in turn, are
described in function of a world frame{w} .

The actualtasks define the space between pairs of object
frames ({o1} and {o2}), the feature space, as a virtual
kinematic chain (VKC). To simplify the task definition,
feature framesare introduced [6]. The feature frames are
linked to anobject, and indicate aphysical entityon that
object (such as a vertex or surface), or anabstract geometric
property of a physical entity (such as the symmetry axis
of a cylinder). Each task needs at leasttwo object frames
(called{o1} and{o2}, each attached to one of the objects),
and any number offeature frames(called{f1}, {f2}, . . . )
For an application in 3D space, there are in general six
DOF between{o1} and{o2}. Without loss of generality, we
restrict to the case where the six DOF are distributed over
six sub-motions, as shown in Fig. 1, i.e. each sub-motion is
characterized with a sole degree of freedom.

The general framework allows to account for geometric
uncertainties inside kinematic chains of objects or robots, or
virtual kinematic chains. Uncertainties are represented with
a minimal set of coordinates in strict analogy with feature
coordinates, and are indicated withχuI , χuII , etc.

The treatment of uncertainties goes beyond the scope of
this paper and (without loss of generality) will be omitted,
assuming that all the geometrical properties of objects are
known.

At this point, it is necessary to define how the robots and
objects are located in the application scene. This is achieved
by defining the relations between the reference frames of the
robots and objects and a global world reference frame{w}.
By connecting the VKC of the tasks to the object frames
on the robots and objects, the programmer defines which
robots execute the tasks on which objects. Each task defines
a kinematic loop in the scene as shown in Fig. 1.

The kinematic loops introduce constraints between the
robot coordinatesq and the feature coordinatesχf =

[

χfI
T ,χfII

T , . . .
]T

expressed by theloop closure equation:

l (q,χf ) = 0, (1)

from which is possible to compute the loop closure equation
at velocity level:

∂l (q,χf )

∂q
q̇ +

∂l (q,χf )

∂χf
χ̇f , Jqq̇ + Jf χ̇f = 0, (2)

At this point, in order to obtain the desired task behaviour,
one has toimpose constraintson the relative motion be-
tween the two objects. To this end, the programmer has to
choose the outputs that have to be constrained by defining
an output equation:

y = f (q,χf ) . (3)

Feature coordinates are usually chosen so that they include
the output, and thusf (·) reduces to selection matrices:

y = Cqq +Cfχf , and (4)

ẏ = Cqq̇ +Cf χ̇f , (5)

whereCq andCf only contain zeros except for one ‘1’ in
each row.

The imposed constraintsused to specify the task are then
directly expressed on the outputs as:

y = yd, (6)

where subscriptd denotes a desired value.
Constraints are enforced by acontroller , and asolver.
Thecontroller receives the desired output values (yd) and

its derivatives (̇yd) from aset-point generator, and computes
the desired velocitẏy◦

d in the output space:

ẏ◦
d = g (y,yd, ẏd) . (7)

This equation is normally implemented as a feed-
back/feed-forward combination:

ẏ◦
d = Kp(yd − y) + ẏd. (8)

The solver provides a solution for the optimization prob-
lem of calculating the desired robot joint velocitiesq̇d from
the desired velocities computed by the controller (ẏ◦

d ):

q̇d = A
#
W ẏ◦

d , A = Cq −CfJ
−1
f Jq. (9)

The weighed pseudo-inverse computation involves two
weighting matrices which allow us to weight conflicting con-
straints (over-constrained case), and to weight the actuation
cost at joint velocity level (under-constrained case).

III. H AND CONTROL

This section deals with the problem of controlling the
hand. We propose two approaches: direct specification of
the contact constraints, merely considering the robotic hand
as a branched robot, and a synergy-based approach. Further
on, in Sec. IV, we will introduce the tasks influencing the
whole body configuration.
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Fig. 2: Pinch grasping can be achieved by specifying the
desired locations of two or more contact points: in iTaSC
this can be achieved by imposing a zero distance between
the origins of the object frames

{

ofi tip
}

and
{

oside i
}

.

A. Direct specification of contacts

The first, natural approach to define a grasp is to specify
it in terms of where each contact point should be on the
surface of the object; in other words, the desired position of
the robotic fingers’ “end-effector” is defined (with respectto
an object feature or locally defined frame). Many approaches
investigate how to optimize the grasp contact point positions
in order to achieve different goals, such as limiting the force
in order to ensure the minimum internal force, minimise the
number of contacts, e.g. [7]. Regardless of the method used
to specify the location of the contact points, the outcome isa
set of points that the fingers should reach: this translates into
a set of kinematic loops (each one relating a frame attached
to the robot and a frame on the object surface), and a set of
constraints.

Fig. 2 shows an example of how a pinch grasp may be
specified. Such grasp consists of opposing fingers making
contacts on opposite sides of an object; the goal is to position
the finger tips in the desired locations, while satisfying
additional constraints on their relative orientation.

Employing iTaSC to specify the grasping by means of
the contact points does not simplify the description of the
grasp itself; however, its use allows us to take advantage
of the other properties of this formalism, such as the use of
geometric uncertainties, the combination with other tasks(for
example imposing a certain behaviour to the robotic arm, as
will be discussed in Sec. IV), and fine tuning the behaviour
by means of weights.

This kind of task description can be realised with tools
already offered in iTaSC, and will not be further discussed.

B. Synergy-based specification of hand configuration

When the goal of a robotic hand-centred task is grasping,
it is possible to resort to the so-called postural synergies[8].
Synergies provide a reduced dimension base for the hands
joint, that allows us to specify most of the hand postures
needed for grasping as a combination of eigen-grasp vectors,

[9]. Synergiess are defined as

qhand = S
−1(s) , (10)

whereS−1(·) may be realised with a simple linear mapS
(that contains the eigen-vectors) plus an initial offsetqso:

qhand = S
−1(s) , Ss+ qso (11)

In order to define the grasp, along with the desired
configurationsd, the relative pose of the hand’s wrist with
respect to the object must be given: we follow and expand
the guidelines given by Prats, [10], where the object frames
(called hand frameH and grasp frameG) employed in the
task depend on the task itself, and optionally on the hand
configuration.

The remainder of the section addresses the synthesis of the
synergy controller and the specification of the wrist position.

1) synergy-based controller:Synergies fully constrain the
joint space of the hand (at eachs corresponds a given
joint vector), without spanning the whole space, and so the
matrix S has more rows than columns. By pseudo-inverting
(11), we obtain the surjective functionS(·) , which maps
different hand configurations to the same synergy without
discerning whether a joint configuration actually belongs to
the space spanned by the eigen-grasp baseS. Hence, unless
additional constraints are added, a constraint in the synergy
space cannot ensure that the hand will reach the correct
configuration.

For this reason, the constraints are enforced directly in
joint space: given the desired configuration of the hand, that
is fully described bysd, the desired hand joint valueqd,hand

is computed, and imposed as a set of joint constraints. The
selection matrixCq is chosen accordingly.

2) Control of the wrist frame:The complementary aspect
of controlling the configuration of the hand is positioning
the wrist in the correct pose with respect to the object that
will be grasped. This desired wrist pose strongly depends
on the hand configuration itself, but also on the task being
performed.

For this reason, a set of object frames is associated with
the hand, where each frame is associated with one or more
grasp strategies. For example, Fig. 3 introduces two frames
used for the envelope and pinch grasps. For the envelope
grasp, the corresponding frame is positioned above the palm,
in such a way it coincides with the center of a virtual object
that is typically manipulated with a full grasp, while for the
pinch grasp the corresponding frame is located where the
finger-tips join together.

The robot system, including the hand and the arm,
is thus described by the forward kinematic relation
T b

o(qarm, qhand) from the base to each object frame defined,
along with the corresponding jacobian matrix.

Without loss of generality, frames have been cho-
sen to be independent of the hand configuration (i.e.
T b

o(qarm, qhand) , T b
o(qarm)). Subtler and smarter choices

involving the adjustment of the object frame locations de-
pending on the hand configuration and the characteristics of
the objects to be grasped are deferred to future works, where
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Fig. 3: By using synergies to define grasps, the wrist pose
(w.r.t. the object) must be specified explicitly. Object frames
(e.g.

{

opinch
}

and
{

oenvelope
}

) are used to define wrist
positioning. Depending on the object, more than one frame
can be defined to provide reference for a specific grasp.

we will address the synthesis of grasping tasks rather than
just their description.

IV. A RM CONTROL: SPECIFICATION OF THE ARM

CONFIGURATION

Tasks are often specified with respect to only a single
frame attached to the robotic hand and a single frame on
the object to be grasped, and the constraints are therefore
applied to just one virtual kinematic chain. However, systems
that are inspired by human kinematics offer some degrees of
redundancy; in iTaSC (and similar frameworks) redundancy
translates in the possibility to execute additional tasks,in-
volving different parts of the robot. Such additional tasks
are executed in the null space of the primary task, such that
the execution of former does not influence the latter.

In addition, robotic systems have tasks related to the
preservation of their integrity, such as joint limit and ob-
stacle avoidance, as well as self-collision avoidance. In a
framework that allows for task prioritization, these tasksare
given the highest priority, and they are normally formulated
as inequalities. Therefore, they reduce the feasible spaceof
the solution.

On the other side, there are other tasks (scheduled at lower
priorities) that may support the execution of other tasks, e.g.
by maximising manipulability at one of the frames involved
in higher level tasks, or by mimicking human behaviour [11].
Several of these options exist, most of which are based on the
computation of functions involving the manipulator jacobian
(commonly applied to the object frame, and expressed in
some other reference frame), which, in turn, depends on the
robot configuration. These scalar functions can be stacked
together in the function vectorI(·) , and the corresponding
results in index vectori:

i = I(q) . (12)

In order to impose the new constraints, eqs. (4) and (5) are

modified as follows:

y = CiI(q) +Cqq +Cfχf , (13)

ẏ = Ci

(

∂I(q)

∂q

)

q̇ +Cqq̇ +Cf χ̇f , (14)

whereCi is a selection matrix that selects which kind of
“behaviour” amongstI(q) is imposed.

V. PROPOSED SCENARIO

As a practical example we consider: (i) the grasp of
a cylindrical object (the glass), (ii ) with a pinch grasp,
(iii ) while maintaining maximum manipulability along thez-
axis, which coincides with the axis of the cylindrical object.
This task is executed in simulation, employing a seven dof
system (a Kuka LWR) equipped with an eight dof, three
fingered robotic hand (a Schunk SDH). Each finger of the
hand has two joints, while the hand includes two additional
joints to rotate two fingers w.r.t the wrist in order to achieve
wide grasps.

Specification of the task requires the choice of object
frames and virtual kinematic chain (Sec. V-A), synergy
directions (Sec. V-B), and manipulability index (Sec. V-C).

A. wrist pose control

For the pinch grasp, the object frames between which the
virtual kinematic chain is built are

{

opinch
}

,
{

o2
}

and
{

opinched
}

,
{

o1
}

, attached to the hand and to the object,
respectively (see Fig. 4). The decision process on which
virtual kinematic chain is the most suited takes into account
the nature of the object and task, and whether it is necessary
(or not) to completely specify the pose of the hand. Having
chosen a cylindrical object, a cylindrical coordinate system is
most appropriate to describe the task. In this case the virtual
kinematic chain is built with the following choice of feature
coordinates:

χf = (h, θ, r, α, β, γ) ,

whereh is the height along the cylinder axis,θ is the angle
in cylindrical coordinates, andr is the distance from the axis
of the cylinder.α, β, andγ are three generic angles, whose
rotations close the kinematic loop, as shown in Fig. 4.

Lacking the need to identify a preferential direction of
approach,θ is left unconstrained; conversely, we impose that:
(i) the hand is directed toward the object axis, and with a
given orientation w.r.t. to the cylinder axis (three constraints),
(ii ) the hand grasps the object between a minimum and
maximum height (h ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]m), and (iii ) the distance
r goes to zero (i.e. the origin of

{

o2
}

belongs to thez-
axis of

{

o1
}

). These specifications result in four equality
constraints, and two inequalities enforced the same output
(i.e. the height expressed relative to the cylinder axis).

B. The synergy function

Once the wrist is in the correct position, the fingers are
brought into a given configuration by: (i) computing the
desired joint (finger) positions, given the desired synergy
vector, and (ii ) imposing these positions to each joint,
resulting in a total of eight constraints. Given the structure
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Fig. 4: Representation of the virtual kinematic chain used
for grasping a cylindrical object. It consists of a cylindrical
coordinate system, withχf = (h, θ, r, α, β, γ). The figure
shows the object frames

{

opinched
}

,
{

o1
}

and
{

opinch
}

,
{

o2
}

and the first three feature frames,
{

f1
}

,
{

f2
}

,
{

f3
}

.
The other two feature frames,

{

f4
}

,
{

f5
}

, omitted for the
sake of clarity, have their origin in common with

{

o2
}

.
Arrows with empty head represent transformationsT (·),
that can be constant, (Tw

o1), dependent on joint coordinates
(T o2

w (q)), or on feature coordinates (T o1
o2(χf )).

of the hand, the relation between synergies and joint angles
is given by the following equations:

qhand =

[

π/2 0 π/2 0 π/2 0 0 0
...

]T

s+ qso

,Ss+ qso,
(15)

where the synergy matrix baseS is specified only for the
first component (relative to the pinch grasp) that will be
actually used, for imposing the desired valuesd = [1, 0, · · · ].
The desired synergy vectorsd corresponds to a configuration
where all fingers are perpendicular to the wrist base. In (15)
the non-zero components are relative to the first joints of
each finger.

C. The manipulability function

The specification given in Sec. V-A involves some re-
dundancy (i.e. do not fully specify the configuration) in the
positioning of the wrist (that can freely rotate along one axis,
and can translate along thez-axis of

{

o1
}

between0.1m and
−0.1m), as well as in the joint space of the robot arm (the
robot is redundant, having seven joints).

Taking advantage of these unconstrained degrees of free-
dom, a low-priority constraint on manipulability is enforced:
for example, we consider the manipulability along a specific
direction with respect to the world frame, expressed in the
object frame used for grasping. This manipulability index
(mi) can be computed by intersecting the manipulability
ellipsoid in six dimensions with a specific axis, (e.g.ẑ =
[0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]). These manipulability indexes are expressed
along three axes as follows:

i ≡





1/m2
x

1/m2
y

1/m2
z



 = I(q) =





x̂
T
J†T
r J†

r x̂

ŷ
T
J†T
r J†

r ŷ

ẑ
T
J†T
r J†

r ẑ,



 (16)

ŷ

ŷ

ẑẑ

mz

my

{

o2
}

{w}

Fig. 5: Visual representation, on two dimensions, of the
manipulability ellipsoid. Manipulability along a specificdi-
rection is measured by the coefficientm that is obtained by
measuring the length of the vector between the intersection
of the manipulability ellipsoid with the given axis, and the
origin of the frame where the manipulability is measured.

wheremx, my, mz are the distances between the axis origin
and the intersection between the manipulability ellipsoidand
the unit vectorŝx, ŷ, andẑ, respectively.J†

r corresponds to
the pseudo-inverse of the robot jacobianJr. If the manipula-
bility analysis does not consider all robot joints to be equal,
a columnspace-weighted pseudo-inverse ofJr can be used. A
graphical representation of these indexes is reported in Fig. 5.
As shown in (16), the manipulability indexes are the inverse
of the square value of themi indexes: this choice allows to
maximize the indexmi by imposing the respective index ini
to be zero. In this application we would like to maximize the
manipulability in thez direction, thus the selection matrix
Ci in eqs. (13) and (14) must be chosen accordingly.

D. Simulations

We present two simulations, each one divided in two
sequential actions: an approach motion that brings the object
frame

{

o2
}

in a position where the constraints are fulfilled,
and a closing grasp sequence. In the two experiments we
compare the behaviour of the system when the manipulability
constraints are active or not. It is worth noticing that, when
redundancy is available, the solution algorithm minimizesthe
modulus of the instantaneous joint velocity vector.

The most significant data of the approach motion are
reported in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows that the behaviour of output
r is the same in both cases, and evolves as a first order system
as governed by (8). This behaviour is expected, since the
constraint on distance is a high priority task, and no other
task is conflicting with it.

The same reasoning applies to the first part of Fig. 6b:
the hand is constrained to stay within the length of the
cylinder (delimited by the two vertical dashed black lines),
and for this reason the height of the hand decreases on both
cases until the limit is met; then, in the experiment without
manipulability optimization, the movements parallel to this
axis practically stops, while, in the other case, the hand
reaches the lower limit while trying to bring the indexiz
as near as possible to zero.

The final position of the wrist is different in both height
and approach angle, as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a shows the
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Fig. 6: Comparison between some of the outputs recorded
in the two simulations; the red solid line and dash-dotted
blue line refer to the simulation without and with the
manipulability optimization, respectively.

(a) Constraint on manipulability
active.
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not active.

Fig. 7: Final pose of the robot in the two simulations.

arm configuration that maximizes the manipulability along
the z-axis.

In the second part of the movement, the hand closes. The
first element of the synergy vector is brought from0 to 1 in
10 s, following a ramp; the three base angles, that are linearly
related to it, follow the same behaviour, as reported in Fig.8.
Since the hand closing is not influenced by the presence of
the manipulability constraint, the executions are identical in
both experiments.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown how to employ iTaSC to describe
manipulation tasks. This paper focused on reaching move-
ment followed by a pinch grasp, but the same general criteria
discussed in the first part can be applied to many other tasks.
We pointed out how a grasping task can be expressed in a
specifically chosen frame, as in [10], but the same concepts
can be extended from the task frame formalism to iTaSC.
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Fig. 8: Hand closing motion. the positions of finger joints
positions are reported. While the value of the first element
of the synergy vector is swept from0 to 1, the base finger
joints changes from−π/2 to 0. The other five joints, not
reported here, are constantly zero.

Moreover, we have illustrated how joint space constraints,
like synergies and manipulability indexes, can be easily
brought into the task specification. In particular, we treated
in a different way constraints that fully describe the desired
pose, the synergy vector, and constraints that work in the null
space of other constraints, like the proposed manipulability
constraint.

In the discussion we omitted some details about the actual
implementation: we omitted to report, for example, velocity
and position joint’s limits. Moreover, we did not take into
account real physical interaction, limiting our investigation
on the positioning problem, and leaving these aspects for
future work.
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Abstract— The research introduces a linear-time recur-
sive hybrid dynamics algorithms with partial acceleration
constraints by Vereshchagin etal(1). It presents extensions
of the algorithm for priority and weighting based posture
and end-effector control. The prominent advantage of the
algorithm over other similar approaches is that the con-
straint computations are performed during the dynamics
recursions. This allows flexibility in application of various
task/constraint control approaches. In order to validate the
implementation, simulations were performed. The results
compare the setups with conflicting and non-conflicting
constraints on the robot’s posture and end-effector. It is
shown that conventional controller are not sufficient for
motions involving such constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

A hybrid dynamics algorithm solves the combined

forward/inverse dynamics problem (2): given some ac-

tual and desired joint motions and forces, some actual

and desired end-effector or link motions and forces,

as well as the mass distribution of each segment, find

the resulting motion of the complete kinematic chain.

Hybrid dynamics is the major algorithm for the posture

control (3), (4) of humanoid robots, since such tasks

typically require specifications of motion and force on

the end-effectors, while the robot also wants to keep its

posture close to its most “comfortable” configuration by

specifying additional internal joint motions or (possibly

virtual) external forces on intermediate links. In 70’s

and 80’s a ground breaking research in this direction

has been done by Russian scientists (5). They have

developed a linear-time hybrid dynamics algorithm which

uses Gauss’s principle of least constraint (6).

II. SEGMENT-TO-SEGMENT RECURSIONS WITH

ACCELERATION CONSTRAINTS

As other dynamics algorithm, e.g. ABA and RNE (2),

Vereshchagin’s algorithm can compute either forces or

accelerations in the system. But in addition to these, it can

take into account Cartesian acceleration constraints and

compute associated constraint forces and accelerations.

Structurally, segment-to-segment recursions are the same

as those in the ABA algorithm in (2) with the exception

for constraint force and acceleration energy computations

that should be performed too. Additionally, one can

use the algorithm in priority and weighting based task

Fig. 1. A kinematic tree and Cartesian space partial acceleration
constraints.

control problems by slight modification to recursions

and decoupling of feedforward and feedback acceleration

energy contributions.

• the first recursion is outwards and computes posi-

tions, velocities and desired accelerations of links.

The branching that occurs in a tree-structured chain

at segments from which two or more serial chains

emerge, does not complicate the motion recursion

at all: each outward recursion path remains exactly

equivalent to a serial robot.

• the second recursion is inwards and computes

articulated body bias forces and inertias for each

successive link combinations. These are the same as

in ABA forward dynamics algorithm and consider

no constraints in the Cartesian space. In Vereshcha-

gin’s algorithm one considers that virtual/natural

holonomic acceleration constraints of the form

AT
NẌN = bN (1)

are present at the end-effectors. If there are m
constraints, AN is a 6 ×m matrix, and each of its

columns can be interpreted as the constraint force

that must act on the segment in order to make the

chain dynamics satisfy the constraint. The right-

hand side m× 1 vector bN represents the so-called
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“acceleration energy”(7) generated in the constraint;

bN has the physical dimensions of force times

acceleration. (6) introduced this product of a force

with an acceleration into classical mechanics. The

working directions of all constraint forces are known

(these are the “unit” forces contained in the matrices

AN ), but not their m × 1 vector of magnitudes ν.

These can be computed by energy balance equation

of the form

Z0 ν = bN −AT
0 Ẍ0 − β0 (2)

with Z0 and β0 acceleration energy contributions

of virtual unit forces and all the other forces at the

base link, respectively.

• the third recursion is a final outwards chain traver-

sal and computes accelerations by taking into ac-

count constraint force magnitudes ν from eq. (2)

q̈i = (ZT
i M

a
i+1Zi)

−1

{

τi −ZT
i

(

F i+1 +Ma
i+1Ẍi +Ai+1 ν

)}

(3)

When compared to ABA algorithm without constraints

the eq. (3) brings in an extra term involving computed

constraint forces.

III. DYNAMICS, TASK CONSTRAINTS AND CONTROL

Cartesianpointtrajectory

jointlimits

Cartesianlinktrajectory

rigid connectionto environment

sliding contactwithenvironment
centre of
gravitytrajectory

soft Cartesianpoint trajectory

(a)

Cartesianforce onend-effector
posturecontroltorque

Cartesianforce onintermediatelink

desiredconstraintforce

(b)

Fig. 2. Variability in task constraints (a) and means to control them
(b).

Depending on the goal of the prescribed tasks, one may

require to cope with either kinematic or dynamic type

of constraints. As depicted in the figure 2(a), one may

distinguish multitude varieties of such constraints. These

constraints can be prescribed either in robot’s joint space,

a Cartesian space or a sensor space, e.g in visual servoing.

Because of the numerical errors and disturbances from

the environment, the constraints are impossible to satisfy

without appropriate method of constraint stabilization. In

robot task programming, this is referred to as task control

(fig. 2(b)).

The type of the task constraints define the type of

appropriate controllers to be adopted. In general, one can

distinguish motion and force controllers for the purpose

of constraint stabilization. As the task may prescribe a

multitude of constraints, different instantaneous control

approaches can be combined together. The figure 3(a)

depicts such an example. The control block diagram

shows several motion and indirect force control loops

formed around the constrained dynamics algorithm.

The algorithm computes forces and motions of the

robot system which is under acceleration level con-

straints. In order to keep the system stable, the infor-

mation loss on position and velocity level constraints

require constraint control to be achieved. To this end, one

traditionally applies a variant of Baumgarte stabilization

(8), which can be a combination of instantaneous control

approaches via the specification of:

• external forces F i on the links.

• joint forces τ j on the joints.

• acceleration energy bN on the links.

A. Null space control

Similar to the concept of the velocity-level “null space”

of a kinematic chain (9), the acceleration null space

is defined to be the set of joint forces that generate a

zero acceleration at the end-effector, ẌN = 0. This is

a special case of the constrained end-effector in Eq. (1)

with

AN = 16×6, bN = ẌN . (4)

B. Weighting and prioritization

In its default configuration the dynamics algorithm in

combination with a posture control procedure as outlined

in the figure 3(a) (a joint space posture control loop with

a solid arrow labeled “priority constraint”), implicitly,

prioritizes the end-effector constraints over the posture

control inputs (joint trajectory controller outputs). The

end-effector constraints take precedence over the joint

space constraints, because the compensating joint forces

to realize the desired constraints takes place after the

posture control forces are taken into account. Whether

to prioritize constraints, joint forces, or external forces,

can be determined influenced by switching the order of

the recursions:

• the constraint vector ν is computed with zero posture

control forces (on joints and links), but with all other

external forces taken fully into account.

• during the final outward recursion in Eq. (3) the non-

zero posture control forces are added.
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Fig. 3. (a) A possible combination of controllers around the constrained
dynamics algorithm. (b) Effects of control input paths for priority and
weighted approaches

This detail is shown in the figure 3(b), where the feed-

forward control input from the joint torque controller

directly affects the computations during the final outward

recursion (blue dashed arrow). Variations on this priori-

tization approach exist by selecting whether or not to

include the joint forces or the link forces into the scheme.

In addition to allowing prioritization of constraint

satisfaction, the algorithm can be configured to work with

weighting control scheme. In this case, the contributions

of different controller inputs are weighted in order to

favor satisfaction of some of the constraints over the

others. The weighting is performed on the acceleration

energy b generated by the controlled constraints. This

can be achieved in the following ways:

• the actual “bias acceleration” Ẍ
a

N at the end-

effector that results from non-zero posture control

forces at links or joints is used to generate the

right-hand side acceleration energy vector baN using

Eq. (1) with the desired end-effector constraint ma-

trix AN . The desired acceleration energy vector bN
is added to baN as input to the constraint computation

recursion. In this way, the weighting is achieved via

the natural dynamics of the kinematic chain.

• an application-specific weighting can be introduced,

by weighting the contributions of bN and baN before

starting the recursion.

This is done by decoupled computations of the respective

acceleration energies and can be expressed as :

btask = bdesired+w1bposture+w2bconstraint+w3bcontrol
(5)

Here bposture, bconstraint and bcontrol represent acceler-

ation energies generated in joint space, end-effector space

and controller input (obtained by Baumgarte stabilization,

for instance) respectively. Though the flexibility of the

dynamics algorithm allows the application of such task

control approach, it is not necessarily simple to tune

the weights to achieve desired task performance. In

particular, the process turns into an “endless search” when

the task constraints are conflicting. We have explored

such cases, among other things, in multitude of simula-

tions with various constraints and robot structural model

combinations.

IV. DEMONSTRATIONS

The algorithm was tested in the computer simulation with

several kinematic chain configurations and combinations

of end-effector constraints and controllers both in joint

space and end-effector space. This section introduces two

of the examples that show consistency of the implemen-

tation with introduced constrained dynamics algorithm.

The first example depicted in the figure 4(a) shows a

single dimensional motion of a 4 DoF planar arm under

gravity. This motion has been specified by prescribing a

partial acceleration constraint which prohibits the motion

of the arm in X linear degree of freedom. Therefore, the

arm should follow a vertical path up and down under

the effect of the gravity and constraint force at the end-

effector. As it is described in the figure 3(a), the inputs

to the dynamics algorithm are A and b matrices which

have the form as in the equation 6. The figures 4(b)

and (c) compare the setups which involve conflicting and

non-conflicting constraints respectively. The conflict in

the constraint satisfaction was achieved by prescribing

explicit trajectories to robot joints, thus allocating all the

degrees of freedom available to posture satisfaction. The

various curves show the affects of exercising different

prioritization and weighting combinations.

AN =

















0
0
0
1
0
0

















bN =
(

0
)

(6)

The second example was performed using the model of

7-DoF Baxter robot arm (10). For this setup the motion
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(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. The kinematic chain uses lumped parameter model. Results
show a comparison of weighting and priority based control of posture
and end-effector. In (a), we see the setup with conflicting posture and
end-effector constraints and in (b) the same setup with non-conflicting
constraints.

of the arm end-effector was constrained in three DoF: X

and Y linear degrees of freedom and one rotational degree

of freedom about Z axis. In addition to these, two outer

most joints were prescribed to follow some trajectories.

In this case the inputs to the constrained dynamics are of

the form as in the equation 7.

AN =

















0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

















bN =





0
0
0



 . (7)

From the simulation results one can see that, whenever

there are no posture constraints present the performance

of the control is very poor. This may follow from
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Fig. 5. Plots show the simulation results with Baxter robot. (a) depicts
the time dynamics of constrained rotation degree of freedom, (b) the
other two unconstrained rotational degrees of freedom, (c) shows the
X constrained coordinate of the end-effector position and (d) shows
trajectory following performance of distal wrist joints.

several aspects. In particular, it may be that the chosen

constant constraint controller gains were not providing

necessary stability in the presence of slight disturbances

(e.g. from numerical drifts) and they are often robot
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configuration dependent. Also, it is very often the case

that a constrained dynamics of each degree of freedom

are coupled. Thus, an unstable behavior of one degree of

freedom degrades the behavior of the neighboring ones.

This may especially happen, when some of the degrees

are not constrained at all. Therefore, addition of further

constraints in joint space improves the performance of

the end-effector space constraint controllers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This research has introduced an algorithm for a linear

time hybrid dynamics with acceleration constraints. The

algorithm was extended for a tree like kinematic chains.

Additionally, it has been shown that it is relatively

simple to perform weighting and priority based multitask

control using the algorithm. This does not require explicit

nullspace projectors, but are based on modifications of

recursions using decoupled feedforward and feedback

contributions of control torques and acceleration energies.

Also, it has been observed that even though structurally,

the constraint stabilization through acceleration energy,

impedance, as well as joint space controllers are very

similar (all modeled as spring-damper system), their

balance is difficult to achieve.
Currently, the algorithm is being tested on a physical

robot in a combination with model predictive controller
for constraint stabilization.
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Abstract: This paper demonstrates the iTaSC approach to a force-sensorless and bimanual
human-robot comanipulation task on a tree-structured robot, comprising (i) co-manipulation
of an object with a person, (ii) dynamic and static obstacle avoidance with its base, (iii)
maintaining visual contact with the operator, and (iv) unnatural pose prevention. The task is
implemented in a structured way in a reusable software framework. The paper presents a simple
sensorless wrench-nulling control scheme, enabling direct human-robot interaction without the
use of a force sensor. A video shows the performance of the full task in different scenarios. The
paper includes quantitative results for different scenarios, to validate the ability to activate and
deactivate, as well as to change the weights of different parts of the task in a stable way.

Keywords: manipulation tasks, task specification, human-robot comanipulation, bimanual,
iTaSC, sensorless

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous work on specification of sensor-based robot tasks,
such as force-controlled manipulation (Hogan, 1985, 1987;
De Schutter and Van Brussel, 1988; Kazerooni, 1989) or
force-controlled compliant motion combined with visual
servoing (Baeten et al., 2003), was based on the concept of
the compliance frame (Mason, 1981) or task frame (Bruyn-
inckx and De Schutter, 1996). In this frame, different
control modes, such as trajectory following, force control,
visual servoing, or distance control, are assigned to each
of the translational directions along the frame axes and
to each of the rotational directions about the frame axes.
For each of these control modes a setpoint or a desired
trajectory is specified.
For (geometrically) simple tasks this approach has proven
its effectiveness. This approach however scales poorly to
more complex tasks resulting in a variety of ad-hoc imple-
mentations. Examples of these more complex tasks, not
fitting in the task frame approach, are control of multi-
point contacts (Bruyninckx and De Schutter, 1996) and
bimanual robot manipulation, which is the topic of this
paper.

Constraint-based programming takes a conceptually dif-
ferent approach. It does not consider the robot joints nor
the task frame as centric. Instead, the core idea behind the
approach is to describe a robot task as a set of constraints,

⋆ All authors gratefully acknowledge the support by Willow
Garage PR2 Beta program, the Flemish FWO project G040410N,
KU Leuven’s Concerted Research Action GOA/2010/011, KU Leu-
ven—BOF PFV/10/002 Center-of-Excellence Optimization in Engi-
neering (OPTEC), and European FP7 project RoboHow (FP7-ICT-
288533). Tinne De Laet is a PostDoctoral Fellow of the Research
Foundation - Flanders (FWO) in Belgium.

which do not necessarily have to be formulated in a single
task frame, and one or multiple objective functions. Two
such approaches are presented by Samson et al. (1991) and
Mansard et al. (2009). Our own original task specification
approach based on constraints was presented by De Schut-
ter et al. (2007). In more recent work of Decré et al.
(2009), the method was denoted iTaSC (instantaneous
Task Specification using Constraints) and the approach
was extended to support inequality constraints.

The key advantages of iTaSC over classical motion specifi-
cation methodologies are: (i) composability of constraints:
multiple constraints can be combined and they can be
partial, hence they do not have to constrain the full
set of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of the robot system;
(ii) reusability of constraints: constraints specify a relation
between frames attached to objects that have a semantic
meaning in the context of a task, therefore the same task
specification can be reused on different objects; (iii) deriva-
tion of the control solution: the iTaSC methodology pro-
vides a systematic approach to obtain expressions for the
task constraints, to evaluate these expressions at run time,
and to generate a robot motion that complies with the
constraints by automatically deriving the input for a low-
level controller; (iv) modelling of uncertainty : it provides
a systematic approach to model uncertainties in this geo-
metric model, to estimate these uncertainties at run time,
and to adapt the control solution accordingly.

Recently, component-based software support was devel-
oped for iTaSC (Vanthienen et al. (2011)) that allows
implementing iTaSC applications in a systematic way. The
software follows the concept of the five C’s (Radestock and
Eisenbach, 1996; Prassler et al., 2009): communication,
computation, coordination, configuration, and connectivity.
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It is developed within the Orocos ecosystem (Open Robot
Control Software (Bruyninckx, 2001)), complemented
with rFSM scripts (reduced Finite State Machines
(Klotzbuecher et al., 2010; Klotzbuecher, 2011)) for the
state charts that take care of coordination and configu-
ration. The core of an iTaSC application is built out of
several types of components that will be introduced fur-
ther on: robots, objects, virtual kinematic chains (VKC),
constraint/controllers, a scene-graph, and a solver. The
systematic approach of both specification and software
implementation enables maximal reusability. While the
same tasks can be easily executed by other robot systems,
tasks implemented and specified before can be reused and
combined with new tasks into a new application.

The contribution of this paper is the application of the
iTaSC approach to a force-sensorless 1 and bimanual
human-robot comanipulation task. In this application a
PR2 robot: (i) co-manipulates an object with a person
with his two hands, (ii) avoids dynamic and static obsta-
cles with its base, (iii) maintains visual contact with the
operator, and (iv) prevents unnatural poses. This applica-
tion comprises three key challenges: (i) the definition of
several constraints in different control spaces for a high
DOF robot setup (20 DOF in total), (ii) the implementa-
tion of this task in a reusable software framework, and (iii)
the implementation of a direct human-robot interaction
task without the use of a force sensor. Preliminary results
of the application were shown at the “Standard Platform
Demonstration” booth at IROS 2011.

Different approaches to estimate the external wrench
based on a disturbance observer are presented in literature
(Tachi et al., 1991; Eom et al., 1998; Katsura et al., 2007).
These approaches require a precise dynamic model of the
robot. Since such a model is unavailable for the PR2, and
the application does not require accurate force control, we
use a simple estimation scheme.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes
the iTaSC task modelling procedure, while Section 3
applies this modelling procedure to the bimanual human-
robot comanipulation application. Section 4 elaborates
on the force-sensorless wrench-nulling control used to
achieve natural human-robot comanipulation. Section 5
presents the experimental results showing the successful
application of iTaSC on the comanipulation application.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by summarizing the
contributions and discussing future work.

2. ITASC MODELLING - GENERAL 2

An iTaSC application consists of tasks, robots and objects,
a scene-graph, and a solver.

For every application, the programmer first has to identify
the robots and objects. In the framework an object can
be any rigid object in the robot system (for example the
robot end effector, link, or an object attached to it) or
in the robot environment. Next, the kinematic chains of
the robots and objects have to be defined as explained by
De Schutter et al. (2007). They start at a reference frame

1
This is preferred over estimating the forces by measuring the currents in

the actuators, because these estimates are disturbed by joint friction forces
2
To prevent overloading the notation, this section leaves out uncertainty

coordinates.

(called base frame {b}) of the robot or object. The state of
the kinematic chain is determined by the joint coordinates
q. Next, the programmer defines object frames {o} on the
robots and objects (i.e. frames on their kinematic chains)
at locations where a task will take effect, for instance the
robot end effector or an object to be tracked.

The actual tasks define the space between pairs of object
frames ({o1} and {o2}), the feature space, as a virtual
kinematic chain (VKC). To simplify the task definition,
feature frames are introduced (De Schutter et al., 2007).
The feature frames are linked to an object, and indicate
a physical entity on that object (such as a vertex or
surface), or an abstract geometric property of a physical
entity (such as the symmetry axis of a cylinder). Each
task needs four frames: two object frames (called {o1}
and {o2}, each attached to one of the objects), and two
feature frames (called {f1} and {f2}, each attached to
one of the corresponding features of the objects). For
an application in 3D space, there are in general six
DOF between {o1} and {o2}. By introducing the feature
frames, they are distributed over three submotions shown
in Figure 1(a): submotion I, between {f1} and {o2}
(feature coordinates χfI), submotion II, between {f2} and
{f1} (feature coordinates χfII), and submotion III, between
{o2} and {f2} (feature coordinates χfIII).

To obtain the desired task behaviour, one has to im-
pose constraints on the relative motion between the
two objects. To this end, the programmer has to choose
the outputs that have to be constrained by defining an
output equation: y = f (q,χf ). De Schutter et al. (2007)
provide guidelines on how to define the task’s VKC such
that the outputs are simple functions, in most cases sim-
ple selectors, of the feature and joint coordinates. The
imposed constraints used to specify the task are then
directly expressed on the outputs as: y = yd, for equality
constraints, or y > yd or y 6 yd, for inequality constraints.
Each output constraint is enforced by a controller, which
receives the desired output values (yd) from a set-point
generator.

By defining the relations between the reference frames of
the robots and objects and a global world reference frame
{w} in the scene-graph, the programmer defines how the
robots and objects are located in the application scene.
By connecting the VKC of the tasks to the object frames
on the robots and objects, the programmer defines which
robots execute the tasks on which objects. As such, each
task defines a kinematic loop in the scene as shown in
Figure 1(a). The kinematic loops introduce constraints be-
tween the robot coordinates q and the feature coordinates

χf =
[

χfI
T ,χfII

T ,χfIII
T
]T

, expressed by the loop closure
equation: l (q,χf ) = 0.

The solver provides a solution for the optimization prob-
lem of calculating the desired robot joint values (i.e. the
joint velocities q̇d for a velocity-based control scheme) out
of the task constraints. This allows to take into account
different task priorities, different task constraint weights
(in the case of conflicting constraints, i.e. overconstrained),
and weights for the joints of the robots (to solve the kine-
matic redundancy of the robot in the underconstrained
case).
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The new iTaSC software (Vanthienen et al., 2011) provides
support to design and configure the different components
separately.

The following section describes the details of the iTaSC
modelling of the bimanual human-robot comanipulation
application.

3. ITASC MODELLING - COMANIPULATION
APPLICATION

This section details the iTaSC modelling of the bimanual
human-robot comanipulation application. In particular,
it discusses the different components of the iTaSC ap-
plication: the robot and objects (Section 3.1), the tasks
(Section 3.2), the scene-graph (Section 3.3), and the solver
(Section 3.4).

3.1 Robots and objects

The application involves one PR2 robot and two objects:
an obstacle and a moving person.

The PR2 robot has a tree-structured model, consisting
of a branch from a reference frame {b} fixed to the world
through the robot base to its spine, from where the two
seven DOF arm branches and the two DOF head branch
start. Object frames {o} are defined on the PR2’s grippers,
base, and head. As the PR2 robot moves in the application
scene, its pose (i.e. the entire kinematic chain of the PR2)
in the scene-graph is continuously updated using the PR2’s
odometry and encoders.

The obstacle, which the PR2 has to avoid in the ap-
plication at hand, is considered fixed in the scene for
sake of simplicity, but could be moving and/or uncertain.
Therefore the obstacle’s reference frame {b} is fixed to the
world. In this case a model with uncertainty coordinates
χu can be included with or without sensor measurements
and motion model to update the obstacle’s pose. An ob-
ject frame {o} is attached at the centre of the obstacle,
with a fixed transformation with respect to the obstacle’s
reference frame {b}.

The position of the moving person is estimated by a face
detection algorithm, applied on the robot’s camera images.
The face detection algorithm estimates the position of
the head, which is then used to update the position of
the moving person, and of the moving person’s reference
frame, in the scene-graph. An object frame {o} is defined
on the head of the person with a fixed transformation with
respect to the moving person’s reference frame.

3.2 Tasks

As explained in Section 2, a task consists of the defi-
nition of a VKC between object frames (feature space),
constraints on the outputs y of the task’s kinematic loop,
controllers enforcing the different constraints, and set-
point generators delivering the desired output values to
the controllers. This section specifies and details all the
tasks involved in the application.

The bimanual human-robot comanipulation application
involves different tasks. Since the PR2 has to manipulate

a rigid object with its two hands, a grippers-parallel
task keeps the grippers parallel such that both hands are
not moving with respect to each other and with respect
to the manipulated object. Furthermore, the PR2 should
comanipulate the object with a human, and therefore
should react on the wrenches the human is applying to
the object. Implementing this reaction to wrenches applied
by the human results in a following behavior. To this end
a wrench-nulling task for each hand is specified, i.e.
a task whose goal is to minimize the wrench applied by
the human. During the comanipulation the PR2’s base
has to avoid a fixed obstacle in the scene, specified by
an obstacle-avoidance task and the PR2 head should
watch the human operator, specified by a head-tracking
task. Finally, a joint-limits task is defined to keep
the robot joints away from the limits. The following
paragraphs elaborate on the task definitions.

The grippers-parallel task defines a Cartesian feature
space between the object frame on the left gripper {o1p}
and the object frame on the right gripper {o2p}.
The first feature frame {f1p} coincides with {o1p} and
the second feature frame {f2p} coincides with {o2p}. The
feature coordinates defining the six DOF of the resulting
VKC are all located between {f1p} and {f2p}, i.e. χfI

p =
0 and χfIII

p = 0, while an intuitive definition of χfII
p

is obtained by expressing these coordinates in the first
feature frame {f1p}:

χfII
p = [xp, yp, zp, φp, θp, ψp]

T
, (1)

where [xp, yp, zp]T define the 3D position coordinates of
the second gripper with respect to the first gripper and
[φp, θp, ψp] is a set of Euler-angles defining the orientation
between the second and first gripper.
The task constrains all DOF of the VKC in order to keep
the full pose between the grippers fixed. Therefore, the
output vector yp equals the feature coordinate vector χf

p.
A proportional controller is used to achieve the desired
fixed pose, which is delivered by a set-point generator
simply generating a fixed value (xpd = 0m, ypd = 0m,
z
p
d = 0.3m, φpd = 0rad, θpd = 0rad, ψp

d = 0rad). The
full rotation matrix is used in the control law to prevent
singularities.
Figure 1(b) shows the kinematic loop of this task.

The applications contains a wrench-nulling task for
each gripper, nulling the wrench exerted on that gripper.
One wrench-nulling task defines a Cartesian feature space
between the object frame on a gripper {o1n} and an object
frame coinciding with the robot base {o2n}.
The first feature frame {f1n} coincides with {o1n} and
the second feature frame {f2n} coincides with respect to
{o2n}. The feature coordinates defining the six DOF of the
resulting VKC are all located between {f1n} and {f2n},
i.e. χfI

n = 0 and χfIII
n = 0, while an intuitive definition

of χfII
n is obtained by expressing these coordinates in the

second feature frame {f2n}:

χfII
n = [xn, yn, zn, φn, θn, ψn]

T
, (2)

where [xn, yn, zn]T define the 3D position coordinates of
the gripper with respect to the robot base and [φn, θn, ψn]
is a set of Euler-angles defining the orientation between
the gripper and the robot base.
The output we are interested in is the wrench yn =
[

Fn
x , F

n
y , F

n
z ,M

n
x ,M

n
y ,M

n
z

]T
, which is considered in a
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(b) Kinematic loop of the
grippers-parallel task (dashed
lines).
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(c) Kinematic loop of the
obstacle-avoidance task (dashed
lines).
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(d) Kinematic loop of the head-
tracking task (dashed lines).

Fig. 1. The red lines represent the kinematic chains of the
robot and objects, the black line represents the (fixed)
relation between the robot’s fixed reference frame
({b}) and the world reference frame ({w} ) defined
in the scene-graph, and the green lines represent the
VKC between the object frames ({o1} and {o2}).

Cartesian feature space between the object frames on re-
spectively the robot gripper and the robot base. Section 4
explains how the wrench output can be controlled using
a wrench-nulling control scheme and the available task
coordinates χf

n.

The obstacle-avoidance task for the robot base, defines
a feature space with a cylindrical coordinate system,
between the object frame on the obstacle {o1o} and the
robot’s base frame {o2o}.
The first feature frame {f1o} coincides with {o1o} and
the second feature frame {f2o} coincides with respect to
{o2o}. The feature coordinates defining the six DOF of the
resulting VKC are all located between {f1o} and {f2o},
i.e. χfI

o = 0 and χfIII
o = 0, while an intuitive definition of

χfII
o is obtained by expressing these coordinates in the

first feature frame {f1o} using a cylindrical coordinate
system:

χfII
o = [θo, ro, zo, αo, βo, γo]

T
, (3)

where [θo, yo, zo]T define the 3D position coordinates of
the robot base with respect to the obstacle and [φo, θo, ψo]
is a set of Euler-angles defining the orientation between
the robot base and the obstacle.
As a result the distance to the object is represented by a
single coordinate ro. Since the distance is the only value
of interest, only this DOF is constrained. Therefore, the
output yo is equal to ro.
An inequality constraint is defined for the output, keeping
the robot at a safe distance of the obstacle: yo > D.
To implement the inequality constraint, we use an ap-
proach using equality constraints enforced by a propor-
tional controller and constraint monitoring. This approach

uses adaptive constraint weights, which can gradually in-
crease (decrease) to activate (deactivate) the constraints
depending on (near) constraint violation. When the robot
approaches the obstacle closer than a configured value, the
distance constraint is activated. Consequently a set-point
generator delivers a, in this case fixed, desired distance
to the object (a little bit bigger than the D in order to
drive the robot away from the obstacle.). When the robot
is far enough from the obstacle, the task is deactivated
by putting the task weight to zero. In the software, state
charts handle the coordination of the constraint weights.
Figure 1(c) shows the kinematic loop of this task.

The head-tracking task defines a Cartesian feature space
between the object frame on the robot’s head

{

o1h
}

and

the object frame on the head of the person
{

o2h
}

.

The first feature frame
{

f1h
}

coincides with
{

o1h
}

and

the second feature frame
{

f2h
}

coincides with respect to
{

o2h
}

. The feature coordinates defining the six DOF of the

resulting VKC are all located between
{

f1h
}

and
{

f2h
}

,

i.e. χfI
h = 0 and χfIII

h = 0, while an intuitive definition
of χfII

h is obtained by expressing these coordinates in the
first feature frame

{

f1h
}

:

χfII
h =

[

xh, yh, zh, φh, θh, ψh
]T
, (4)

where [xh, yh, zh]T define the 3D position coordinates
and the Euler-angles [φp, θp, ψp] define the orientation,
between the person’s and the robot’s head.
The zh-direction connects the two object frame origins, i.e.
the PR2’s and the person’s head. The task constrains the
xh and yh coordinates, perpendicular to the zh direction,
to be zero. Therefore, the output vector yh is equal to
[

xh, yh
]T

. A set-point generator delivers a zero value for

both the xh and yh coordinate, enforced by a proportional
controller. As a result, the head of the robot will align with
the head of the person, hereby keeping the PR2’s cameras
pointed towards the person’s head. Figure 1(d) shows the
kinematic loop of this task.

The joint-limits task keeps the PR2’s arm joints out
of its limits. It constrains the robot joints themselves,
therefore there is no need for extra loop closure equations
and hence no VKC. As for the obstacle avoidance task,
an equality constraint approach is chosen. When a joint
approaches its lower or higher joint limit, this task is
activated. The task applies a velocity to the joint to
move it away from the approached limit. When the joint
position is far enough from its limits, the task deactivates.
The magnitude of the desired velocity, delivered by the
set-point generator, as well as the weight of the task,
increase with the proximity to the joint limits, as shown in
figure 2. As a result, the activation of the joint-limits task
causes a smooth transition, rather than a discontinuity in
behaviour.

3.3 The scene-graph

The scene-graph keeps track of all robots and objects
involved in the application, and in particular of their
poses with respect to the world reference frame {w} . The
scene component of the software support contains this
scene-graph. Other components (the robots and objects,
the tasks and the solver) of iTaSC deliver their status
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q̇d
q

qmin qmax

(a)

weight

q
qmin qmax

(b)

Fig. 2. Desired joint velocity q̇d (a) and weight of the
joint-limits task (b) in function of the joint position q.
qmin and qmax define the upper and lower joint limits
respectively.

information, e.g. current pose, desired velocities, . . . , to
this scene component and request similar scene-graph
information from it.

3.4 The solver

The solver calculates the desired joint velocities q̇d, to
be sent to the controllable DOF of the robots by solving
an optimization problem involving the task constraints,
the constraint weights, the task priorities, and the robot
weight matrix. In this application the solver has to calcu-
late the desired velocities for the 20 controllable DOF of
the PR2, out of maximum 35 constraint equations. By tak-
ing weights and priorities of the different task constraints
and the robot DOF into account, the behaviour of the
application can be configured.

Figure 3 shows the overall control scheme of all tasks
combined and the solver calculating the joint velocities.

A# Kv  PR2 motors+ -

kinematic
model

T

qu

Kp+ -

Kp+ -

Kp+ -
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wrench_nulling_right
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+
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e

yd qd

q
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y=χf

te

Fig. 3. Control scheme of the full application.

In this application, all tasks have the same priority. The
robot joint weights are well-chosen to achieve natural
human-robot comanipulation behaviour: putting higher

weights on the PR2’s base DOF than on the PR2’s arm
and head DOF, will favour arm and head motions over
base motions. As a consequence, when pulling an arm of
the robot, the robot will tend to move its arms first and
only when approaching joint limits, its base. Section 5
elaborates on the interaction of the different tasks.

The resulting desired joint velocities q̇d are sent to
the PR2’s standard low-level velocity controller of the
robot mechanism controllers package, as available on ros.org
(Willow Garage, 2008).

The following section details the control aspects of the
wrench-nulling tasks.

4. FORCE-SENSORLESS WRENCH NULLING

The wrench-nulling tasks constrain the Cartesian fea-
ture/task space between the robot grippers and the robot
base. The resulting output equations are used in the op-
timization problem of the solver, together with the other
active tasks to calculate the desired joint velocities for the
low-level velocity controller of the PR2. Hence the wrench-
nulling control action operates on this task level and not
directly on the low-level velocity controller.

To avoid incorporating expensive force sensors, and since
the robot actuators are backdrivable, the force is estimated
from the velocity control errors.

To simplify the analysis we first focus on one DOF, i.e. one
robot joint (figure 4). The low-level proportional velocity
controller has a gain Kv. The joint motor model includes
inertia I and damping c. If the operator applies an input
wrench d to a hand of the robot, the corresponding robot
arm will move, due to its backdriveability. This causes a
joint velocity v different from the desired joint velocity vd,
expressed by velocity error e = vd− v. The relation of this
velocity error e with input wrench d can be written in the
Laplace domain as:

e =
(Is+ c)vd − d

Is+ c+Kv

, (5)

with s the Laplace operator.

By applying a control law Cf (at task level), a new desired
velocity vd is calculated out of the velocity error 3 e.
Cf is chosen in order to reinforce the velocity caused
by the input wrench, such that the operator senses less
resistance of the robot mechanism, i.e. the robot assists the
operator. In practice, Cf is applied after transformation of
the velocity error from the joint space to the task space
using the jacobian of the robot arm. The desired velocity
results from the iTaSC solver and involves a transforma-
tion back to joint space. When performed correctly, the
transformation from the joint space to the task space and
back cancel out, and the transfer function Te from the
input wrench d to the velocity error e is described by,

Te =
e

d
=

1

(Cf − 1)(Is+ c)−Kv

. (6)

Accordingly, the transfer function Tv from the input
wrench d to the joint velocity v can be written as

3 Note that by providing an offset to e in the force feedback loop,
the wrench-nulling control scheme can be used to apply a controlled
non-zero contact force. This application is however not considered
further in this paper.
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Fig. 4. One DOF wrench-nulling control scheme.

Tv =
v

d
=

1

Is+ c− Kv

Cf−1

. (7)

The pole of Tv equals ( Kv

Cf−1
−c) 1

I
, which is a real number.

The system is stable for any value Cf < 1 or Cf >
Kv+c

c
.

The latter limit of stability,

Cf =
Kv

c
+ 1, (8)

describes the situation in which all damping is compen-
sated by the wrench feedback.

The time constant τ of the system is given by

τ =
I

c− Kv

Cf−1

, (9)

and the gain A by

A =
1

c− Kv

Cf−1

. (10)

Figure 5 shows the time constant τ and gain A in function
of Cf . Both differ only by a factor equal to the inertia I.
Consequently, the choice of Cf is a trade-off between a
higher gain and a slower response versus a lower gain and
a faster response.

A closer look on equation (9) shows that the time constant
of the open-loop system τOL, i.e. when Kv = 0, is
the asymptote for τ , i.e. when Cf approaches infinity.
Furthermore, the time constant of the low-level velocity
loop can be found at Cf = 0. Similar conclusions hold for
the gain. Figure 5 shows the low-level velocity loop time
constant τV L and gain AV L by the black dash-dotted line.
The open-loop time constant τOL and gain AOL are shown
by the magenta dash-dotted line.

We choose a gain A higher than the gain of the low-level
velocity loop AV L, as a result increasing the sensitivity
to the input wrench and hence creating robot assistance.
We choose the time constant τ smaller than the open-loop
time constant τOL, hence a faster response than open-loop.
Therefore, the area of interest lies between the dash-dotted
lines on figure 5. Remark that positive values for Cf do
not satisfy the desired behavior, since they have a slower
response time than the open-loop system.

5. RESULTS

The bimanual human-robot comanipulation application
consists of the joint execution of all described tasks:
wrench-nulling, keep grippers parallel, keep visual contact
with the operator, avoid joint limits, and avoid obstacles.
A video (Vanthienen et al., 2012) proves the performance
of the full task with all described constraints active in
different scenarios.
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Fig. 5. Time constant τ and gain A in function of control
factor Cf . The following parameters apply for the

joint: damping c = 0.32Nms
rad

, inertia I = 0.25Nms2

rad
,

and velocity controller gain Kv = 2Nms
rad

. The red
dashed line indicates the unstable part with negative
gain values. The part of the curve between the low-
level velocity loop gain AV L and the open loop time
constant τOL, marked by the black dash-dotted line
and magenta dash-dotted line respectively, indicates
the area of interest. The cross marks the time constant
and amplitude for the chosen Cf = −5.

This section provides quantitative results of some key
interactions. To this end, we have set up a reduced, but
repeatable experiment involving a subset of tasks: avoid
joint limits, wrench-nulling, and obstacle avoidance. While
the second task is always active, the first and the third task
show the ability to activate and deactivate, as well as to
change the weights of different constraints in a stable way.

5.1 Experimental setup

A cable connects a mass of 1.5kg to the robot’s left hand
through a pulley system. When releasing the mass, the
weight of the mass pulls the hand with a constant force in a
direction approximately aligned with the x-direction. The
robot arm joints are far from their limits before applying
the force, with the elbow pointing downwards. Figure 6
depicts the experimental setup.

5.2 Joint limit activation

First consider a wrench-nulling task and joint-limits task
on the left arm, both with the same priority. When
applying a constant force to the robot’s left hand, the
hand will move in the direction of the applied force.
This movement uses the available DOF in a way that
depends on the weight and priority of each task. The
weight (penalty) on the DOF of the robot’s mobile base
is set higher than the DOF of the arms.

Figure 7 shows the position of the left elbow joint and
the x-coordinate of the base over time, after releasing
the mass. Both the elbow and the base move, at a ratio
determined by the weights on the DOF of the robot. The
base does not start moving at the same instant as the arm
due to a threshold implemented to prevent nervous base
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup: the yellow cable and pulley
system connects the PR2 robot’s hand to the white
bag with the weight, shown at the left. The the red
arrow indicates the x-direction.
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Fig. 7. Elbow and base position over time, in blue dashed
and full green line respectively. The red dash-dotted
line indicates the moment the joint limit constraint is
activated on the left elbow joint.

behavior. The elbow joint reaches its joint limit of -0.82rad
after about 2s, as indicated by the red dash-dotted line
in figure 7. This event activates the joint-limit task that
pushes the joint position away from its limit. The elbow
joint finds an equilibrium between the joint-limit task and
the wrench-nulling task at -0.78rad. From that moment
on, the robot’s base satisfies the wrench-nulling constraint
by moving faster. Figure 7 shows this faster increase of the
base position after the red dash-dotted line.

5.3 Wrench nulling

Equation (6) defines the relation of the error e with the
input wrench d for one DOF. A similar relation holds
for a direction of the task space, assuming that the
transformations between the joint space and the task space
cancel out. Applying a constant force in the x-direction
to one of the robot hands as in the previous experiment,
causes a velocity error ex in this direction.

A control factor Cf = −5 is chosen for all DOF of the task
space in this experiment. Figure 8 shows the velocity error
ex over time, after applying this force. The pitch θeebase of
the end effector’s orientation with respect to the robot’s
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Fig. 8. The velocity error in the x-direction ex and pitch
θeebase of the end effector with respect to the robot’s
base, in a blue dashed line and a full green line
respectively.

Fig. 9. The PR2 avoiding the recycle bin. The yellow full
line is the pulling cable.

base illustrates the transition phase, just after the mass
has been released, when the pulled arm makes an up and
down movement. This transient is due to the dynamics of
each individual joint, as described by equation (6), and the
complex geometric interaction between the joints, i.e. our
simplified assumptions are not satisfied during transients.
After this movement damps out, ex reaches a constant
value. This error is proportional to the applied force,
with a negative factor of proportionality, as stated by (6).
Hence, applying a constant wrench results in a constant
assistance, after transition behavior.

5.4 Obstacle avoidance

An obstacle is added to the setup of the previous experi-
ment at coordinates (x, y) = (1.3m,−0.1m) with respect
to {w} , as shown in figure 9. Adding an obstacle avoidance
task, prevents that the robot base collides with the obsta-
cle. The task constrains the robot base to keep a distance
ro of 0.6m when approaching the object closer than 0.5m.

Figure 10 shows the path of the robot in the x, y-plane
with a blue dashed line. The red full lines indicate the
parts of the path where the obstacle avoidance task was
active during the experiment. The green dashed circle
segment indicates the obstacle, the magenta dash-dotted
circle segment indicates a distance r of 0.5m from the
obstacle center. As can be seen, the robot moves first
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Fig. 10. The blue dashed line indicates the path of the
robot base in x, y-plane. The red full lines indicate the
parts of the path where the obstacle avoidance task
was active. The green dashed circle segment indicates
the position of the obstacle, the magenta dash-dotted
circle segment the distance r at which the obstacle
avoidance task is activated.

along a line in the direction of the applied force. When
the robot’s base approaches the obstacle, the obstacle-
avoidance task is activated and hence the the robot’s base
avoids a collision, while still trying to follow the wrench
and joint-limit constraints.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrated the iTaSC approach to a force-
sensorless and bimanual human-robot comanipulation
task. The task comprises 35 constraints in different con-
trol spaces for a 20 DOF, tree-structured robot. The
task is implemented in a structured way in a reusable
software framework. A simple sensorless wrench-nulling
control scheme was presented, enabling direct human-
robot interaction without the use of a force sensor. The
video shows the performance of the full task with all
described constraints in different scenarios. Quantitative
results are provided for an experiment involving a subset of
constraints. The experiments validate the wrench-nulling,
the joint-limits, and obstacle avoidance performance. The
latter two tasks show the ability to activate and deactivate,
as well as to change the weights of different constraints in
a stable way.
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Human-Humanoid Joint Haptic Table Carrying Task with Height

Stabilization using Vision

Don Joven Agravante1, Andrea Cherubini1, Antoine Bussy1,2 and Abderrahmane Kheddar1,2

Abstract— In this paper, a first step is taken towards using
vision in human-humanoid haptic joint actions. Haptic joint
actions are characterized by physical interaction throughout
the execution of a common goal. Because of this, most of the
focus is on the use of force/torque-based control. However,
force/torque information is not rich enough for some tasks.
Here, a particular case is shown: height stabilization during
table carrying. To achieve this, a visual servoing controller
is used to generate a reference trajectory for the impedance
controller. The control law design is fully described along
with important considerations for the vision algorithm and a
framework to make pose estimation robust during the table
carrying task of the humanoid robot. We then demonstrate all
this by an experiment where a human and the HRP-2 humanoid
jointly transport a beam using combined force and vision data
to adjust the interaction impedance while at the same time
keeping the inclination of the beam horizontal.

Index Terms— Physical Human-Robot Interaction, Human
and humanoid skills/cognition/interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humanoid robotics focuses on the design of robots directly

inspired by human capabilities. This design gives many

advantages when working together with humans in perform-

ing tasks. Because of this, humanoids are ideal research

platforms for physical Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI).

Typically, humans have extensive experience in physically

collaborating with each other. Humanoid robots simplify

such interactions, since they possess a human-like range

of motion and sensing capabilities. These can be used to

create suitable behaviors, reducing the need for the human

cooperator to learn how to interact with the robot. Although

this goal is clear, many challenges are still present in the

various research areas. The particular focus of this work is

in the integration of visual servoing in pHRI, specifically in

human-humanoid collaborative tasks.

Early work on human-humanoid collaboration was done

in the Humanoid Robotics Project (HRP), where the HRP-2P

humanoid cooperates with a human for a panel transportation

task [1]. Here, vision was used to recognize the panel to be

grasped. However, this is different from the topic of this

paper. Grasping the panel is an interaction of the robot and

the panel only. It does not physically involve the human.

The focus of the work here is on using visual information

during the carrying task where both human and robot already

1CNRS-UM2 LIRMM UMR 5506, Interactive Digital
Human group, 161 Rue Ada, 34392 Montpellier, France
{firstnames.lastname}@lirmm.fr.

2CNRS-AIST, JRL (Joint Robotics Laboratory), UMI 3218/CRT, Intelli-
gent Systems Research Institute, AIST Central 2, Umezono 1-1-1, Tsukuba,
305-8568, Japan.

grasped an object on opposite ends and are moving it

together. This task has two important aspects:

1) both robot and human are doing jointly the same task,

2) a haptic interaction exists.

A haptic interaction is said to exist since forces applied by

one agent (either human or robot) are felt by the other (indi-

rectly through the object). These two conditions characterize

“human-robot haptic joint actions”. In this research area, the

main goal is to regulate the interaction forces for safety and

make the robot proactive in helping the human [2], [3]. Since

physical interaction is the focus, most works in this field use

data from force/torque sensors only to do the task.

Recent advances on human-humanoid haptic joint actions

are presented in [4], [5], where the HRP-2 carries a ta-

ble/beam with a human. This was done by first studying

human-human dyads to try and understand how they coop-

erate for such a task [4]. These observations were exploited

to achieve a proactive behavior, using impedance control [6],

which can enable the robot to be either leader or follower

in the task [5]. Both works: [4], [5] are achieved using only

haptic information. To build on these results, we propose the

additional use of visual information during the task.

Vision brings a lot of new information that cannot be

obtained from force/torque sensors. For example, informa-

tion about object motion and human gestures/pose may be

acquired. However, the integration of such information into

human-robot haptic joint actions is not straightforward. The

main issues are: what information would be helpful? how

can this information be reliably obtained in the context of the

task and platform? and how/where should this information

be used? Since the priority should still be interaction force

regulation, the last issue is particularly important and implies

the need for combining vision with force data.

In this paper, a first step to incorporating vision is pre-

sented using a particular case of “human-humanoid haptic

joint action”: carrying the table/beam together while keeping

it horizontal. In fact, in [4], [5] the height at which the HRP-

2 holds the table is kept constant, with no regard for how

the human holds the table at the other end. However, it is

desirable to keep the table horizontal to avoid any objects

on top from sliding. The other aim is that the robot should

be the one to adjust to the human when s/he is leading the

task. The strategy here is using vision to observe the table’s

inclination and then visually servoing the height in order

to correct this. This is done while regulating the interaction

forces by using impedance control.

Another interesting thing about the height control task

is that it is observable by both vision and force/torque
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sensors. Although the topic here focuses on using vision,

this opportunity is taken to compare the force and vision

data observed (in the context of this task only).

To start detailing our contribution, the task of human-

humanoid table carrying is formally defined in Section II.

The same section also presents the simplified model to be

used in controlling the height. In Section III, the important

concepts of the controller framework developed in [4], [5]

(which are still used here) are recalled. The main discussion

of the vision algorithm used in estimating the table inclina-

tion is given in Section IV. Section V describes how this data

is used for height control. The results on the actual humanoid

(HRP-2) are then presented in Section VI also showing the

comparison with force data. Finally, Section VII concludes

and outlines some future works to be done.

II. TASK DEFINITION AND MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the task, with the reference frames and

naming convention used in the rest of this paper. The vectors

composing the Cartesian frames are color coded: Red-Green-

Blue corresponding to (~x, ~y, ~z) respectively.

Fig. 1. Human-humanoid table/beam carrying task with the reference
frames used in task modeling.

Six degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the table frame {t}
are available to be controlled. For example, a local frame

{l} can be used as a reference. In this work, {l} is defined

such that it moves (only in a planar direction) together with

the robot as it walks. Its z-axis points the opposite direction

of gravity and the x-axis is directed toward the table, as

shown in Fig. 1. The table can then be controlled with the

3 translations l(X,Y, Z)t and the rotation about each axis
l(φx, φy, φz)t. These are controlled using the humanoid’s

right and left hands {rh} and {lh}. However, the task is

constrained by the fact that human and robot collaborate in

controlling the table from opposite ends. Another constraint

is due to the robot’s rigid grasp of the table. Therefore, the

homogeneous transformation matrices rhTlh, tTlh and tTrh

are all assumed to be constant throughout the task. This

allows the arbitrary definition of a “control frame” {cf} from

which the pose of the two hand frames can be derived.

Because grasping points are predefined, a convenient def-

inition of the control frame origin is the midpoint of the

two grasp poses such that the translation, cftlh = −cftrh =
[0 ty 0]⊤, where ty is half the distance between the hand

frames origins. A further simplification can be done by

setting identical orientations for the three frames (hands and

control frame): cfRrh = cfRlh = I3. This also corresponds

to the illustration in Fig. 1.

The works in [4], [5] present a method to control the pose

(position and orientation) of the control frame. However, only
l(X,Y, φz)cf are actively controlled (similar to an object

moving in a plane) while leaving the remaining 3 DOFs

compliant. The method for controlling lZcf is the main

subject of this work and is left for the next sections. In fact,

controlling the 2 remaining DOFs l(φx, φy)cf does not fit

with the task of keeping the table horizontal. For example,

let the task include maintaining the rotations φx = 0 and

φy = 0 (both are consistent with the task of keeping the table

horizontal). If the human decides to tilt the table sideways

(rotating φx), s/he will induce some positive angular velocity

ωz > 0. To maintain the orientation, the robot needs to

impose −ωz . In this case, the human and robot apply

opposite torques at opposite ends of the table. This causes a

torsion on the table, making it uncomfortable for both and,

in the worse case, breaking the table and causing harm to

both human and robot. Therefore, to avoid this ambiguity,
l(φx, φy)cf are left compliant, as in [4], [5]. For a cleaner

notation, the reference frames may be left out in some cases.

But it follows from the explanation here that the position of

{cf} is controlled, using {l} as a reference.

Since control of lZcf is the main subject here, an appro-

priate model of the task is needed. A simplified model is

preferred in this work and illustrated as follows.

Fig. 2. A simplified “thin beam” model used to control the table height

Fig. 2 shows a simplified diagram of the task, along with

the important variables to be used in the next sections. The

variable to be controlled is Zr, which is the height difference

between how the robot holds the table and how the human

holds the other side. It can be transformed into lZcf by taking

into account the location of {l}. Ideally, Zr = 0 needs to

be imposed. However, it is difficult to observe Zr directly.

Instead, θ is used, which is the inclination of the table with

length lt. It is shown later that knowledge of lt is not required

in the final control law.

This simple model does not take into account either human

or robot holding the table/beam. There are two conditions

that make the simple model valid. Firstly, both the human and

humanoid must be compliant (to some extent) when handling
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the table together. Otherwise, rigid constraints need to be

taken into account with a more complex model (for example:

an arc motion where the table pivots at the point where the

human holds it). On the humanoid side, the compliance is

achieved with the impedance controller which is described

in the next section. Secondly, it is assumed that the velocity

of both human and robot is limited, so that the compliance

can cope with the motion. In practice, this implies that a

velocity limit is imposed on the humanoid motions.

III. CONTROLLER FRAMEWORK

Before going into details, an overview of the methodology

is presented. Fig. 3 shows a simplified diagram of the

control framework along with the two main abstraction lay-

ers: an impedance controller and the Stack-of-Tasks. These

are briefly described in the corresponding subsections. The

innermost robot (motor) control is outside the scope, but it

controls the robot through a desired joint control input q.
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Fig. 3. A simplified block diagram of the control framework

A. Impedance Control

Impedance control is a method for regulating the contact

interaction of a robot with its environment [6]. The general

equation is:

f = M(Ẍd − Ẍ) +B(Ẋd − Ẋ) +K(Xd −X) (1)

where f is the wrench (force-torque screw) composed of the

force and torque vectors. The vectors Xd, Ẋd and Ẍd are

the desired position, velocity and acceleration respectively.

Correspondingly, vectors X, Ẋ and Ẍ represent the actual

position, velocity and acceleration. Finally, matrices M,B
and K are the inertia, damping and stiffness parameters that

define the desired virtual mass-spring-damper system [6].

In this work, we use an “admittance controller” which is

also described by Eq.(1), but takes as inputs the “desired”

values Xd, Ẋd, Ẍd and f (from the sensors in the wrists).

The robot is then controlled by X, Ẋ, Ẍ – the “actual”

values. Furthermore, M,B,K are tuned from experiments.

As explained in the previous section all control is done on

{cf} with {l} as the reference.

B. Stack-of-Tasks

The Stack-of-Tasks is a generalized inverse kinematics

abstraction layer [7]. As its name implies, the main advantage

it gives is the hierarchical organization of different tasks to

be executed. This allows efficient integration and abstraction

of the different humanoid robot tasks. The complete table

carrying task described here can be roughly decomposed

into the following: grasping and lifting the table, stable

walking [8], maintaining a good posture (while walking and

carrying the table) and avoiding joint limits.

IV. INCLINATION ESTIMATION FROM VISION

As explained previously, with the simplified model of

Fig. 2, vision is used to estimate θ – the inclination of the

table. This is used as an error signal for the table height

controller, described in Section V. Furthermore, in order

to increase the vision processing algorithm, we use only

one from the HRP-2’s four IEEE1394 embedded cameras.

Because of the viewpoint, θ cannot be directly observed on

images taken from the HRP-2 and must be extracted from 3D

data. Although a variety of ways to extract this 3D data exist,

a fast visual tracker is preferred here, and briefly discussed

in the first subsection. The following subsections describes

the tracker, how it is made more robust to handle walking

and finally how θ is derived from the tracker.

A. Visual Tracking

Visual tracking is used to obtain the pose of an object

resting on the table (e.g., the cube of Fig. 1 with frame {o}
linked to it). The pose is represented by the homogeneous

transformation matrix cTo where the camera frame {c} is the

reference. Frame {o} is defined so that its z-axis corresponds

to the vector normal to the table/beam (see Fig. 1 and 2).

This vector forms angle θ with the z-axis of frame {l}.

A comprehensive review of monocular visual tracking

methods is given in [9]. From the many available methods,

the virtual visual servoing approach is used here for tracking

and pose estimation [10]. This method relies on a model-

based edge tracker, and is available as part of the visual

servoing software library – ViSP [11]. It works by first

initializing the projection of the object model onto the image.

The edges are then tracked throughout the image, and a

robust optimization process is used to obtain cTo from fitting

the tracked edges onto the model [10]. A visualization of

a typical result (cTo) is shown in Fig. 4 (left and middle

images). Fig. 4 also shows, in the rightmost image, how

edges are tracked in the normal direction [10].

B. Adding Robustness to the Visual Tracker

Reliability can be an issue for visual tracking and even

state-of-the-art algorithms can fail [9]. This uncertainty is a

problem, especially if its output is to be used for control.

Therefore, precautions are taken here to prevent this. A

known platform-specific problem in humanoid robots is the

motion induced by walking. The effect on the image is a

characteristic oscillatory motion [12], [13] (shown in our

results video). Furthermore, impact forces resulting from
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Fig. 4. Typical result of the visual tracker. The full image is at the left. The
middle image is a zoomed-in portion bordered by blue with the projection
of the cube’s model in red, and the object frame in green. The right image
shows how edges are tracked.

the walk can cause significant blur on some images. These

problems make it necessary to add robustness to the tracker.

Although it is possible to model the cause of these

problems (walking) and compensate for it directly [12], [13],

a more general approach is taken here that can handle other

unforeseen disturbances. More specifically, a fault detection

and tracker reinitialization process is implemented. This

method is also advocated in [9] as a possible future trend,

since all trackers can fail given a difficult enough condition.

The first requirement is an ability to detect a fault. The

covariance matrix of the tracker optimization process is used

as a “measure of goodness”. A “fault” condition arises if

var > thr where var is the variance vector (diagonal

elements of the covariance matrix) and thr is a threshold

vector that is manually tuned off-line by observing the tracker

results from a typical image dataset. When 1 or more of the

vector values is at fault, the tracker is reinitialized.

The next requirement is a reinitialization procedure using

a good guess of cTo. The reinitialization itself is trivial and

a method is already provided in ViSP. The main problem

is estimating cTo. A tracker failure often indicates that

the assumption of continuity between images is invalid.

Therefore, the data for reinitialization must come mainly

from the current image. Another important consideration

is the runtime. Obtaining a guess for cTo should be fast

enough, so that continuity towards the next images can be

safely assumed. Therefore, speed is chosen over generality.

To start, the object needs to be detected in the current

image. This is done quickly by thresholding and applying a

sliding window for optimal detection. For thresholding, the

hue space is used because the object used in this work has

a distinct color. To speed up sliding window detection, the

concept of image-pyramids is used, with “coarse detection”

in a smaller scale version of the image. The result is used for

successively “finer” detections up to the original image size.

This results in a good localization in image space I(x, y)
where x and y are normalized image locations such that:

x = cXo/
cZo y = cYo/

cZo,

with c(X,Y, Z)o the Cartesian coordinates of the object {o}
in the camera frame {c} (see Fig. 1). A correct pose at the

previous iteration t−∆t (∆t is the control time step) can be

used as a guess for the object orientation cRt−∆t
o and depth

cZt−∆t
o , so that the new pose, at the current iteration t, is

defined as:

ctto =





xt · cZt−∆t
o

yt · cZt−∆t
o

cZt−∆t
o





cRt
o = cRt−∆t

o .

Although this new pose is imperfect, it is a good guess for

reinitializing the tracker. Furthermore, the assumptions used

fit with the table carrying task done by a humanoid robot,

namely: the depth to the object cZo is fairly constant, the

rotation of the object is minimal and most of the perturbation

from walking results in a perturbation in image space I(x, y).
Lastly, another covariance check is done after the tracker is

reinitialized. In the event that even the reinitialization fails, a

failure signal is produced such that the visual servo controller

also stops thus preventing any erroneous motions. This is

more of a safety measure, since the tracker reinitialization

worked well throughout the experiments.

C. Calculating Inclination

Referring back to Fig. 2, θ is defined using {l} as the

reference. However, visual data gives cTo and as such a

change of frame is needed:

lTo = lTh
hTc

cTo. (2)

hTc is the pose of the camera in the robot’s head frame.

It is a constant matrix obtained from an off-line camera-

robot calibration procedure. The pose of {h} in the local

frame (lTh) is available from proprioception. θ can then be

extracted from the rotation matrix of lTo, lRo by

θ = arctan(−r13, r33) (3)

where rab is the element at row a column b of lRo. Eq.(3) is

obtained from the relationship between axes that a rotation

matrix represents. The z-axis of {o} is the column vector

where b = 3, since {l} is the reference, the important

components are in the x-axis (a = 1) and z-axis (a = 3). The

final result θ, is only dependent on the rotations of Eq. (2)

and the program implementation can be optimized as such.

Furthermore, only results where −π
2

< θ < π
2

are considered

valid. The limits correspond to the table being fully vertical

and provide another safety measure.

V. VISUAL SERVOING OF INCLINATION

Visual Servoing [14] enables the direct use of visual

information in the controllers. It has also been successfully

used together with impedance control achieving good results

in [15], [16]. Thus, the approach here is to design a visual

servo controller to generate the desired reference trajectory

of the impedance controller: Xd in Eq. (1). The trajectory is

properly generated since the impedance controller (200Hz)

has a significantly faster loop rate than vision (15 fps).

To start the design, the error e needs to be defined. Fig. 2

shows that θ, the angle between the table normal and the

vertical is suitable such that: e = θ − θ∗, where θ∗ denotes

the desired value of θ. To define a task that keeps the table

horizontal, θ∗ = 0 making e = θ. The vision algorithm to

estimate θ was described in Section IV. The design of the
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control law to drive e to zero is shown here. To continue, a

suitable model of the task is needed. This model is obtained

from Fig. 2 by trigonometry:

lt sin θ = Zr (4)

Eq. (4) relates the observed angle θ to the height difference

(Zr) and the table length (lt). Differentiating with respect to

time and rearranging the terms results in

θ̇ =
Żr

lt cos θ
(5)

Eq. (5) is the model of the system and the controller can

be derived from this. If, for example, an exponential decrease

of the error is desired, it must be ė = θ̇ = −λθ. Since the

table length lt is constant, it can be considered as part of the

gain parameter λ. The control law then becomes:

Żr = −λθ̂ cos θ̂, (6)

where θ̂ represents the estimate of θ. If the estimation is

perfect (θ̂ = θ), plugging (6) into (5) yields: θ̇ = − λ
lt
θ. This

shows that lt contributes only to the convergence speed, and

as mentioned it is not necessary to know its value. It only

affects the tuning of the gain λ.

To use this result in the impedance control framework, Żr

is numerically integrated such that Zr at the current digital

time step is obtained as: Zt
r = Zt−∆t

r + Żt
r∆t. Lastly, a

constant velocity is assumed throughout the time step such

that Z̈r = 0. The results here (Zr, Żr, Z̈r) are then used as

the Z part of Xd, Ẋd, Ẍd in the impedance controller, taking

into account the difference in reference frame (i.e. {l} and

{cf} mentioned in Section II.

VI. RESULTS

Several experiments were performed. Some of these are

shown in the accompanying video, which also shows the

tracker result (while the humanoid is walking) at the be-

ginning. The first is the simplest involving just the arms

of the robot standing in place. Next the HRP-2 is made to

walk in place, introducing the perturbations from walking.

Finally a full experiment is done showing that the work

here integrates well to the previous works [4], [5]. Fig. 5

shows some qualitative results taken from the accompanying

results video. The top pictures show the first test (standing in

place). The bottom pictures show the 3rd test with the robot

walking together with the human. Early experiments show

that holding the table too high while walking can cause the

robot to fall down because of the human’s pulling force. This

can be explained by the fact that more torque is applied on

the humanoid since the lever arm is effectively increased the

higher the table is held. So the experiments shown here are

with a limit to the Z motion to prevent this.

To verify the controller design, a step response of the

error (θ) is obtained from an experiment where the human

holds his/her end steady with Zr 6= 0 at the beginning

(Fig. 5 top left). The controller is then activated and the robot

corrects the height difference, ending at Fig. 5 top right.

θ for this sequence is plotted in Fig. 6 (left). This result

Fig. 5. Image results: top left - before vision control is activated, top right
- result after the vision controller is activated, bottom left and right - results
while walking with the robot and changing table height

shows an exponential decrease (although with some noise

and noticeable latency of the vision algorithm), implying that

the implementation follows the design.

Fig. 6. Step response of the vision controller. Left: Plot of the error (θ).
Right: Plot of lZcf

As mentioned before, some correlation is observed on the

force/torque sensor data and the task of controlling Z. Some

preliminary experiments were done to examine the data that

can be obtained: moving the table (on the human side) up

and down, with some pause in between. The most correlated

data are the force fz and torque τy (subscripts referring to

axes in {l}). This data is plotted in Fig. 7 (top). Red lines

signify 2 of the transitions when the human moves the other

end up/down. Although there is a clear correlation, the data

is noisy and there is a bias that is difficult to account for.

Finally, the force/torque data is compared with vision data

(θ). In Fig. 7 (bottom) the up/down motion is apparent in

the raw vision data, but not the raw force/torque data. The

advantage of force/torque data is that it is obtained with a

higher rate. However there is more noise. It should be noted

that additional work can be done to process the raw data (i.e.

filtering) before concluding which is better, but this is outside

the scope of this paper and left for future works (along with

possibly fusing both vision and force data). Although θ from
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vision shows to be good from coarse measurements, a future

work is to compare the vision data against a more accurate

measuring device which can be considered as ground truth.

Fig. 7. Data from force/torque sensors. Top: Plot of fz and τy showing
correlation to table inclination from preliminary experiments. Bottom:
Comparison of force/torque data with vision (θ)

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, height stabilization for a human-humanoid

table carrying task is presented. We decoupled the control

into two orthogonal spaces. The first one is the main focus

of this work: it uses visual servoing to define a reference

trajectory for the impedance controller. This compensates

for the table/beam’s eventual inclination which is estimated

from a visual pose estimate. The second one regulates the

interaction between the human and the humanoid during the

transportation of the table/beam. Real experiments conducted

with the HRP-2 humanoid robot were successful and show

the pertinence of our approach and its implementation.

Yet, our goal behind this early endeavor is to incorporate

vision into human-humanoid haptic joint actions control

and planning. This work shows results in the integration

of visual servoing directly into the control level (although

in a decoupled way). It might be interesting to actually

merge vision and force in a unified way. However, the

overall work is not limited solely to the control level.

Adding vision into the cognition level will offer interesting

perspectives in investigating the synergy with force/torque

data and the incorporation of vision data in multiple levels

of the task (i.e. low-level control and high-level cognition).

This includes human posture interpretation that can offer a

better understanding by the robot of its the human partner’s

intention and behavior. Moreover, our task will evolve in

complexity along time: the cube will be replaced by a moving

object or pot full of liquid that must be kept on the table

during walking. This will certainly call for revisiting the

walking pattern and the stabilizer to account for walking and

equilibrium in human-humanoid haptic joint actions.
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Online Kinematics Estimation for Active Human-Robot Manipulation

of Jointly Held Objects

Yiannis Karayiannidis, Christian Smith, Francisco E. Viña, and Danica Kragic

Abstract— This paper introduces a method for estimating the
constraints imposed by a human agent on a jointly manipulated
object. These estimates can be used to infer knowledge of where
the human is grasping an object, enabling the robot to plan
trajectories for manipulating the object while subject to the
constraints. We describe the method in detail, motivate its va-
lidity theoretically, and demonstrate its use in co-manipulation
tasks with a real robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in letting humans and robots

share the same workspace and perform object manipulation

tasks together. Apart from safety issues, the main enabling

technology necessary to realize this is the design of control

systems that let the robot cooperate smoothly with the

human, working towards the same goal, which may not

be explicitly communicated to the robot before the task

is initiated. The traditional approach is to let the robot be

a passive agent in the interaction while the human agent

controls the motion of the object.

However, when two humans perform an object manipu-

lation task together, the role of leader and follower may

typically alternate between the two agents, depending on task

geometry, load distribution, limited observability, or other

reasons. For human-robot interaction to become as efficient

as human-human interaction, it is natural to assume that the

robot must be able to perform both the active and passive

parts of the interaction, just as a human would. For the robot

to take the active part in the interaction, and to be able

to plan and execute trajectories of the object, it must have

knowledge about the passive agent and what constraints the

human imposes on the object.

The main contribution of the present paper is a method

for estimating hinge-like constraints imposed by a passive

human agent on a jointly manipulated object. These estimates

can be used to infer knowledge of where the human is

grasping an object, enabling the robot to plan trajectories for

manipulating the object while subject to these constraints.

We describe the method in detail, motivate its validity

theoretically, and demonstrate its use in some example co-

manipulation tasks with a real robot, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 1.

The paper has the following structure: Section II reviews

the state of the art in related work, Section III formalizes

the constraint kinematics, Section IV describes the proposed

The authors are with the Computer Vision and Active Perception Lab.,
Centre for Autonomous Systems, School of Computer Science and Com-
munication, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), SE-100 44 Stockholm,
Sweden. e-mail: {yiankar|ccs|fevb|dani}@kth.se

Fig. 1 : A robot and a human manipulating a jointly held object.

approach and motivates it theoretically, while Section V

describes the experimental implementation of the method on

real human-robot comanipulation tasks. Finally, conclusions

are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

An important problem for physical human-robot interac-

tion (pHRI) is cooperative manipulation of an object jointly

held by both a human and a robot. The earliest works in

human-robot co-manipulation consider the robot mainly as a

passive agent taking care of load compensation while the hu-

man acts as a leader for planning and guiding the cooperative

task. One of the most common approaches has been to use

different types of impedance control. Impedance control has

been proposed with the goal of improving the safety for the

human using variable impedance [1] or impedance based on

human impedance characteristics [2]. Impedance controllers

have also been proposed for co-manipulation with advanced

robot setups consisting of robot manipulators mounted on

mobile platforms [3], [4] or dual arm manipulators [5]. To

enable robots to understand human intention particularly

in case of rotation or translation, impedance control that

imposes virtual non-holonomic constraints to the object or

the combination of impedance control and voice instruction

have been considered [6], [7]. In contrast to these impedance

control based techniques, another approach is to use the

interaction force only to generate the direction of motion,

while the velocity profile is given as a minimum jerk

trajectory [8].
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The above approaches only consider robotic assistants

that react to the actions of the human leader, hence their

capabilities are limited. By shifting the role of the robot in

the co-manipulation task towards a more active one, it is

possible to reduce human effort and exploit the advanced

performance capabilities of robots in terms of precision.

Recently, effort sharing policies through a dynamic role

allocation scheme have been proposed to enable the ma-

nipulation of bulky objects [9]. Precise positioning of the

object through human-robot collaboration has been treated

in [10]. Estimating intended human motion has been used

to enable a robot to give proactive assistance to an active

human partner [11]. Human motion estimation has been

used to set the stiffness matrix for impedance control to

achieve proactive robot behavior for an a priori defined role

of the robot. In this framework, confidence measures have

been exploited to enable automatic switching of roles [12].

Other works combine motion learning to allow the robot

to anticipate the human partner’s impedance with adaptive

control to compensate for unmodelled uncertainties in the

human part of the system [13] and understanding of human

behavior when the robot is the leader [14].

The reviewed literature considers the manipulation of

objects that are known to the robot in terms of task-related

geometrical characteristics (kinematic parameters) such as

center of mass, grasping points, pose of the object in hand

(e.g. the human is connected to the object through a handle

with an a priori known position). When the role of robot

is changed and proactive robotic behavior is required, the

human can be considered as a source of uncertainty. This

is particularly true for cases when the collaboration takes

place in domestic environments, where objects may not have

handles and markers for determining the grasping points.

Hence, it is important to design controllers that are able to

handle these uncertainties in the kinematics, since they are

important for mapping the intention of the human typically

expressed through forces to the robot frame.

In the present paper, we propose an adaptive controller

that estimates online the kinematic constraints imposed by

the human. This enables the robot to actively perform

some task on the jointly held object, while adhering to the

human’s constraints. Furthermore, the proposed controller

limits the interaction forces, allowing the human to impose

the constraints without having to exert large forces on the

manipulated object.

III. CONSTRAINTS’ FORMULATION

We consider a setting in which a human and a robot

jointly hold an object. Specifically, we consider the scenario

where the human is acting as a passive revolute joint —

conceptually as part of a more complex interaction scenario

—- which means that the robot can move along a circular

trajectory in the plane in order to rotate the object. This

scenario enables the robot to actively affect the motion of

the object while the human role is more passive. The human

can impose the kinematic constraints on the object in several

possible ways. Not only can the human grasp the object in

an arbitrary position, but for each possible grasp, the virtual

axis of rotation can be adjusted by changing the stiffness of

the wrists, elbows, or shoulders, by rotating the entire body,

or by any combination of these or other actions, all of which

are a priori unknown to the robot.

We assume that the robot has a fixed grasp of the object

i.e. there is no relative rotation and translation between object

and robot. In the following we consider that velocities and

forces are expressed with respect to the frame of the end-

effector {e}; the position and the orientation of {e} with

respect to the base frame {B} (world frame) can easily be

calculated through forward kinematics. We define the frame

{h} which consists of constrained motion axis yh and motion

axis xh, see Fig 2. The main axes can be parameterized by

the angle ϕ as follows:

xh = R

[

1
0

]

=

[

cϕ
−sϕ

]

,yh = R

[

0

1

]

=

[

sϕ
cϕ

]

, (1)

where ϕ denotes the angle formed between each axis of {h}
with the corresponding axis of the end-effector frame {e}

while R ,

[

cϕ sϕ
−sϕ cϕ

]

∈ SO(2) describes the orientation

of {h} with respect to {e}. Let v ∈ R
2 and ω ∈ R

denote the translational velocity of the robot expressed at the

end-effector frame and the rotational velocity respectively.

Furthermore, let ρ be the distance between the robot end-

effector and the human virtual joint which corresponds to

the radius of the robot motion.

The human imposes the following constraints to the mo-

tion of the robot:

y⊤

h v = 0, (2)

v = ρω, with v = x⊤

h v. (3)

Both ϕ and ρ are constant parameters since i) the human is

passive (no translational velocity), and ii) the robot grasp is

fixed, but they are unknown since they depend on human

intention as well as object geometrical parameters (e.g.

length). Note that the position of the human hinge can be

calculated given the parameters ϕ and ρ as follows:

ph = ρ

[

sϕ
cϕ

]

(4)

Obtaining accurate estimates of ϕ and ρ is important

during the manipulation as it allows the robot controller to

include feed-forward terms that minimize interaction forces,

which enables smoother and more comfortable interaction.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section we propose a control law and formalize the

application problem of leveling a jointly held board.

A. Controller

Let vd be the desired velocity trajectory along the axis of

allowed motion xh and fd, τd the desired force along the

constraint direction yh and torque around the rotation axis

which is perpendicular to the plane of the motion. In order

to define robot reference velocities which are consistent with
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Fig. 2 : Kinematics of the human robot interaction task

the constraints imposed by the human the knowledge of ϕ
and ρ is important. If the robot exerts high forces along a

direction in which the human does not want to allow motion,

extra effort will be needed from the human side and hence the

manipulation task becomes more difficult for the human co-

worker. To deal with this problem we propose the following

velocity controllers for the translational and the rotational

velocities:

vref = x̂hvd + ŷhw(
˜̂
f), (5)

ωref = d̂vd + w(τ̃), (6)

where:

• w(x) = −αxx− βx

∫ t

0
x(ζ)dζ is a function of propor-

tional and integral action on a control variable x(t) e.g.

force, torque errors with αx, βx being positive control

gains. In (5) and (6) the argument of w(·) is the force

error along the estimated constrained direction
˜̂
f and

the torque error τ̃ respectively:

˜̂
f = f̂ − fd, with f̂ = ŷ

⊤

h f (7)

τ̃ = τ − τd, (8)

where f , τ are force and torque readings obtained from

a force/torque sensor attached at the end-effector.

• x̂h = [cϕ̂ − sϕ̂]
⊤ and ŷh = [sϕ̂ cϕ̂]

⊤ are estimates of

allowed motion and constrained direction respectively

that are inherently unit vectors and they are updated

following the adaptation of ϕ̂ (online estimate of the

parameter ϕ):

˙̂ϕ = −γvdw(
˜̂
f) (9)

with γ being positive gain for tuning the estimation rate.

• d̂ is the estimate of the curvature of the cyclic trajectory

i.e. d , 1

ρ
that is updated according to the following

law:

˙̂
d = γdvdw(τ̃) (10)

with γd being a positive gain for tuning the estimation

rate.

The force/torque feedback part of the controller (5), (6) can

be regarded as a type of a damping controller – for safe

pHRI – similar to [15] but along the estimated constrained

directions.

The proposed controller is formulated in the end-effector

velocity frame. To be applied to the joint velocity level, the

following first order differential kinematic equation can be

used:

q̇ = J+(q)

[

vref

ωref

]

(11)

with q, q̇ ∈ R
n being the joint positions and velocities and

J(q)+ = J(q)⊤
[

J(q)J(q)⊤
]−1

being the pseudo-inverse

of the geometric Jacobian J(q) ∈ R
3×n expressed at the

end-effector frame which relates the joint velocities q̇ to the

end-effector velocities [v⊤ω]⊤.

A dynamic controller based on the proposed reference

velocities (5), (6) can be designed and applied at the joint

torque level following the steps of our previous work [16].

However, if we assume a high frequency current control loop

with compensation of the external forces and weak inertial

dynamics, the theoretical analysis of this work is valid.

Experimental results of Section V-B support the validity of

the use of control action at the velocity level.

Theorem 1: Consider the system of a velocity controlled

robot manipulator (11) which is rigidly grasping an object

connected to a human imposing the constraints (2), (3). The

proposed controller (5), (6) combined with the parameter

update laws (9), (10) and applied to the system ensures the

identification of the position of the joint p̂h → ph as well

as convergence of force and torque errors to zero.

The adaptive controller given by (5), (6), (9), (10) is a

variation of the controller proposed in [17] in case the axis

of rotation for the robot end-effector is a priori known.

A sketched proof of the Theorem can be found in the

Appendix while details for the general case of uncertainties

can be found in [17]. In this work we mainly focus on

experimentally validating that the proposed control method

can be used to identify the position of the “human joint” in

human-robot object co-manipulation. The use of the online

estimates of the constraints imposed by the human can be

used to achieve a specific control objective. An example

described in the following section is the automated leveling

of an object jointly held by a human and a robot.

B. Leveling

Here, we define leveling as aligning the end-effector frame

of the robot with the horizontal axis of the world frame, while

jointly holding an object, see Fig 3.

In early work [4], leveling has been dealt with by con-

trolling the orientation of the robot end-effector so that

the pointing vector becomes parallel with the ground; the

problem is solved by considering that the axis of motion

is known with respect to the end-effector while the inexact

knowledge of the distance between the human and the robot

grasping points can only deteriorate the rate of convergence.

Here we deal with the leveling problem [4] but we consider
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Fig. 3 : Automated leveling is achieved when the robot end-
effector pointing vector is aligned with the horizontal axis
of the inertial frame {B}

that the robot is not aware of the center of rotation, i.e. both

axis of motion and distance are unknown.

In order to solve the leveling problem the velocity con-

troller (5), (6) and the update laws (9), (10) are modified by

considering the following specifications:

1) The gravity and any force exerted by the human along

the vertical axis of the inertial frame will be filtered by

projecting the measured force fm along x that denotes

the horizontal axis of the inertial frame (i.e. [1 0]⊤)

expressed at the end-effector frame, i.e. in (7) f =
xx⊤fm is used.

2) The desired torque τd is set zero. If we consider the

case of symmetric human and robot grasping points

with respect to the center of mass of the object modeled

as a beam, human and robot will share the load.

3) A projection operator that does not affect the conver-

gence and stability properties of d̂ is used on (10) in

order to ensure that d̂(t) 6= 0, ∀ t.
4) The desired velocity used in the feedforward terms of

the controller is replaced by a feedback term based on

the leveling angle ϑ ∈ (−π/2, π/2) shown in Fig. 3

which is the angle between a horizontal line and the

pointing vector, defined as follows:

ϑ = arcsin
(

y⊤

h y
)

(12)

where y is the vertical axis of the inertial frame (i.e.

[0 1]⊤) expressed at the end-effector frame.

Instead of calculating the angle ϑ, sinϑ can be alternatively

used in the controller, i.e.:

vd = −
α

d̂
sinϑ = −

α

d̂
ŷ
⊤

h y (13)

where α is a positive control gain that is modulated by d̂ to

enable the system a convergence rate independent of kine-

matic parameters of the task. Particularly, the convergence

of the leveling angle to zero is described by the following

differential equation:

ϑ̇ = −
αd

cϕ̃d̂
sinϑ (14)

which implies that ϑ → 0 since cϕ̃ > 0, d̂ > 0; thus

the leveling objective can be achieved independently of the

learning objective. However the rate of leveling angle con-

vergence depends on the estimation error of the parameters

including also uncertainty in the motion axis, which has not

been considered in [4]. If the signal vd ensures that after

some time instant T the estimated parameters values are

close to the actual ( d̂
d
≃ 1, cϕ̃ ≃ 1 ), then the convergence

rate becomes approximately equal to α for t ≥ T in

contrast to [4] that consider constant estimates. One way

to achieve practical parameter convergence without affecting

the stability properties of the closed loop system is to apply

vd =
v⋆

d

d̂
for |ϑ| > ϑ0 for some positive ϑ0 and to use vd

given by (13) with α =
v⋆

d

sinϑ0

for |ϑ| ≤ ϑ0.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method was verified by implementation on

a dual arm robot. The robot has 7 degrees of freedom (DoF)

Schunk LWA arms that are velocity controllable at the joint

level, and have a 6 DoF force/torque sensor at the wrist.

See [18] for details.

A. Experimental Setup and Scenarios

The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated

and verified in two scenarios. In scenario A, the human

subject is completely passive, and the robot makes small per-

turbations of a jointly held object to estimate the kinematic

constraints imposed on the object by the human agent. In

scenario B, the human agent starts by moving the object, and

the robot estimates the constraints on-line while following

the action initiated by the human.

1) Scenario A - Estimation of Kinematics of Passive

Human: In the first scenario, we demonstrate the capability

of the proposed method to estimate the constraints imposed

by a human on a jointly held object. The human is passively

holding one end of a 95 cm long wooden board, with a mass

of 2.75 kg, and the robot has a fixed grasp of the other end,

see Figure 3. The task for the robot is to actively rotate the

board around the virtual vertical axis imposed by the human

at point ph.

We run two experiments in this scenario. In both of these

experiments, the controller was run using γ = 700, γd =
1000, αf = 0.001, and ατ = 0.002.

In experiment 1, the human agent keeps arms fixed and lets

the board rotate around the grasping point (ph1 in Figure 4).

The point ph1 was marked with a visible spot on the board,

at [0 0.81]⊤ in the end-effector frame, and a laser pointer was

fixed to the ceiling and set to point to the spot. The human

subject then tried to keep the spot and laser dot aligned

during the robot’s motion of the board, ensuring knowledge

of the ground truth of the virtual rotational axis. The spot on

the board was kept within 1 cm of the initial point during
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the entire motion, and the estimate error e1 was calculated

as e1 = ‖ph1 − p̂h1‖.

In experiment 2, the human subject fixes the grasp, but

keeps the arms stiff and rotates around the main vertical axis

(ph2 in Figure 4). For this experiment, the ground truth for

the virtual axis of rotation is not as well defined as in the first

scenario. Overhead video footage was used to approximate

ph2 at [0 1.25]⊤ in the end-effector frame, and the error e2
was calculated as e2 = ‖ph2 − p̂h2‖.

Fig. 4 : Scenario A. ph1 and ph2 mark the virtual rotational axis
in the two experiments.

2) Scenario B - Kinematic Estimation as a Secondary

Task: In the next scenario — experiment 3 — the human

and robot are grasping the same board as in the previous

scenario, but the robot is given the task of keeping the board

horizontal. The human starts the action by raising the end of

the board approximately 20 cm. As the robot raises the other

end of the board to keep it horizontal, it estimates the position

ph3 of the virtual rotational axis imposed by the human. A

laser point was projected onto a checkerboard pattern on the

board to help the subject keep the virtual axis of rotation

stable during the leveling motion of the robot, see Figure 5.

Controller settings were slightly different from scenario A,

with γd = 1500 and ατ = 0.006, the higher values making

the controller more responsive to the initial human motion.

B. Experimental Results and Discussion

For experiments 1 and 3, the estimates of the virtual

rotational axis converged to within a few centimeters after

5 cm perturbation by the robot (taking approximately 2

s), see Figure 8. For experiment 2, the estimate initially

converged to within approximately 0.3 m in the same time,

and to within 5 cm after approximately 20 cm perturbation,

or 10 s. The estimates p̂h1 and p̂h2 are plotted in the end-

effector reference frame in Figure 6, and p̂h3 in Figure 7.

Experiment 3 converges faster than the others, due to the

higher gain settings.

The maximum force exerted by the robot on the human

(via the board) was approximately 20 N for experiments 1

Fig. 5 : Scenario B. ph3 marks the virtual rotational axis in the
experiment.

and 3, and 13 N for the second trial, which is less than the

gravitational load the board exerts on the human. After 4 s

had passed and the initial error was mostly eliminated, forces

stay below 6 N for all experiments.

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

0

0.5

1

1.5

x [m]

y
 [

m
]

 

 

Actual ph

Initial estimate

p̂h1

p̂h2

Fig. 6 : Scenario A. The plot shows the estimated positions p̂h1

and p̂h2, in the robot end-effector coordinate frame. Note
that the actual value for ph1 is [0 0.81]T , and [0 1.25]T

for ph2. The end-effector and the board are drawn in the
image to aid orientation.

Experiments 1 and 3 had a very well defined virtual

rotational axis ph, and the visual aid of the laser pointer

made it easy for the human subject to fix ph1 and ph3 in a

static position. This is probably why these estimates show

good convergence. For experiment 2, ph2 is much more

difficult to fix for the human subject, so part of the error may

be explained by a less well defined “true” virtual rotational

axis.

The quick convergence from a large initial error (for all

cases) indicates that even when ph is not well defined, the

proposed method can make a rough estimate after only a
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Fig. 7 : Scenario B. The plot shows the estimated position p̂h3
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the board are drawn in the image to aid orientation.
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Fig. 8 : The estimation errors e1, e2, and e3 as functions of time.
The initial estimate is similar for all runs, while the true
value of ph differs, hence the difference in initial error.

small perturbation of the jointly manipulated object has been

performed. The small forces exerted by the robot on the

human show that this rough estimate is enough to produce

robot motion that follows the constraints imposed by the

human.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by our recent work for door/drawer opening

[17] we propose a method for estimating the human joint

position in a simple human-robot co-manipulation scenario

in which the human is modeled as a rotational joint. The

robot is controlled by a damping-type force controller for

safe interaction while a feedforward or a feedback term –

in case of a leveling task – drives the robot motion along

the unconstrained directions as they are estimated online.

Experimental results show that the method based on rigid

modeling for robot grasp and external constraints can be
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Fig. 9 : The magnitude of forces exerted in the horizontal plane in
the experiments, as measured by the force/torque sensor
in the robots wrist.

applied to cases where the human can be considered as a

compliant joint. This work is a first step towards applying

adaptive learning control to enhance safety and robot per-

formance in complex human-robot object co-manipulation

scenarios in which human and robot roles, effort sharing

policies and human intention are dynamically changing. For

future work, we plan to expand the treatment to a wider class

of constraints, including those with more degrees of freedom.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: Substituting the control input (5) to

(11), multiplying from left with the Jacobian matrix J(q),
and using the constraint equations (2) and (3) we can derive

relations connecting w(
˜̂
f), and w(τ̃) with the parameter

errors ϕ̃ and d̃, that can be substituted into the parameter

update laws (9), (10) in order to get the following differential

equations describing the estimation error dynamics:

˙̃ϕ = −γv2d tan ϕ̃ (15)

˙̃
d = −γdv

2
dd̃− γdv

2
dd sin ϕ̃ tan ϕ̃ (16)

Let V (ϕ̃, d̃) : D → R
+, with D = {ϕ̃, d̃ ∈ R, |ϕ̃| < π

2
} be

a positive definite function given by:

V (ϕ̃, d̃) = −
ξ2

γ
log(cos ϕ̃) +

1

2γd
‖d̃‖2 (17)

where ξ is a positive constant with ξ > d/2. By differentiat-

ing V (ϕ̃, d̃) with respect to time along the system trajectories

(15), (16) we get:

V̇ (ϕ̃, d̃) ≤ −(ξ2−
d2

4
)v2d tan

2 ϕ̃−v2d

(

d

2
tan ϕ̃+ d̃

)2

(18)
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Notice that V̇ ≤ 0 which implies that V (ϕ̃, d̃) ≤
V (ϕ̃(0), d̃(0)) and thus ϕ̃, d̃ are bounded and addi-

tionally |ϕ̃(t)| < π/2, ∀t, given that |ϕ̃(0)| < π/2.

From system and constraint equations we can prove

that w(
˜̂
f) and w(τ̃) are bounded. Furthermore by inte-

grating both sides (18) we get that
∫ +∞

0
v2d(ζ)ϕ̃

2(ζ)dζ,
∫ +∞

0
v2d(ζ)

(

d
2
tan ϕ̃(ζ) + d̃(ζ)

)2

dζ and are bounded and

hence ϕ̃, d̃ → 0 when vd satisfies persistent excitation

condition. In the next step Barbalat’s Lemma can be used

in order to prove that w(
˜̂
f), w(τ̃) converge to zero which

implies (given that ϕ̂ → ϕ) that f → fd and τ → τd.
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Abstract— The problem of door opening is fundamental
for robots operating in domestic environments. Since these
environments are generally less structured than industrial
environments, several types of uncertainties associated with the
dynamics and kinematics of a door must be dealt with to achieve
successful opening. This paper proposes a method that can open
doors without prior knowledge of the door kinematics. The
proposed method can be implemented on a velocity-controlled
manipulator with force sensing capabilities at the end-effector.
The method consists of a velocity controller which uses force
measurements and estimates of the radial direction based on
adaptive estimates of the position of the door hinge. The control
action is decomposed into an estimated radial and tangential
direction following the concept of hybrid force/motion control.
A force controller acting within the velocity controller regulates
the radial force to a desired small value while the velocity
controller ensures that the end effector of the robot moves
with a desired tangential velocity leading to task completion.
This paper also provides a proof that the adaptive estimates of
the radial direction converge to the actual radial vector. The
performance of the control scheme is demonstrated in both
simulation and on a real robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

A robot should be able to open doors as simple as saying

“Open Sesame!”. However, the task of opening a door — or

a cupboard — in a domestic environment includes several

types of uncertainty that disqualifies the use of motion

control and trajectory planning that is effective for stiff

industrial robots. The uncertainties in the manipulation of

these kinematic mechanisms, e.g. doors and drawers, can be

divided into (a) dynamic uncertainties, related to the dynamic

model of the door or the drawer: door’s inertia, dynamics

of the hinge mechanism etc., and (b) kinematic uncertainties

related to the kinematic model of the door or the drawer: type

of joint that models the kinematic mechanism, which may be

prismatic or revolute, size of the door, location of the hinge

etc. This categorization has been used in several problems

in robot control, like motion control [1] and force/motion

control [2]. From a control perspective, the door-opening

problem can be regarded as a force/motion control problem

in which the robot workspace can be divided into motion

and force controlled subspaces according to the concept of

hybrid force/motion control [3], [4].

In this work, we consider a general robotic setup with

a velocity controlled manipulator equipped with a wrist

force/torque sensor, and we propose an adaptive controller

which can be easily implemented for dealing with the

kinematic and dynamic uncertainties of doors. The proposed

control scheme, which is inspired by the adaptive surface

slope learning [5], does not require accurate identification of

the motion constraint at each step of the door opening pro-

cedure, as opposed to existing solutions to the door opening

problem (see Section II). It uses adaptive estimates of the

radial direction which are constructed from estimates of the

door’s hinge position and converge during the procedure to

the actual, dynamically changing, radial direction. It should

be noted that the proposed method can also be applied

to other types of manipulation under uncertain kinematic

constraints. We have chosen the door opening problem as

a concrete example, since it is well-studied and has well-

defined constraints. The paper is organised as follows: In

Section II we provide an overview of the related works for

the door opening problem. Section III provides description of

the kinematic and the dynamic model of the system and the

problem formulation. The proposed solution and the corre-

sponding stability analysis are given in Section IV followed

by the simulation example of Section V. In Section VII the

final outcome of this work is briefly discussed.

II. RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Pioneering works on the door opening problem are the

papers of [6] and [7]. In [6], experiments on door opening

with an autonomous mobile manipulator were performed

under the assumption of a known door model, using the com-

bined motion of the manipulator and the mobile platform,

while in [7], the estimation of the constraints describing the

kinematics of the motion for the door opening problem is

proposed.

The estimation technique of [7] is based on the ob-

servation that ideally, the motive force should be applied

along the direction of the end-effector velocity. To overcome

the problems of chattering due to measurement noise and

ill-definedness of the normalization for slow end-effector

motion, the authors propose estimation by spatial filtering,

which may, however, cause lag and affect the system stability.

The idea of using velocity measurements for estimating the

direction of motion has inspired the recent work of [8] that

uses a moving average filter in the velocity domain. An

estimator is used to provide a velocity reference for an ad-

mittance controller. Ill-defined normalizations and estimation
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lags are not dealt with. Estimation of the constraint using

velocity measurements has also been used in [9], where

velocity and impedance control have been used along the

tangent and the radial axis of the door opening trajectory

respectively.

Several position-based estimation techniques have also

been proposed. In [10], the recorded motion of the end-

effector is used in a least-squares approximation algorithm

to estimate the center and the radius of the motion arc, and a

compliant controller is used to cancel the effects of the high

forces exerted due to inaccurate trajectory planning.

An optimization algorithm using the position of the end-

effector was used in [11], [12]. The algorithm produces

estimates of the radius and the center of the door and,

subsequently of the control directions. The velocity reference

is composed of a feedforward estimated tangential velocity

and radial force feedback along. An equilibrium point control

law enables a viscoelastic behavior of the system around an

equilibrium position.

In [13], an inverse Jacobian velocity control law with

feedback of the force error following the Task Space For-

malism [14] is considered. In order to obtain the natural

decomposition of the task, which is essential within this

framework, the authors propose to combine several sensor

modalities so that robust estimation is established. In [13],

the estimation is based on the end-effector trajectory, to align

the task frame with the tangent of the hand trajectory.

Other works estimate the geometry of the door off-line,

prior to manipulation. In [15], a multi-fingered hand with

tactile sensors grasping the handle is used, and the geometry

of the door is estimated by observing the positions of the fin-

gertips position while slightly and slowly pulling and pushing

the door in position control. In a subsequent step, the desired

trajectory is derived from the estimation procedure, and is

used in a position controller. In [16], a probabilistic frame-

work in order to learn the kinematic model of articulated

objects in terms of object’s parts connectivity, degrees of

freedom of the objects and kinematic constraints is proposed.

The learning procedure requires a set of motion observations

of the objects, e.g. doors. The estimates are generated in

an off-line manner and can feed force/position cartesian

controllers [17]. Probabilistic methods — particle filters and

extended Kalman filters — for mobile manipulation have also

been applied for opening doors under uncertainty, in [18].

The authors use an a priori defined detailed model of the

door, and simultaneously estimate position of the robot and

the angle of the door.

Another part of the literature on the door opening problem

exploits advanced hardware capabilities to accomplish the

manipulation task. In [19], a combination of tactile-sensor

and force-torque sensor is used to control the position and

the orientation of the end-effector with respect to the handle.

In [20], a specific hardware configuration with clutches that

disengage selected robot motors from the corresponding

actuating joints and hence enable passive rotation of these

joints is used. Since no force sensing is present, a magnetic

end-effector was used which cannot always provide the

appropriate force for keeping the grasp of the handle fixed.

In, [21] the authors exploited the extensive abilities of the

hardware, and used joint torque measurements to realize

Cartesian impedance control of the DLR lightweight robot

II in order to open a door. In [22], the authors present exper-

iments using a force/torque sensor on a custom lightweight

robot to define the desired trajectory for a door opening task.

In [23], a method for door opening is proposed that uses an

impulsive force exerted by the robot to the door which is

assumed to be a swinging door. A specific dynamic model

for the door dynamics is used to calculate the initial angular

velocity which is required for a specific change of the door

angle, and implemented on the humanoid robot HRP-2.

In this paper, we propose a method that differs from the

existing work by simultaneously providing the following

benefits:

• Provable performance under uncertainty. The pro-

posed method explicitly includes the uncertain estimates

in the controller, and we provide proof of convergence

of the estimates, and of the stability of the proposed

method even with initially large errors in the estimates.

• On-line performance. Our method does not require

preparatory measurements or detailed modelling, or an

off-line estimation phase before the manipulation task.

Instead, our method allows the manipulator to open a

previously unknown door as smooth as a known one.

• Moderate hardware requirements. Our method can

be implemented on any manipulator that can be velocity

controlled in either joint space or Cartesian space, with

force measurements at the end effector or wrist.

III. SYSTEM AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section we define the problem of door opening

under uncertainty.

A. Notation and Preliminaries

We introduce the following notation:

• Bold roman small letters denote vectors while bold

roman capital letters denote matrices.

• The generalized position of a moving frame {i} with

respect to a inertial frame {B} (located usually at the

robots base) is described by a position vector pi ∈ R
m

and a rotation matrix Ri ∈ SO(m) where m = 2 for

the planar case.

• We consider also the following normalization and or-

thogonalization operators:

z =
z

‖z‖
(1)

s(z) =

[

0 −1
1 0

]

z (2)

with z being any non-trivial two dimensional vector.

Notice that in case of z = z(t) the derivative of z is

calculated as follows:

ż = ‖z‖−1s(z)s(z)⊤ż. (3)
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• We denote with I(z) the integral of some scalar func-

tion of time z(t) ∈ R over the time variable t, i.e:

I(z) =

∫ t

0

z(τ)dτ (4)

B. Kinematic model of robot door opening

We consider a setting of a robot manipulator in which

its end-effector has achieved a fixed grasp of the handle of a

kinematic mechanism e.g. a door in a domestic environment.

We use the term fixed grasp to denote that there is no relative

translational velocity between the handle and the end-effector

but we place no constraints on the relative rotation of the end-

effector around the handle. We consider also that the motion

of the handle is inherently planar which consequently implies

a planar problem definition.

Let {e} and {o} be the end-effector and the door frame

respectively (Fig. 1); the door frame {o} is attached at the

hinge which in our case is the center of door-mechanism

rotation. The radial direction vector r is defined as the

relative position of the aforementioned frames:

r , po − pe (5)

By expressing r with respect to the door frame and differ-

entiating the resultant equation we get:

Ṙo
or +Ro

oṙ = ṗo − ṗe (6)

By performing the following substitutions: oṙ = ṗo = 0 and

Ṙo = ω

[

0 −1
1 0

]

Ro , with ω being the rotational velocity

of the door, we get:

ṗe = −s(r)ω (7)

which describes the first-order differential kinematics of the

door opening problem in case of a revolute hinge. Notice

that the end-effector velocity along the radial direction of

the motion is zero, i.e:

r⊤ṗe = 0 (8)

The latter can be regarded as the constraint on the robot

end-effector velocity.

Fig. 1: Kinematics of the door opening

C. Robot kinematic model

In case of velocity controlled manipulators, the robot joint

velocity is controlled directly by the reference velocity vref.

In particular, the reference velocity vref can be considered as

a kinematic controller which is mapped to the joint space in

order to be applied at the joint velocity level as follows:

q̇ = J+(q)vref (9)

with q, q̇ ∈ R
n being the joint positions and velocities

and J(q)+ = J(q)⊤
[

J(q)J(q)⊤
]−1

being the pseudo-

inverse of the manipulator Jacobian J(q) ∈ R
2×n which

relates the joint velocities q̇ to the end-effector velocities

ṗe; without loss of generality we have here considered

only the translational end-effector velocity ṗe ∈ R
2 and

the associated Jacobian. If we consider the typical Euler-

Lagrange robot dynamic model, the velocity error at the joint

level drive the torque (current) controller u(t). If we assume

a high frequency current control loop with external forces’

compensators and weak inertial dynamics, then the kinematic

model is valid.

D. Control Objective

The objective is to control the motion of the robot to

achieve a smooth interaction with an external kinematic

mechanism such as a door, and manipulate it in order to

achieve a high level command such as “Open Sesame!”.

In applications which take place in a dynamic unstructured

environments such as a domestic environment, it is difficult

to accurately identify the position of the hinges and the

associated dynamics. Hence, it is difficult to design a priori

the desired velocity within the constraints imposed by the

kinematic mechanism. The execution of a trajectory which

is inconsistent with system constraints gives rise to high

interaction forces along the constraint direction which may

be harmful for both the manipulated mechanism and the

robot.

Let frd and vd be the desired radial force and desired

tangent velocity magnitudes respectively. If we define the

force along the radial direction as fr = r⊤f with f ∈ R
2

being the total interaction force, the control objective can be

formulated as follows: fr → frd and ṗe → s(r)vd. These

objectives have to be achieved without knowing accurately

the r direction which subsequently implies that there are

uncertainties in the control variables fr and s(r)vd. From a

high level perspective, we consider that the door opening task

is accomplished when the observed end-effector trajectory,

which coincides with the handle trajectory, enable the robot

to perform the subsequent task which can be for example “get

an object” or “pass through the door”. Thus the command

to halt the door opening procedure is given externally based

on the observations of the rotation angle ϑ.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN

A. Incorporating Force Feedback in the Velocity Reference

Let us first define an estimated radial direction r̂(t) based

on appropriately designed adaptive estimates of the center of
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rotation p̂o(t):
r̂(t) = p̂o(t)− pe (10)

For notation convenience we will drop out the argument of

t from r̂(t) and p̂o(t). We will use the estimated radial

direction (10) considering that ‖r̂(t)‖ 6= 0, ∀t in order to

introduce a reference velocity vector vref for controlling the

end-effector velocity:

vref = s(r̂)vd − αr̂vf (11)

with α being a positive control gain acting on the force feed-

back term vf which has been incorporated in the reference

velocity.

We can now introduce the velocity error:

ṽ , v − vref (12)

where v , ṗe can be decomposed along r̂ and s(r̂)
and subsequently expressed with respect to the parameter

estimation error p̃o = r̃ = po− p̂o by adding −‖r̂‖−1r̂r⊤v

as follows:

v = s(r̂)s(r̂)⊤v − ‖r̂‖−1r̂p̃⊤

o v (13)

Substituting (13) and (11) in (12) we can obtain the following

decomposition of the velocity error along the estimated radial

direction r̂ and the estimated direction of motion s(r̂):

ṽ = R̂o

[

−‖r̂‖−1p̃⊤

o v + αvf
s(r̂)⊤v − vd

]

(14)

where R̂o ,

[

r̂ s(r̂)
]

.

In the next step, we are going to design the force feed-

back vf employed in the reference velocity vref. The force

feedback term vf is derived from the magnitude of the

measured force components projected along the estimated

radial direction:

f̂r = r̂
⊤
f (15)

the corresponding force error:

∆f̂r = f̂r − frd (16)

as well as the corresponding force error integral I(∆f̂r). In

particular, for velocity controlled robotic manipulators, we

propose a PI control loop of the estimated radial force error

∆f̂r :

vf = ∆f̂r + βI(∆f̂r) (17)

with β being a positive control gain. By projecting ṽ =
0 along r we can calculate f̂r as a Lagrange multiplier

associated with the constraint (6) for the system (9):

f̂r = frd − βI(∆f̂r) +
vdr

⊤s(r̂)

αr⊤r̂
. (18)

Equation (18) is well defined for r⊤r̂(t) > 0. Equation (18)

is consistent to (15) in case of rigid contacts and fixed grasps.

Remark 1: For torque controlled robotic manipulators, the

derivative of reference velocity also known as reference

acceleration is required in the implementation. In order to

avoid the differentiation of the force measurements in case

of torque controlled manipulators, the force feedback part

of the reference velocity should be designed using only the

integral of the estimated radial force error.

B. Update Law Design

The update law for the vector p̂o is designed via a

passivity-based approach, by defining the output of the

system as follows:

yf = αf∆f̂r + αII(∆f̂r) (19)

with αf and αI being positive constants. Taking the inner

product of ṽ (14) with r̂yf (19) we obtain:

yf r̂
⊤
ṽ = yf (−‖r̂‖−1p̃⊤

o v + vf )

= −‖r̂‖−1yfv
⊤p̃o + c1∆f̂2

r (20)

+ c2I(∆f̂r)
2 + c3

d

dt

[

I(∆f̂r)
2

]

where:

c1 = ααf , c2 = ααIβ, c3 =
α(αfβ + αI)

2
(21)

Next, we design the update law ˙̂po , − ˙̃po as follows:

˙̂po = P{γ‖r̂‖−1yfv} (22)

Notice that P is an appropriately designed projection oper-

ator [24] with respect to a convex set of the estimates p̂o

around po (Fig. 2) in which the following properties hold: i)

‖r̂‖ 6= 0, ∀t, in order to enable the implementation of the

reference velocity and calculate estimated radial force and

ii) r⊤r̂ > 0; which is required for the system’s stability. It

Fig. 2: Convex set S for the projection operator P

is clear that the update law (22) gives rise to the potential

owing to estimation error i.e. 1

2γ
p̃⊤

o p̃o and allow us to use

the following function V
(

I(∆f̂r), p̃o

)

in order to prove

Theorem 1 for velocity controlled manipulators. In particular

V
(

I(∆f̂r), p̃o

)

is given by:

V
(

I(∆f̂r), p̃o

)

= c3I(∆f̂r)
2 +

1

2γ
p̃⊤

o p̃o (23)

and is positive-definite with respect to I(∆f̂r), p̃o and

Theorem 1 is stated below:

Theorem 1: The kinematic controller vref (11) with the

update law (22) applied to the system (9) achieves the

following objectives: r̂ → r, v → s(r)vd, I(∆fr) → 0 and
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fr → frd, which are equivalent with the control objective of

smooth door opening stated in Section III-D.

Proof: Substituting (11) in (9) and multiplying by J(q),

implies ṽ = 0. Differentiating V
(

I(∆f̂r), p̃o

)

with respect

to time and in turn substituting ṽ = 0 and (22) we get:

V̇ = −c1∆f̂2
r −c2I(∆f̂r)

2; notice that V̇ has extra negative

terms when the estimates reach the bound of the convex

set and the projection operator applies and thus the stability

properties of the system are not affected. Hence, I(∆f̂r), p̃o

are bounded and consequently we can prove the boundedness

of the following variables: (a) f̂r is bounded, given the use

of projection operator in (18), (b) vref is bounded, (c) q̇ is

bounded, given the assumption of a non-singular manipulator

in (9), (d) ˙̂po is bounded, given (22) and the boundedness

of v.

The boundedness of the aforementioned variables implies

that
˙̂
fr and subsequently V̈ = −2∆f̂r[c1

˙̂
fr + c2I(∆f̂r)] are

bounded and thus Barbalat’s Lemma implies V̇ → 0 and

in turn I(∆f̂r), ∆f̂r → 0. Substituting the convergence

results in (9) and (18) we get v → s(r̂)vd and r̂
⊤
s(r) → 0

for limt→∞ |vd| 6= 0 (or for a vd satisfying the persistent

excitation condition) respectively; the latter implies r̂ → r.

Since the estimated direction of the constraint is identified

we get: v → s(r)vd, I(∆fr) → 0 and fr → frd. �

C. Summary and Discussion

The proposed technique is based on a reference velocity

(11) which is decomposed to a feedforward velocity on

the estimated direction of motion and a PI force control

loop on the estimated constrained direction. The estimated

direction is obtained on-line using the update law (22) and

the definition of the radial estimate (10). The use of (22)

and (10) within a typical velocity reference like (11) enables

the proof of the overall scheme stability as well as the proof

that the estimates will converge to the actual values, driving

the velocity and the radial force to their desired values.

Note that the proposed control scheme can be easily

implemented using a very common robotic setup with a

velocity-controlled robotic manipulator with a force/torque

sensor in the end-effector frame. It is also clear that the

proposed method is inherently on-line and explicitly includes

the uncertain estimates in the controller, as opposed to the

state of the art for door opening (as described in Section II),

which assumes that the estimate obtained in each step

is approximately equal to the actual value. The proposed

method can be also combined with off-line door kinematic

estimation; in this case the off-line estimates can be used

as the initial estimates of the estimator (22). However, our

scheme is proven to work satisfactorily even in the case of

large estimation errors, where off-line methods fail. Last but

not least, the proposed method can be also be applied to other

types of robot manipulation under kinematic uncertainties.

We have chosen here the door opening problem since it is

very challenging, but can be described in terms of concrete

motion constraints.

V. EVALUATION USING SIMULATION

We consider a 2 DoF robot manipulator (Fig. 3) which

is modeled after one of the two 7 DoF arms of a semi-

anthropomorphic robot at CAS/KTH, with only 2 DoFs

being actuated while the remaining DoFs are mechanically

fixed. In particular, we consider that the second and fifth

joints are actuated (red cylinders in Fig. 3) and simulate

the case where this 2 DoFs planar manipulator can open

a door through a fix-grasp of the cupboard handle. The

DH parameters of the 7 DoF arm are shown in Table I.

Regarding the kinematic parameters of the door, the center

of rotation si po = [−0.85 0.37]⊤ (m) in the robot world

frame, while the length of the door (from hinge to handle) is

approximately 0.51 m. In the simulation, the motion along

the radial direction is governed by a stiff viscoelastic model

while viscous friction is considered for the rotational motion.

Frame α a θ d

Base 0◦ 0.274 90◦ 0

Base 90◦ 0 0◦ 0

1 0◦ 0 θ1 0

2 −90◦ 0 θ2 + 180◦ 0

3 −90◦ 0 θ3 + 180◦ 0.313

4 −90◦ 0 θ4 + 180◦ 0

5 −90◦ 0 θ5 + 180◦ 0.2665

6 −90◦ 0 θ6 + 180◦ 0

7 −90◦ 0 θ7 + 180◦ 0

Tool 0◦ 0 0◦ 0.42

TABLE I: DH parameters of the 7-DOF arm (using Craig’s con-
vention).

We set the initial estimate of the center of rotation

p̂o1(0) = [−0.85 0.77]⊤ (m) in the robot world frame

which corresponds to the actual center of rotation misplaced

for 40 cm along the x-axis; the initial uncertainty angle

formed between the actual and the estimated radial direction

is approximately 50 deg in this case which is extremely large.

The controller objectives are set as follows: vd = 0.25 m/s

and frd = 2 N. The controller gains are chosen as follows:

af = 1, aI = 0.8, α = 0.6, β = 0.5, γ = 4. Fig. 4 shows the

top view of the manipulator while opening the door while

Fig. 5 depicts the force error ∆fr = fr−frd response as well

as the estimation error variable er = 1− r̂
⊤
r response. Fig.

6 shows the velocity commands expressed in the joint space.

Notice that very fast convergence in approximately 0.5 s is

achieved (Fig. 5), but the demands of velocity (Fig. 6) is

extremely high as compared to the maximum joint velocities

in our experimental setup. (0.7 rad/s)

In the following simulations, we used the gains and con-

sidered the scenarios of Section VI (Experimental evaluation

using Robot Platform). In the first scenario we consider the

initial estimate of the center of rotation p̂o1(0) used before,

by reducing the desired velocity to vd = 0.05 m/s, while in

the second scenario we consider that the center of rotation

is misplaced for 5 cm along the x-axis of the robot world

frame, i.e. p̂o2(0) = [−0.85 0.42]⊤ (m) by setting the desired

velocity to a higher value vd = 0.1 m/s. The force control

objective is set frd = 2 N and the controller gains are chosen
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as follows:

af = 0.1, aI = 0.05, α = 0.001, β = 0.1, γ = 0.5,

for both cases of initial uncertainty. In the latter case, the

initial uncertainty angle formed between the actual and the

estimated radial direction is approximately 5 deg. Simulation

results (force and estimation errors’ responses) are shown in

Fig. 7 and 8 for the case of higher and lower uncertainty

respectively. Notice that the estimation error converges to

zero in approximately 1 s while the convergence of the force

error is slower. Notice also that the overshoot in the force

error is much larger in the case of higher uncertainty (Fig.

7), but as the controller finally tracks the actual direction it

slowly vanishes.

Fig. 3: 7 DoF arm of a semi-anthropomorphic robot at CAS/KTH;
the figure has been digitally enhanced to mark the joints
used for experimental evaluation with red hue
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Fig. 4: Manipulator trace and door’s initial (dashed bold line) and
final(solid bold line) position

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION USING ROBOT

PLATFORM

The performance was also evaluated on the real robot

system. We consider the robot and door kinematic setup used

in Section V. The arm is constructed from Schunk rotary

modules, that can be sent velocity commands over a CAN

bus. The modules incorporate an internal PID controller that

keeps the set velocity, and return angle measurements. In this

setup, the modules are sent updated velocity commands at

400 Hz. Angle measurements are read at the same frequency.

The arm has an ATI Mini45 6 DoF force/torque sensor

mounted at the wrist. The forces are also read at 400 Hz in

this experiment. The force readings display white measure-

ment noise with a magnitude of approximately 0.2 N, apart
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∆
f
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Fig. 5: Radial force error (Upper plot) and Estimation Error (Lower
plot) responses - Simulation for p̂

o1
(0), vd = 0.25 m/s
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Fig. 6: Joint velocities’ responses - simulation for p̂
o1
(0), vd =

0.25 m/s

from any process noise that may be present in the mechanical

system. In the experiment, we actuate the second and fifth

joints (red cylinders in Fig. 3), and start the experiment with

the end-effector firmly grasping the handle of a cupboard

door. The cupboard door is a 60 cm width IKEA kitchen

cupboard, with multiple-link hinges, so that the centre of

rotation moves slightly (<1 cm) as a function of door angle.

The handle of the door has been extended an additional

5 cm to accomodate the width of the fingers on the parallel

gripper. The DH parameters of the 7 DoF arm are the same

as in simulation, see Table I. The two different scenarios

based on different initial estimates of the radial direction

(with errors of 50o and 5o, respectively) as well as different

desired force/velocity values (vd=0.05 m/s and vd=0.1 m/s

respectively) are given in Section V along the controller

gains. The same gains as in simulation were used, and these

have not been tuned specifically for the robot configuration

or problem parameters, in order to show the generality of the

approach. Figure 9 shows the robot performing the motion

in the second case, with vd=0.1 m/s.

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for
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Fig. 9: The robot performing the door opening experiment. vd = 0.1 m/s. The images are taken at t = 0 s, t = 1.5 s, t = 3.6 s, and
t = 5.7 s, respectively.
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Fig. 7: Radial force error (upper plot) and estimation error (lower
plot) responses - simulation with higher error in initial
estimate p̂

o1
(0)

higher and lower uncertainty respectively; both force error

and estimation error converge to zero in approximately 2 s.

In the real experiment, we see larger initial force errors

and slower convergence than in simulation. This is to be

expected, as the real experiment differs from the simulation

in several aspects. The real experiment includes measurement

noise and process noise, as well as communication delays.

Also, since feed-forward position control — not force control

— was used when moving the manipulator into the initial

position, the initial state contained force errors caused by

small position offsets.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a method for manipulation with un-

certain kinematic constraints. It is inherently on-line and real-

time, and convergence and stability is analytically provable.

The method can be used with any velocity controllable

manipulator with force measurements in the end-effector

frame. In this paper, the method has been applied to the

task of opening a door with unknown location of the hinges,

while limiting the interaction forces.

The method consists of an adaptive controller which

uses force and position/velocity measurements to deal with

the door opening problem in the presence of incomplete

knowledge of the door model. The controller uses an adaptive

estimator of the door hinge’s position to obtain adaptive esti-
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−3
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Fig. 8: Radial force error (upper plot) and estimation error (lower
plot) responses - simulation with smaller error in initial
estimate p̂

o2
(0)

mates of the radial direction and to decompose the force and

velocity control actions. The adaptive estimates of the radial

direction are proven to converge to the actual radial vector,

and the convergence of the radial force and the tangential

velocity to the desired values has also been analytically

proven. Simulation results along with an experiment on a

real robot show that the estimates converge to the actual

values even for large initial errors in the estimates, and the

usefulness of the method has been demonstrated. Future

work includes applying the proposed method to a wider

range of domestic manipulation tasks with uncertainties in

the kinematic constraints. Also, including humans in the

loop and addressing human-robot collaborative manipulation

will require extending the treatment to include dynamic

uncertainties, and poses a challenging future problem.
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Abstract—In robot Programming by Demonstration, current
approaches for learning motion models rely on encoding the
demonstrated trajectories using statistical techniques. In this
paper we propose a method for extracting task constraints from
demonstrated motions and using them directly as continuously
embeddable constraints for controlling the robot. We consider de-
termining the object of interest in each region of the task (frame
of reference), and the contribution of the variable of interest,
position vs. force on each axis. Furthermore the demonstrated
motion can be segmented into meaningful segments based on the
change of the task constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

In robotic applications a common way of acquiring skills

is Programming by Demonstration (PbD) in which a set of

demonstrated trajectories are encoded using statistical tech-

niques. This method has the advantage of allowing the robot

to deal with complex motions that are hard to be described

analytically, however for achieving a good generalization the

task constraints should also be considered.

This paper addresses the problem of constraint-based en-

coding of high-level tasks, demonstrated to the robot using

kinesthetic teaching. These require the completion of a series

of actions, such as reaching motions, and manipulation. When

analyzing the demonstrated task the difficulty consists firstly

in accounting for the large variability that may exist between

demonstrations and thus deciding which features of the motion

should be reproduced (extracting the task constraints), and

secondly expressing these features in relation to the objects

involved in the task (extracting the frame of reference (RF)).

Based on the extracted constraints, a model of the motion

can be learned in the local frame of reference. The advantage

of having a constraint-based encoding of the task ensures

flexibility in the task representation, and allows the motion

to be reproduced using a single controller and embedding the

constraints at run time.

Furthermore we address the problem of deciding whether

position control or force control is more suitable for each axis.

Usually the control is done in a fixed frame of reference, but

determining the right frame of reference for each part of the

task can simplify the control, such as performing position and

force control on orthogonal axes. In this work we infer the

frame of reference from human demonstrations, as well as the

axis specific suitable control scheme.

Task Demonstration

Extracted Constraints

Segmentation (based on the change of constraints)

Frame of Reference

Segment 1: Reaching Segment 2: Manipulation Segment 3: Reaching
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Relative importance of control 

variables (force/position) on each axis.

Fig. 1. Encoding a demonstrated task based on extracted constraints and
segmenting it into reaching and manipulation parts when constraints change.

II. RELATED WORK

In our previous work we presented an approach for extract-

ing the frame of reference in a time dependent manner [2],

and a more recent approach allows to build a time independent

representation of the task using dynamical systems [3]. Here

we extend this approach by extracting the importance of

variables used for control, such as force and position, and

also the frame of reference where they apply.

In our current work we build on these existing approaches

in order to extract not only kinematic constraints but also

constraints related to forces to be applied on the objects

involved in the task. Moreover we consider the problem of

segmenting the motion into meaningful sub-parts when the

constraints change.

Common approaches for motion segmentation [12] rely on

either (1) identifying changes in a variable, like zero-crossings

[10]; (2) classification based on existing motion primitives that

algorithms use for prior training [7, 11, 6]; or (3) clustering

similar motions using unsupervised learning [5]. The downside

of most of these approaches is the need of prior knowledge

about the task. This may be poor and incomplete according to

real-life situations or at times unavailable. Moreover they are

sensitive to the encoded variables and raise difficulties when

applied to robot control for reproducing the demonstrated task,

requiring additional data precessing, or may be specific to a

particular context [9].
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III. EXTRACTING TASK CONSTRAINTS

While the topics of extracting task constraints and perform-

ing segmentation have been addressed previously, our work

proposes a one shot algorithm that extracts all the necessary

information from human demonstrations of complex tasks.

This is designed as a bootstrapping process preceding learning

a task model, and it doesn’t require any prior information about

the type or goal of the motion, see Fig. 1.

The obtained information can be used for both (1) low level

control by learning motion models based on the important task

variables and (2) for high level planning by determining the

right sequence of events in a given situation.

For this we analyze the demonstrated data focusing on the

intrinsic variability that exists between demonstrations. We

assume that the parts of the task where the demonstrator was

coherent (showing consistency between demonstrations) are

the features of the motion that should be reproduced [8].

This approach allows us to include at the level of task encod-

ing all the necessary information for successfully completing

the task. More specifically we infer from the demonstrations

the relative importance of the variables that can directly be

used for control, for each axis, such as end effector position

and forces or torques to be applied. These variables are

expressed relative to the objects involved in the scene. When

reproducing the task we use a generic impedance controller

in which we modulate the stiffness based on the relative

contribution of the control variables determined previously.

All the required information is extracted from the human

demonstrations of the task. The advantage of encoding more

task information in the low level controllers is that if the

objects’ position and orientation change while performing the

task the robot can adapt on the fly using a reactive behavior,

ensuring the successful execution of each of the low level

skills, while the planner can combine the demonstrated skills

to achieve complex tasks.

Furthermore, in the demonstrated motion a segmentation

point can be created segmented when a change occurs in the

extracted constraints. This allows learning different motion or

manipulation models for each part of the task.

This method of performing segmentation has two main

advantages. First using task features ensures that the motion

segments are consistent with the human’s mental model of the

task. Dividing the task into reaching motions and manipula-

tion sub-parts allows the human to easily keep track of the

robot’s performance while the robot can ask for additional

demonstrations of particular segments of the task.

Secondly the individual segments can be used by a high

level planner [1] for scheduling more complex tasks. While the

problem of using PbD to generate high level planning models

has been addressed before [4], the approach presented here

allows the planner to reorder the task sequence based on the

available objects and actions.

This approach for extracting task features and using them

as continuously embeddable constraints in the low level con-

troller, has been validated on a common kitchen task (grating

vegetables), as discussed in [8].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we briefly presented an approach for extracting

task constraints from human kinesthetic demonstrations, that

allows a unitary representation of the skills to be acquired. The

extracted constraints are the frame of reference to be used, and

the contribution of position vs. force in each part of the task,

based on which a weighting factor can be computed. This can

directly be used for reproducing the task using an impedance

controller, as described in [8].

The robot can learn how to perform a task without prior

knowledge about the type or goal of the task. Also this

approach can contribute to abstract action representation by

adding proprioceptive information acquired through kines-

thetic training. This information is key to successfully exe-

cuting tasks in which the force to be applied matters, such

as grating, cutting, slicing etc. Furthermore the demonstrated

set of motions can be segmented when the constraints change,

dividing the task into sub-parts that a high level planner can

use in executing more complex set of tasks.
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Abstract—Learning skills while interacting with human users
allows robots to work in human environments and become
efficient when performing everyday tasks. This paper presents a
method of analyzing data obtained from human demonstrations
of a task in order to: (a) extract specific constraints for each part
of the task (important variables, the frame of reference to be used,
and the most suitable controller for reproducing the task); (b)
use these task features as continuously embeddable constraints in
the learned robot motion (c) properly segment into subtask; The
proposed method has been tested on a common kitchen task and
its performance was compared against standard control modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Employing robots in human environments draws attention
on one hand to developing natural ways of interaction that
would empower the user to teach skills to a robot and on
the other hand on developing strategies to enable robots to
understand the important aspects of the interaction. One such
way of teaching a robot is Programming by Demonstration
(PbD) [1]. A human can teach a robot how to perform a
task by physically guiding the robotic arm throughout the task
(kinesthetic teaching). The demonstrated tasks may involve
a sequence of basic sub-tasks, with different characteristics.
Learning such a complex motion requires determining the
specific constraints in each part of the task.

In this work we propose a method for extracting task fea-
tures based on a notion of variance. We make the assumption
that variables that vary substantially within a demonstration
but have little variance across trials represent features of the
motion that we would like to reproduce. This approach allows
us to determine the task constraints as well as perform segmen-
tation without any prior task information. More specifically,
this reduces to automatically determining the suitable frame of
reference for each part of the task and learning a decomposition
between force and position control that is applied in the given
reference frame. These represent continuously embeddable
constraints that can be used for reproducing the motion. For
this we use a cartesian impedance controller and learn a
weighting factor between the force and position that modulates
these variables’ contribution at each time step in the final
motion. The approach is time independent and can easily be
extended to other variables. An overview is shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the extracted constraints the demonstrated task
can be easily segmented into subtasks. The resulted segments
can be used by a high-level planner [2] to reorganize the task,
or to ask the human for additional demonstrations of a specific
task part, and moreover the segments are consistent with the
human’s mental representation of the task [3].
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Fig. 1. Our task segmentation and feature extraction approach are part of
the bootstrapping process, that comes prior to learning a task model.

A. Related Work

When analyzing a demonstrated task the difficulty consists
firstly in accounting for the large variability that may exist
between demonstrations and deciding what features of the
motion should be reproduced (extracting task constraints), and
secondly expressing these features in relation to the objects
involved in the task (extracting the suitable frame of reference).

Existing approaches of task representation encode motion
constraints in a time dependent manner. In our previous work
[4] we proposed a method for extracting time dependant
constraints in a manipulation task from demonstrated robot
motion. Constraints are extracted with respect to a proposed
metric of imitation, and later used for learning a task model.
Data is projected into a lower dimensionality latent space and
further encoded in a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Gaus-
sian Mixture Regression (GMR) is used to generate an optimal
trajectory. A second attempt aimed at encoding the temporal
variations in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [5]. A more
recent approach allows for time independent representation of
the dynamics of the recorded motion [6], [7]. In this work
we build on these existing approaches by encoding in a time
independent manner, not only kinematic constraints, but also
constraints with respect to forces applied on objects.

Furthermore, using different reference frames is often em-
bedded as prior task-knowledge. However, objects relevant in
a task can be determined using statistical based methods [8],
gaze tracking as a prior in learning the task [9], or complex
models of observed human behaviors [10].
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Fig. 2. Example for computing the variance over trials (V ar∗
trial

) and over a
time window (V ar∗

win
) for a given parameter p(i). The variance is computed

on data projected in the reference frame of two objects involved in the task.
Region A shows data with large variance over trials, and low variance over
a time window (almost constant). Region B shows data with little variance
across trials (i.e. a feature of this parameter that should be reproduced).

Complementary to the constraints extraction topic is that
of performing task segmentation which offers the possibility to
easily recognize and classify motions. A vast majority of recent
works focus on segmenting motion data represented by sets of
joint positions or hand positions and orientation retrieved by
motion capture systems in the case of human motion and by
robots proprioception in the case of robotic motions. However
very few works focus on segmenting task data. In this case,
for achieving proper reproduction, extra information such as
forces, torques or tactile information is necessary.

Current existing approaches for motion segmentation [11]
rely on either (1) classification based on existing motion
primitives that algorithms use for prior training [12]–[14]; (2)
looking for changes in a variable, like zero-crossings [15]; or
(3) clustering similar motions by means of unsupervised learn-
ing [16]. The downside of these approaches is the need of prior
knowledge about the task (which may be poor and incomplete
according to real-life situations). Moreover they are sensitive
to the variables encoded and raise difficulties when applied to
data such as tactile information where a large number of zero
crossings may appear and the encoding of motion primitives
can be difficult. In the larger scope of human movements,
motions performed in a known environment usually follow
specific patterns [17] and are specific to given contexts [18]
or goals which allows a tree representation of skills [19].

While the topics of extracting task constraints and perform-
ing segmentation have been addressed previously, our work
proposes a one shot algorithm that extracts all the necessary
information from human demonstrations of complex tasks, in a
bootstrapping process preceding learning a task model, without
requiring any prior information about the type or goal of the
motion.

II. EXTRACTING TASK CONSTRAINTS

The proposed method for extracting the task constraints
is illustrated on a simple toy example, consisting of an uni-
dimensional measurement of force F estimated at the robot’s
end effector and the end effector’s position P . The dataset
ξ = {F, P} of length t = 1..k is considered to be recorded
over a number of N demonstrations of a task (Fig. 2 (left)).
The data is temporally aligned using Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW), resulting in a set of length t = 1..M . Considering
that in the task are involved 2 objects, for each object oi,
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the criteria computed for force (F) and position
(P) in two different reference frames (R.F.1 and R.F.2) of the toy example.
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i = 1..No we compute the set of parameters in the object’s
frame of reference: pi = {Pi, Fi}.

For all objects oi we compute the variance of each param-
eter k (in this example k = 2), over trials (i.e. consecutive
demonstrations), (V artrial(pi,k)) and averaged over a time
window (V arwin(pi,k)). The size of the time window is
chosen arbitrarily as being the shortest time period in which
we see noticeable changes in the task flow. The values of
the two variances are normalized, obtaining V ar∗trial(pi,k),
V ar∗win(pi,k). An example is given in Fig. 2 (right).

Further on, we make the assumption that variables that vary
substantially within a demonstration, but have little variance
across trials represent features of the motion that should be
reproduced. Based on this assumption we define a criterion
given by the difference between the variance over a time
window and that over trials. At each time step the criterion
is computed as follows:

C(pi,k) = V ar∗win(pi,k)− V ar∗trial(pi,k) (1)

This criterion allows us to compare in an absolute manner
the influence of variables of different types (like force vs.
position), see Fig. 3 (left). The aim is to be able to quantify
their relevance to the task, so as to give more importance to
the variable of interest in the running controller and to adjust
the controller when a change occurs. Similarly the criterion
can be used for determining the suitable reference frame to be
used by the controller, and changing it when necessary.

A. Choice of Reference Frame

Expressing the control variables in the reference frame
(RF) attached to the objects involved in the task allows the
robot to properly perform the task when the positions of the
objects change in the scene. For choosing a frame of reference
we compute at each time index t, t = 1..M the value of the
highest criterion for all the variables considered max(C(pi,k)),
expressed in the reference frame of the objects involved in
the task. This results in segments of different length for each
object, see Fig. 3 (right).

The obtained value max(C(pi,k)) is analyzed for each
axis, over a time window of arbitrary size (in this case
w1 = 100 data samples). We consider that for each time step
the reference system is be given by the object oi for which a
corresponding segment of maximum length is found. In this
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example there are two changes in the reference frame: for the
first 100 data samples the R.F. is given by object o2, for the
next 200 samples there is a change to o1, and for the rest of
the motion the R.F. is changed to o2, see Fig. 4 (left).

B. Choice of relevant variables

For determining relevant task variables, we analyze for
each axis the criterion obtained at point A using a time window
of arbitrary size (in this case w2 = 100). Similarly to extracting
the reference frame, we consider the relevant variable in each
time window to be the one that has a corresponding segment
of maximum length in that interval. In the toy example, there
are several changes between position and force as variables of
interest, as shown in Fig. 4 (right).

Determining the variable of interest at each time step
allows us to compute a weighting factor λ that balances
the contribution of the force and position according to the
relevance determined above. Therefore, for each axis the value
of λ is given by the difference between the criterion computed
for position and the one computed for force

λ = C(Pi)− C(Fi) (2)

Considering a simple spring model of the system, in which
the damping and acceleration terms are ignored, given by
Fext = Kd · x̃, where x̃ = x−xd, the normalized λ parameter
can be seen as a weighting factor for a base stiffness Kb,
such that Kd = Kb · λ. Therefore we can use a simple
impedance controller for reproducing the motion whith the
factors described above representing continuously emdeddable
constraints.

III. CONSTRAINT BASED SEGMENTATION

We perform segmentation based on the change in the
extracted task constraints. We consider that the points in which
either the reference frame or the variables of interest change is
a segmentation points in the task (e.g. force sensed at the end
effector might be relevant in the first task segment while after
the segmentation point, end effector’s position and orientation
could become more relevant). Segmenting and interpreting the
data in a stochastic manner allows regenerating the motion
according to the measures determined to be important as
well as finding optimal control strategies with respect to the
variables of interest.

Whenever the reference object changes, a segmentation
point is created. This results in a first set of segmentation points
ψ1. In the toy example there are two such segmentation points
ψ1 = {ψ1(1), ψ1(2)}, at 100 and 300 data samples.

A set ψ2 of segmentation points is created for every change
in the control mode. In the toy example described above,
there are 3 segmentation points corresponding to the change
of the variable of interest. The first two points ψ2(1), ψ2(2)
are identical to the segmentation points found by the change
in the reference frame ψ1(1), ψ1(2). The last point determined
ψ2(3) marks a change from a force-based part of the task to
a position based part, as seen in Fig. 4 (right). The final task
segmentation points are given by the vector θ, consisting of

θ = ψ1 ∪ ψ2 (3)

IV. LEARNING THE TASK MODEL

We aim to encode the task in a time independent man-
ner, which is important for properly reproducing the task in
changing conditions. Particularly for segments where position
was determined as important (e.g. in reaching motions), we
analyze the behavior near the segmentation point. If this
segmentation point concludes a position control sequence,
then the object with the associated reference frame becomes
an attractor for the system (i.e. all demonstrated trajectories
converge to this point). We thus consider this segment to be a
discrete motion that can be modeled using a non-linear, time-
independent dynamical system (SEDS) [20], which learns a
mapping between a state variable ξ(P ) and it’s first derivative:

ξ̇ = f(ξ). The function f is estimated in SEDS by using
a mixture of K Gaussian. The model is learned through
maximization of likelihood under stability constraints. This
ensures that the learned motion follows the original dynamics
of the demonstrated motion, it is stable at the target and robust
to perturbations and inaccuracies, being able to adapt online
to changes in the environment.

Secondly, for segments of the task in which the force is
more important that the position, we use GMM to learn a joint

distribution of the variables F and Ṗ using a model comprising

a mixture of K Gaussian components, such that: p(F, Ṗ ) =
∑K

i=1(αip(F, Ṗ ;µ
i,Σi)), where αi represent the prior of the i-

th Gaussian component, and µi and Σi represent the mean and
covariance matrix for Gaussian i, whose parameters are learned
through Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. GMR is
used for predicting the force to be applied based on the current

position: E{p(F |Ṗ )}.

V. VALIDATION

This approach was validated on a common kitchen task,
grating vegetables, using a KUKA Light Weight Robot (LWR)
with 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs) and a Barrett hand with 4
DOFs. Two objects were involved in the task: a grater and a
bowl. The task consisted of: reaching from the initial position
to the slicer, a repetitive grating motion, a reaching motion
from the slicer to a trashing container. The vegetable was
held using a power grasp. Due to the fact that the Barrett
hand is not back-drivable (the motion of the fingers cannot be
demonstrated kinesthetically), the task demonstration started
after the vegetable was in place (i.e. the grasping and releasing
motions were not part of the task demonstration).

The variability of the task consists in: (1) starting each
demonstration from a different initial position of the robot,
and placing the objects in different positions in the reachable
space of the robot (we recorded data for 3 different positions
of the objects, placed on average 30, 45 and 65 cm apart from
the initial position); (2) using vegetables of different sizes and
types (we recorded data for 3 types of vegetables (carrots,
zukinis and cucumbers)). The vegetables varied in length, from
a minimum of 10 cm for a carrot to a maximum of 35 cm for
a cucumber, and with about 2 cm in diameter); The variability
of the manipulated object effected the grasp, the force applied
by the user when providing demonstrations and the duration of
the demonstration. The task lasted until the vegetable was fully
grated; (3) inerrant user variability between demonstrations.
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A number of N = 18 task demonstrations were per-
formed. We collected a data set, sampled at 100Hz: ξ =
{x(Px, Py, Pz), F (Fx, Fy, Fz), xo}, where x ∈ R3 represents
the robot’s end effector cartesian position (the end effector’s
orientation is considered constant throughout the task); F ∈
R3 represents the vector of external forces sensed at the end
effector; xo ∈ R3 represents the cartesian position of each
oi, i = 1..No objects involved in the scene, recorded using a
vision tracking system. The objects were static during the task,
but their initial position could change, see Fig. 5.

The set of segmentation points θ = [ψ1(1) ψ2(1)] has two
values for this task, determining 3 distinct segments: (1) a
position-weighted controller expressed in RF 1, (2) an force-
weighted controller in RF 1, corresponding to the grating sub-
task and (3) another force-weighted controller in RF 2, for the
final part of the task.

We performed two different performance assessments. First
we tested whether the automatic segmentation of the task
and the extraction of RF was correct and led to a correct
reproduction when positioning of objects was changed. The
robot regenerated the complete sequence and managed to
complete the overall task comprising of the 3 segments and
when the objects were located in arbitrary positions, none of
which were seen during training. Second, to validate whether
the model had correctly extracted the dimension onto which
to provide either force or position control, we contrasted the
obtained controller with a pure position and a fixed impedance
control modes, during the grating part of the task.

For evaluating the framework we compared the proposed
approach with standard control modes: a position controller
and an impedance controller with fixed stiffness values. For
these two control modes, 5 different demonstrations were
provided (Di, i = 1..5), using gravity compensation mode
(gcmp) and robot’s execution was evaluated during motion
replays (Ri, i = 1..5) in the different setups: position control
(pos) and impedance control (imp). The performance under
these control modes was compared to the developed approach
(aimp). Several replays were performed for each demonstrated
motion. We constantly compensate for the decrease of the veg-
etable height by 2 cm. Each group of 1 demonstration followed
by 5 replays were performed on the same vegetable. A single
vegetable type was used, and the task was demonstrated using
5 passes over the grating surface during each trial.

For all the trials we measured: the original and final weight
of the vegetable (winit, wfin[g]); the original and final height
(hinit, hfin[cm]). The original values were measured before

the demonstration was performed, while the final values were
measured at the end of the last replay round. For each round
of demonstration and replay we measured the weight of the
grated part (∆w[g]) with a precision of ±1g and counted the
number of successful passes (SP).

We evaluated the task performance with respect to the
following computed measures: (1) wratio[%] the ratio of the
grated vegetable (wgrated =

∑

∆w) as a percentage of the
initial weight. Note that the value of the winit−wgrated is often
different than the final weight (wfin) as the vegetable might
break in the grating process. The broken part is not accounted
for in the grated weight (∆w), but is reflected in a lower final
weight; (2) hratio[%] the percentage of the vegetable length
being grated (hinit − hfin) with respect to the initial length;
(3) SPratio[%] the percentage of successful passes (SP) out of
the total demonstrated passes. Results are shown in Table I.

Using a standard position controller (Trials 1 - 5) for
replaying the motion aims good results in a very low number
of cases: mean (M) = 12% and standard deviation (SD) =
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Trial 1

D1 gcmp

100

4

60 21.00 14.5 8.4 42.06

5 100

R1 pos 1 1 20

R2 imp 2 3 60

R3 imp 3 2 40

R4 imp 4 4 80

R5 imp 7 4 80

Trial 2

D2 gcmp

74

7

48 21.62 11.5 7.4 35.65

5 100

R1 pos 2 1 20

R2 imp 2 2 40

R3 imp 5 3 60

Trial 3

D3 gcmp

74

9

43 31.08 10.0 6.5 35.00

5 100

R1 pos 1 1 20

R2 imp 7 4 80

R3 imp 6 4 80

Trial 4

D4 gcmp

90

6

55 17.78 13.0 7.5 42.30

5 100

R1 pos 0 0 0

R2 imp 5 4 80

R3 imp 3 2 40

R4 imp 1 1 20

R5 imp 1 1 20

Trial 5

D5 gcmp

83

6

52 18.07 13.2 9.7 26.92

5 100

R1 pos 0 0 0

R2 imp 2 2 40

R3 imp 1 1 20

R4 imp 1 1 20

R5 imp 5 4 80

Trial 6

DN gcmp

92

7

56 35.86 13.5 7 48.15

5 100

R1 aimp 4 4 80

R2 aimp 5 4 80

R3 aimp 8 5 100

R4 aimp 9 5 100

TABLE I. EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL MODES. FOR TRIALS 1 - 5
THE DEMONSTRATED MOTION Di (PROVIDED USING THE ROBOT’S

GRAVITY COMPENSATION MODE (gcmp)) WAS COMPARED, WITH A

STANDARD POSITION CONTROL MODE (pos), AND WITH AN IMPEDANCE

CONTROLLER WITH FIXED STIFFNESS (imp). TRIAL 6, ILLUSTRATES THE

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER, LEARNED FROM THE

DN = 18 DEMONSTRATIONS (aimp).
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10.95 successful passes, while the amount of vegetable grated
is bellow one gram per trial (M = 0.80g, SD = 0.83). When
replaying the recorded motion using an impedance controller
the number of successful passes increases (M = 52.5%, SD
= 25.16). These results are compared against the proposed
approach, See Table I, Trial 6. The overall performance was
better with respect to the amount of grated vegetable, and the
number of successful passes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed approach for performing motion segmenta-
tion takes advantage of the existing variance in the demon-
strated data, and develops a criterion for performing segmen-
tation based on the assumption that variables that change
very little throughout a set of sequential demonstrations (thus
proving that the user was coherent in that part of the task), but
have large variability within a demonstration (proving that the
variable becomes important in only a given region of the task)
are the feature of the task that should be learned.

This criterion allows us to compare different measures
(like position and force) and modulate their contribution to
the controller used in reproducing the motion, by using a
weighting factor that adapts the robot’s stiffness. Also weight-
ing the relative importance of each of the task variables when
expressed in the reference system of the objects involved in
the task we can determine the suitable reference frame to be
used in each segment. Finally a set of segmentation points
are obtained by splitting the motion whenever a change in the
reference frame or in the variables on interest occurs. The
approach was validated on a common kitchen task grating
vegetables, achieving good generalization results.

The advantages of using this segmentation and feature
extraction method are firstly decreasing the task complexity by
focusing on learning just the variables that are important for
each region of the task (i.e. encode just end effector position
for a reaching motion vs. accounting for position and force
in manipulation sub-tasks) and secondly achieving efficient
generalization when the position of the objects is changed.
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A Probabilistic Framework for Task-Oriented

Grasp Stability Assessment

Yasemin Bekiroglu, Dan Song, Lu Wang and Danica Kragic

Abstract— We present a probabilistic framework for grasp
modeling and stability assessment. The framework facilitates
assessment of grasp success in a goal-oriented way, taking into
account both geometric constraints for task affordances and
stability requirements specific for a task. We integrate high-
level task information introduced by a teacher in a supervised
setting with low-level stability requirements acquired through
a robot’s self-exploration. The conditional relations between
tasks and multiple sensory streams (vision, proprioception and
tactile) are modeled using Bayesian networks. The generative
modeling approach both allows prediction of grasp success,
and provides insights into dependencies between variables and
features relevant for object grasping.

I. INTRODUCTION

A lot of current work in robotics is inspired by human

goal-directed behavior [1]. In humans, goal-directedness is

obtained through multiple development stages, both through

the sensorimotor exploration (trial and error) and through the

observation of others interacting with the world (imitation

learning) [2]. The former is addressing the problem of

learning through self-experience in order to associate the

sensorimotor signals to the direct motor effects. The latter

involves human supervision, which is especially beneficial

for efficient learning of complex tasks. Robotic approaches

often focus on just one of these two aspects. Linking between

the two is often through manual encoding [3] or applied to

simple tasks [4], [5], [2], [6]. The main challenges originate

from the differences in commonly adopted representations

[7].

The gap between the representations is especially visible

when dealing with robot grasping tasks. For example, if

a robot is given a high-level task command, e.g., pour

me a cup of coffee, it needs to make decision on which

object to use, how the hand should be placed around the

object, and how much gripping force should be applied so

that the subsequent manipulation is stable. Several sensory

streams (vision, proprioception and tactile) are relevant for

manipulation. The problem domain and hence the state space

becomes high-dimensional involving both continuous and

discrete variables with complex relations. Traditional dy-

namic systems approaches in robotics e.g., [8] focus mainly

on optimal planning and control of hand trajectories, hence

the state space only includes kinematic parameters of the

Y. Bekiroglu, D. Song, L. Wang and D. Kragic are with the Centre
for Autonomous Systems and the Computer Vision and Active Perception
Lab, CSC, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. Email:
{yaseminb,dsong,luwang,dani}@kth.se. This work was
supported by the EU through the projects eSMCs (FP7-IST-270212) and
RoboHow.Cog (FP7-ICT-288533).

arm and the hand. The relations between many grasping-

relevant variables mentioned above can not be addressed

simultaneously.

Probabilistic frameworks based on graphical models have

proved to be powerful in various fields with high-dimensional

complex problem domains [4], [9], [10], [6]. Graphical

models encode the relations between variables through their

probabilistic conditional distributions. Such distributions do

not require the variables to have the same underlying rep-

resentations. Therefore, high-level symbolic variables such

as task goals can be naturally linked to the low-level senso-

rimotor variables such as hand configuration. Furthermore,

the model can be combined with the probabilistic decision

making where grasp plan and control can be performed

through inference even with noisy and partial observations

[11].

Some recent work in the area [12] exploited these strengths

and linked the grasp plan to the manipulation tasks through

Bayesian networks (BNs). The work emphasized the geo-

metric constraint of a task for planning grasps based on

simulated vision inputs. Tasks, however, also require various

manipulations: pouring needs rotating a bottle that contains

liquid, and hand-over needs only parallel transportation. The

stability demand therefore differs due to different manipula-

tions requested by tasks.

In this paper, we integrate this task-dependency with sta-

bility assessment. A method combining self-exploration and

supervision is implemented, where self-exploration enables

the robot to learn about its own sensorimotor ability (how to

grasp an object to stably lift and manipulate it), while human

tutoring helps the robot to associate its sensorimotor ability

to high-level goals. In particular, we use a probabilistic model

to integrate the semantically expressed goal of a task with a

set of continuous features. We present an extensive evaluation

of the proposed approach on a real robot platform equipped

with multiple sensory modalities (vision, proprioception and

tactile). The results show that the proposed model accurately

estimates grasp success both at the stage of planning (before

execution in real environments) and during grasp execution.

II. RELATED WORK

Planning and executing a grasp that is robust and stable is

an important topic in grasp research (see [13] for a recent re-

view). The quality measures of stability are mostly based on

force-closure of a grasp wrench space. A force-closure grasp

means that any disturbing external forces can be balanced by

the forces applied at the contacts. However these approaches

assume perfect knowledge of the contacts between the hand

2013 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA)
Karlsruhe, Germany, May 6-10, 2013
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and the object, which is usually an unrealistic demand on

real setups. On the other hand, experience based approaches

where the robot learns good grasping configurations through

real execution [14], [15], [16] have proved to be successful.

But a good grasp should not only be stable, it also needs

to be suitable for the task, i.e., what do you want to do after

you lift the object. Very few work has put effort on planning

grasps in a goal-directed manner. Xue et al. [3] manually

encoded the expertise about task semantics provided by a

human tutor. A recent work [12] used Bayesian networks to

learn the grasping task constraints that depends on a set of

geometric attributes from both objects and grasps (e.g., hand

positions). However manipulation tasks do not just concern

geometric constraints. A pouring task not only requires the

bottle opening to be unblocked, but also needs the grasp to

be stable enough to rotate the bottle. We need to link task

information with stability in real world scenarios.

A natural extension is to combine supervised task learning

with experience-based stability learning. This allows stability

to be assessed in a task-oriented manner. This is especially

beneficial for energy-efficient control: when a task (e.g.,

hand-over) does not require strong grasping for difficult

manipulations (e.g., waving for the hammering task), a

relatively smaller gripping force can be applied. Combining

task with stability was rarely studied. Some work [17], [18]

defined task-related grasp quality measures which combined

task knowledge with analytical stability measures used in

traditional grasp stability studies. Such approaches therefore

also suffer from partial and uncertain knowledge of the world

in real setups.

Probabilistic learning is a powerful paradigm for modeling

and reasoning about the noisy and uncertain real world data

[4], [9], [10], [6]. For robot grasping, planning and control

rely heavily on vision sensing with typically noisy and

incomplete observations. Probabilistic approaches combining

vision and tactile sensing [19] provided an on-line estimate

of belief states which were used to plan the next action.

Toussaint et al. [4] proposed a coherent control, trajectory

optimization, and action planning architecture by applying

the inference-based methods across all levels of representa-

tion. Montesano et al. [6] used Bayesian networks to learn

object affordances, and applied them to goal-directed motion

planning.

However, to our knowledge, no one has proposed a

model that addresses both task-oriented grasp planning and

stability-oriented grasp execution in real environments. In

this paper we close the learn-plan-execute loop where the

robot learns task knowledge from human teaching, and

grounds this knowledge in low-level sensorimotor systems

through self-exploration (manipulating the object) in a real

environment. We use Bayesian networks to model condi-

tional relations between task and stability knowledge with

a multitude of features from vision (simulated in this work),

proprioception, and tactile sensing. The generative modeling

approach provides a flexible framework to guide detailed

grasp planning and execution in a task-directed way.

III. MODELS

We use X to denote a set of features relevant for grasp-

ing tasks T . X originates from three groups of features,

{O,A,H}, where O denotes an object feature set (from

visual sensing), A denotes an action feature set that rep-

resents gripper configurations (from proprioception) and H

denotes a haptic (or tactile) feature set. Detailed feature

descriptions can be found in Section IV-B. We propose to

use a generative approach, the Bayesian network [20], to

model this grasp space. The goal is to apply the model for

both task classification P (T |X) and inferring the distribution

of one variable conditioned on a task and other variables

P (Xi|T,Xj). P (T |X) predicts how likely a grasp will suc-

ceed for a task, and P (Xi|T,Xj) conveys domain knowledge

such as the expected value of a tactile feature given a task and

an object. To evaluate BN’s classification performance, we

compare it with a discriminative approach, Kernel Logistic

Regression (KLR). In this section, we provide an overview

of the two modeling approaches.

A. Kernel Logistic Regression

Kernel Logistic Regression is a nonlinear probabilistic

classification model. Given a class variable (in this paper,

the task T ) and the input feature set (in this paper X j
{O,A,H} as seen in Tab. I), KLR models the probability

of the class variable P (T |X) through a weighted sum of the

similarities (kernels K) between a testing point x and each

training point xi [21]:

p(t|x;w) =
1

1 + exp {−
∑n

i=1
wiK(x,xi)}

(1)

In this paper we choose K to be a Gaussian kernel. Training

a KLR model is to find the weight vector w that maximizes

the regularized probability of the data

−
n∑

i=1

log p(yi|xi;wi) + η trace(wKwT ) (2)

where K is the kernel Gram matrix, with Kij = K(xi,xj),
and η is the regularization constant. During training, the

kernel bandwidth parameters and η are chosen by cross-

validation.

B. Bayesian Network

A Bayesian network [20] is a probabilistic graphical model

that encodes the joint distribution of a set of random variables

V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vm}. Each node in the network represents

one variable, and the directed arcs represent conditional in-

dependencies. Given a structure of the network S and a set

of local conditional probability distributions (CPDs) of each

variable Vi, the joint distribution of all the variables can be

decomposed as

p(v) = p(v|θ, S) =
m∏

i=1

p(vi|pai,θi, S) , (3)

where pai denotes the parents of node Vi, and the parameter

vector θ = (θ1, ...,θm) specifies the CPDs. Learning a
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BN includes discovering from a dataset: 1) how one vari-

able depends on others (θ), and 2) what the conditional

in-dependencies between different variables are (S). The

former is an instance of parameter learning and the latter of

structure learning. Various algorithms and techniques have

been developed to learn a BN in different model and data

conditions (see [22] for a review).

In this paper, we use the Bayesian network to model the

joint distribution of a set of task and stability-relevant vari-

ables (see Tab. I), i.e., V = {T,X} where X j {O,A,H}.

To correctly describe a grasping task, both conceptual high-

level information and continuous low-level sensorimotor

variables are required. The variables in this work are both

discrete (e.g., task, obcl), and continuous (most O,A,H

features). The continuous features such as hand grasp config-

uration can be high-dimensional with complex probabilistic

distributions.

Learning BN structures from both continuous and discrete

data is an open problem, particularly when continuous data

is high-dimensional and sampled from complex distributions.

Most algorithms for structure learning only work with dis-

crete variables. Therefore, a common approach is to convert

the mixed modeling scenario into a completely discrete one

by discretizing the continuous variables [23]. In this paper we

use a two-step discretization scheme. For a high-dimensional

continuous variable X , the data in original observation space

is first projected to a low-dimensional space, and then a

parametric mixture model (multi-variate Gaussian mixture)

is learned to model the data density in this space,

p(x) ∝

M∑

k=1

λkN(x|uk,Σ
−1

k ). (4)

where uk and Σk are the mean and covariance of each

Gaussian component, and λk is the mixing proportion. The

parameters of the mixture model are learned using the

standard EM approach. The number of the clusters for each

variable is found through cross-validation where the task

classification performance with the BN is maximized.

We use a greedy search algorithm to find the network

structure (the directed acyclic graph, or DAG) in a neighbor-

hood of graphs that maximizes the network score (Bayesian

information criterion [24]). The search is local and in the

space of DAGs, so the effectiveness of the algorithm relies

on the initial DAG. As suggested by Leray and Francois

[25], we use another simpler algorithm, the maximum weight

spanning tree [26], to find an oriented tree structure as the

initial DAG.

C. Inference in Bayesian Networks

A trained network defines the factorization of the joint

distribution of the observations, p(V ) = p(T,O,A,H),
in terms of a graph of conditional dependencies. We can

now compute the posterior distribution of one or group

of variables given the observation of others. A common

way for doing this is to apply the junction tree algorithm

[27]: an algorithm of local message passing to compute

the distribution of the variables of interest. The output of

the network is a multinomial distribution over each of the

discrete states of the network,

p(vi → uik|Πi = Uj). (5)

stating as “the probability of variable Vi is at its discrete

state uik when a set of other variables Πi is observed to be

at the state Uj”.

D. Generative Model

A Bayesian network is a generative model where not

only the class probabilities p(T |X) can be inferred as KLR,

but also the class conditional distributions can be predicted

p(X|T ). The former means we can use a BN to predict

success of a grasp to achieve a task given observed object

and action features by inferring the posterior distribution

p(T |O,A), i.e., to classify T . The latter means that we can

also find, given an assigned task, the posterior distribution

of the object p(O|T ) and/or grasp features p(A|T,O). This

provides the basis for the robot to select objects that afford a

given task, e.g., something to drink from, and plan an optimal

grasp strategy using the object to fulfill the task requirements.

In addition, Bayesian networks allow us to infer the do-

main knowledge through data. The network structure depicts

an influence diagram illustrating the conditional relations

between different variables. Also the class conditional on

feature variables provides an intuitive evaluation of task and

stability-related requirements.

Another strength of the BN is its ability to infer the

grasp success with partial observation. In a task-based grasp

adaptation scenario (see Fig. 7), this is especially important

because we can predict the grasp success given observation

on only object features and grasp parameters planned in a

simulation environment. Grasp replanning therefore can be

initiated without having to execute an unstable grasp using

real robot platforms. Though this can also be done using

discriminative models, each observation condition requires

training of a separate model.

IV. MODELING SENSOR DATA AND DATA ACQUISITION

We will first describe the data acquisition process which

uses both a grasp simulation environment and a real robot

platform. We then present a detailed description of the

sensory data representation.

A. Data Acquisition

The goal of the data acquisition is to obtain a set of data

that instantiate the variables in {O,A,H, T}. We use a 7-dof

Schunk dextrous hand equipped with tactile array sensors.

The hand is attached to a 6-dof Kuka arm that is mounted

on a robust shelf. Seven home-environment objects including

three bottles and four mugs are used for the data generation.

In GraspIt! [28] a Schunk hand model is used for planning

grasps on the corresponding object models and extracting

features. The seven object models that capture similar sizes

and shapes of the real objects can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the data generation process.

To extract the features in Tab. I, we first generate grasp

hypotheses using the grasp-planner BADGr [29]. Each grasp
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Object

Hand Plan
(BADGr)

Grasp

{O,A1−3}
Generate
(GraspIt2)

Scene

Tutor

Label
(Simulation)

Tasks

{Tsim}

Manipulate
Tr, R90, R180

(Robot)

Real

features

{H,A4}

Drop?
(Real)

{O,A,H, T}

{Handover}

[0 0 0]

No Task

{Handover, Pouring}

[1 0 0]
{Handover}

{Handover, Pouring}

[1 1 0]
{Handover, Pouring}

{Handover, Pouring, Dishwashing}

[1 1 1]
{Handover, Pouring, Dishwashing}

Tsim :

[Tr R90◦ R180◦] :

T :

Simulated and

Real Grasps:

Fig. 1. Data Generation Process: The top row is a diagram of the process. The bottom row shows four example grasps and how they are labeled with
different tasks. The three tasks are hand-over, pouring and dishwashing, each of which has to satisfy one of the stable manipulations: transport (Tr), 90◦

rotation (R90), and 180◦ rotation (R180 ), respectively.

hypothesis is first visualized in GraspIt! by a human tutor

who associates it with a task label from the simulation

(Tsim). Then the hypothesis that is good for at least one

task Tsim is used on the robot platform to perform a set of

grasps and manipulations on the similar real object during

exploration (see Fig. 2). If a grasp that is considered to be

good for a task, e.g., pouring (by label Tsim) results in an

unstable 90◦rotation (object drops/slips) which is defined to

be the required manipulation for pouring task, then it will

be considered to be bad for pouring in the final task label

T . In this paper, we experiment with three tasks: hand-over,

pouring, and dishwashing. These tasks are associated with

certain manipulations and geometric constraints: For hand-

over, the object should be transported (Tr) horizontally and

the grasp should leave enough uncovered surface or handle

for safe regrasp. For pouring the object should be rotated

90◦ (R90) and the grasp should not cover opening part for

pouring the liquid. For dishwashing, the object should be

rotated 180◦ (R180) and the grasp should allow placing the

object upside-down.

During data generation, our goal is to execute the planned

hypotheses around the object (see Fig. 3). To avoid that

some grasps are not reachable, we place the object in a

known location in front of the robot, and manually rotate the

object along the vertical axis by a 45◦ increment to place the

hypotheses in the robot’s working space.

Because of the uncertainty introduced in both the motor

system and the manual placement, the real hand pose will not

precisely represent the values generated in simulation. This

uncertainty is simulated by adding zero-mean and Gaussian-

distributed noise to the variables. Fig. 3 shows example

grasps generated on bottles and mugs in both clean (left)

and noisy (right) versions. The resulting grasping position

has noise with standard deviation about 0.4 to 1.1 (cm) in

the three dimensions. For each task a grasp dataset with

equal number of positive and negative samples is obtained.

The number of positive samples is 1026 for hand-over, 1143

for pouring and 831 for dishwashing. These three datasets

are used to train task-specific BNs.

B. Feature Description

Tab. I lists all the features used for the representation of

the sensor data. The object features O include the object class

identity obcl, the three dimensional size, and the convexity

cvex. The action features A describe the hand pose (position

Unstable

Transport

Stable

Transport

Stable

90
◦ rotation

Stable

180
◦ rotation

3
D

fe
a

tu
re

s
2

D
fe

a
tu

re
s

aNV

Fig. 2. Left panel shows four example grasps with different stability
conditions: Simulated grasps are executed on the real platform and for each
grasp three manipulations are applied: Horizontal transport, 90◦ rotation
and 180◦ rotation. Each real grasp is marked with the stability outcome of
the manipulation. Right panel illustrates tactile related features.

and orientation) in the object-centered coordinate system and

the final hand configuration fcon. We decompose the grasp

position into a unit sphere npos and the radius rad for

visualization purpose in the inference results.

In terms of haptic features H , we calculate a set of

tactile features (see Figure 2) measured by the six tactile

sensors on the Schunk hand. iG carries information about the

distribution of the pressure in the vertical and the horizontal

directions and also the pressure centroids (iC) locally for

each sensor array. It is calculated based on image moments

up to order 2. pG is the 3D version of iG with respect to

the wrist frame, it is calculated using fcon and it represents

the pressure distribution and the pressure centroid (pC)

considering all the sensors. Another tactile feature is the

average normal vector aNV that is calculated by
∑

486

i=1
τiri

where ri is the normal vector of the texel i and τi is the

normalized tactile reading in the texel i (
∑

486

i=1
τi = 1).

We emphasize that the representation of a grasp may be

redundant, e.g., iG contains information of e.g., iC. Such

an over-representation of the feature variables allows us to

select the most representative variables and enables efficient

learning and inference. It also allows us to use BNs to

identify the importance of, and the dependencies between

these variables in various scenarios of robot grasping tasks.

V. MODEL SELECTION

Model selection is a process including three steps: 1)

dimension reduction, 2) variable selection (using the low-

dimensional representation), and 3) optimizing data dis-

cretization. These three steps are applied on the three datasets
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491 Hypotheses Added with Noise All Experiment Objects

Fig. 3. Data Collection: The left panel shows grasp examples generated
on the two classes of objects (mugs and bottles). The right panel shows all
the objects.

TABLE I

FEATURE SET WITH DIMENSIONALITY D (LOW/HIGH) AND THE

NUMBER OF DISCRETE STATES M (OPTIMIZED FOR EACH OF THE THREE

TASKS [HAND-OVER, POURING, DISHWASHING] AND SHOWN FOR THE

SELECTED FEATURES). T , O, A1,2,3 ARE FROM THE SIMULATION, A4

AND H ARE FROM THE REAL ROBOT.

Name D M Description

T task 2 Binary task identifier
O1 obcl 2 Object class
O2 size 3 Object dimensions
O3 cvex 1 [5, 5, –] Convexity value [0, 1]
A1 dir 4 Quaternion hand orientation
A2 npos 3 16 Unit grasping position
A3 rad 1 [15, 14, 14] Radius of npos
A4 fcon 2/7 [7, 7, 7] Final hand configuration
H1 iG 5/30 2D pressure distribution
H2 iC 3/12 [11, –, –] 2D pressure centroid
H3 pG 3/9 3D pressure distribution
H4 pC 3 3D pressure centroid
H5 aNV 2/3 [–, 5, 5] Average normal vector

separately for each task and task-specific BNs with binary

task variables are built.

1) Dimensionality Reduction: There are many techniques

for dimension reduction [30]. Ideally a cross-validation pro-

cess should be used to select optimal technique and their pa-

rameters. However, we have many steps for model selection,

a full-scale model selection will be expensive. Considering

the main focus of the paper is not to evaluate dimension re-

duction techniques, we decide to select a single method. We

choose Kernel PCA [31] because of its capability to model

non-linear manifolds which is a character of our problem

domain. Tab. I shows the resulting dimensionality together

with the original dimensionality on a set of variables.

2) Variable Selection: We use the HITON algorithm [32]

to perform the optimal variable selection for the three tasks.

HITON works by first inducing the Markov Blanket of the

target variable to be classified. In this paper the target is the

binary task variable T , and its Markov Blanket is denoted

by MB(T ). Then support vector machine is used to further

remove the unnecessary variables in the MB(T ) in a greedy

hill-climbing fashion. The performance metric is the task

classification rate. Exhaustive search through all subsets of

features returned in MB(T ) is prohibitive, so we adopt a set

of heuristics to form a smaller search space: 1) the subset

must include obcl and npos because we are interested in

inferring the conditionals involving these variables, 2) there

must be at most two features in each of the O, A and H

feature sets. We adopt a stopping point at a 95% threshold

of classification accuracy. The subset of features with the

highest score discovered up to this point is selected as the

satisfactory set of features. Fig. 4 shows which variables have

been selected for each of the three tasks.
3) Optimizing Data Discretization: This is a step for only

Bayesian networks. The structure learning requires discrete

data. However, this leads to loss of information. When the

resolution is low (i.e., a few discrete states), the variance in

the original continuous domain that is discriminative may be

smoothed out. On the other hand, for the variables that are

not discriminative, a high resolution will jeopardize the clas-

sification performance due to the curse of dimensionality. We

therefore want to find an optimal granularity M in Eq. (4)),

on a small set of variables ({cvex, rad, fcon, iC, aNV }).

The optimal granularity maximizes the task classification

performance with the BNs. Tab. I shows the resulting number

of discrete states M for each of the three tasks.

VI. MODEL EVALUATION

We evaluate the Bayesian network-based modeling frame-

work in two aspects: classification performance, and how we

can use the generative model for understanding the problem

domain.

For classification performance, we compare the BN mod-

eling with the discriminative approach KLR under two ob-

servation conditions: the partial observation when only simu-

lated object and action variables are observed (T |O,A1,2,3),

and the full observation when haptic information and A4 are

also available after grasp execution in the real environment

(T |O,A,H). We perform this over 50 trials with 20% hold-

out splits.

Under these conditions, 50 trials of cross-validation with

20% hold-out splits are performed. In each trial, for each

task three models are trained: 1) KLR(O,A,H) with all

the selected variables, 2) KLR(O,A1,2,3) with only simu-

lated variables, and 3) BN(O,A,H) with all the selected

variables. We do not need to train BN with only simulated

variables (BN(O,A1,2,3)) because the task probability can

be inferred in BNs with partial observations. When train-

ing KLR models, we use the continuous low-dimensional

representation. And when training BNs, we use the optimal

discrete data. In each trial, both structure and parameters of

the BNs are learned. Since each trial uses different set of

training data, the resulting structure can be different.

For each task, the inference results on two variables are

shown: npos and one of the selected H features for the task.

We chose one tactile-related feature to show that the BN can

be used to produce an expectation over sensor data given

task constraints. For each variable, we evenly sample a set of

points x in the low-dimensional space for easy visualization.

For each sampled point, a conditional likelihood is obtained

given the three tasks and the object class p(x|task, obcl) to

generate the likelihood maps seen in Figure 6.

A. Network Structures

Fig. 4 shows the Bayesian network structures (DAGs) with

the highest task classification performance for the three tasks.
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task
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iC

task
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cvex

obcl aNV

fcon

rad task

fcon

aNV

obcl

npos

Hand-over Pouring Dishwashing

Fig. 4. The structure of BNs with the highest classification performances:
DAGs of the three BNs each of which models one binary classification
of one task. Square nodes represent discrete variables and circled nodes
continuous ones. The differences in variable selection among the three
tasks are highlighted by thick border of the nodes.

The represented nodes in each network are the variables

selected using the HITON algorithm [32]. The differences

in selected variables between different tasks are highlighted

by the thick-bordered nodes.

Considering haptic features H , hand-over task selects iC,

whereas pouring and dishwashing tasks both select aNV . iC

is a feature characterizing the local pressure centroid of each

tactile sensor pad on the fingers, whereas aNV summarizes

the overall pressure distribution considering all the sensors

and also the finger configurations. In other words, aNV

encompasses stronger information that may be relevant to

stability especially when the task demands stronger grasping

such as pouring or dishwashing.

As to the network structure, all the three tasks have direct

conditional relations with npos and rad. This is natural

since the position of the hand relative to the object is an

important factor influencing both the affordance of a task

(from which direction to approach the object npos), and its

stability requirements (how far away the hand is from the

object center of mass rad). For dishwashing T is directly

connected to aNV , whereas for pouring T influence aNV

through npos. This may be due to that dishwashing requires

a manipulation with 180◦ rotation, which, compared to 90◦

rotation for pouring, is more demanding in terms of grasp

stability. So the task success for dishwashing depends on

aNV even if the npos is also observed.

B. Classification

The area (AUC) under the ROC curve is used as the

performance metric. The ROCs are derived by threshold-

ing the classifier outputs, the probability of task success

p(T = true|X). Figure 5 shows the ROC curves for task

classification results averaged over 50 trials. Table II shows

the mean and the standard deviation of the AUCs.

In general, the BNs with both full and partial observations

have good classification performances for all the three tasks.

Under full observation, KLR models perform better than

BNs. However, we note that when the real sensor data (H

and A4) are not observed, KLR’s performance drops a lot

compared to BNs. To confirm this, we conduct a two-sample

t-test on the AUC scores over 50 trials of the experiment.

The hypothesis is: “The classification performance with full

observation is 0.07 higher than the performance with partial

observation”, briefed as “full △0.07 > partial”. The results

Hand-over Pouring Dishwashing

Fig. 5. Classification: The average ROC curves for three tasks. Red is
KLR with full observation (O,A,H). Pink is KLR with partial observation
(O,A1−3). Blue is BN with full observation (O,A,H). Green is BN with
partial observation (O,A1−3). The transparent regions represent the one
standard deviation of the true positive rate.

show that at the significance level 0.05, the hypothesis is

accepted for the KLR, but rejected for the BN. In other

words, KLR with partial observation performs similarly to

BN with both observation conditions. Another result is that,

when real sensory features H and A4 are not observed,

the performance drop for dishwashing task in the BN is

higher than for the other two tasks. This is related to the

differences in the task requirements of grasp stability which

has explained the structural differences depicted in Fig. 4.

For example, when aNV is not observed in dishwashing,

p(T |X), more useful information is lost than in pouring.

Overall, BN modeling provides high classification results.

We prefer BNs since they allow inference on any variable

given full or partial observation of others. KLR requires

training separate models for different observation conditions.

C. Inference

Fig. 6 shows likelihood maps in relation to different

features, tasks and object categories. The brighter color

indicates higher probability of a successful grasp. On the

left side, we can see the results on p(npos|task, obcl), where

the hand positions in the object frame are projected on the

unit sphere. For the pouring task, the robot should not grasp

the mugs or the bottles from the top, which is reflected by

the dark color on the npos sphere. However, top grasps are

allowed for hand-over task. Among the two object classes,

only the mugs afford dishwashing task, which is indicated

by the fact that the likelihood maps are almost completely

black.

On the right side, the results of the two tactile features pro-

jected on the low dimensional space, 3D p(iC|task, obcl) for

hand-over task and 2D p(aNV |task, obcl) for the other two

tasks are seen. We observe clear differences in these “hap-

tic images” both between the two different object classes,

and also between the different tasks. This reflects different

“haptic expectations” given task and object conditions. For

the pouring task, we observe that the mugs has a clear cut

between “bad” and “good” regions in the aNV map, whereas

the bottles have more gradual change in the likelihood map.

The reason may be that the bottles are much taller than the

mugs therefore there are more grasps along the longitudinal

direction on the bottles that have gradual changes in grasp

quality.
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TABLE II

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF AUCS FOR THE THREE TASKS.

Task KLR full KLR partial BN full BN partial

Hand-over
0.97 (0.01) 0.90 (0.01) 0.90 (0.04) 0.86 (0.01)

△0.07 > ∗

Pouring
0.98(0.01) 0.90 (0.01) 0.88 (0.02) 0.86 (0.02)

△0.07 > ∗

Dishwashing
0.98 (0.01) 0.87(0.02) 0.92 (0.01) 0.86 (0.02)

△0.07 > ∗

Bottle (npos) Mug (npos) Bottle (iC) Mug (iC)

H
an

d
-o

v
er

Bottle (npos) Mug (npos) Bottle (aNV ) Mug (aNV )
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u
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n
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Bottle (npos) Mug (npos) Bottle (aNV ) Mug (aNV )

D
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h
w
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g

Uniform Hand Position Low Dimensional Tactile Features

Fig. 6. Inference: The likelihood maps of the continuous variables conditioned on task and object class. Left side in inference results shows
p(npos|task, obcl) for all the three tasks. On the right side, p(iC|task, obcl) is obtained for hand-over and p(aNV |task, obcl) is obtained for the
other two tasks.

D. Model Application

We conclude the paper by a task-oriented, stability-based

grasp adaptation scenario. The goal is to demonstrate one

way of applying the proposed probabilistic framework. Fig.

7 depicts a two-step grasp adaptation process, where the

first step predicts if a planned grasp hypothesis affords an

assigned task (from the simulated O,A1,2,3 features) before

it is executed on the real robot, and the second step predicts

if the grasp affords manipulation demanded by the task once

the grasp has been executed. Here the sensory inputs H and

A4 are available which allows more accurate prediction with

the full observation p(T |O,A,H) before the object is lifted.

Such a double-guarded system is beneficial to efficiently plan

and execute the robot grasping.

Fig. 8 demonstrates a grasp adaptation process for the

input pour with this detergent bottle. The top row shows the

grasp hypotheses sequentially produced by a planner. Before

they are executed on the real robot platform p(T |O,A1,2,3)
rejected the first three hypotheses. This is reflected by the

location of data point (green dot) in the dark region of

npos likelihood maps. The grasp replan is triggered until the

fourth hypothesis is found to be good for grasp execution.

It is however predicted to fail under the full observation

p(T |O,A,H) (aNV is in the dark region of the likelihood

map). A replan is again triggered until a good grasp is found

with the full observation.

Object
Task Plan

(Simulation)

Grasp BN
T |O,A1,2,3

Yes

No

Execute
(Real)

H , A4 BN
T |O,A,H

Yes

No

Manipulate
(Real)

Replan

Replan

Fig. 7. Application Diagram: Task-based grasp adaptation.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a unified probabilistic framework us-

ing Bayesian networks to assess grasp stability in a task-

oriented manner. The framework enables combination of

human supervision and self-exploration during manipulation

to encode task-dependent stability requirements. The learned

network successfully predicts outcomes of a grasping action

both in terms of the geometric requirements and in terms

of the stability demands for the subsequent manipulations.

Since the high-level task goals are seamlessly linked to

low-level haptic sensory outputs, grasp planning and control

are efficiently entwined. In addition, the generative model

allows us not only to predict grasp success and task rel-

evance, but also convey domain knowledge. We can infer

structural dependencies between different variables, and form

conditional expectations on various sensory features. In other

words, we can reason on which sensory features are most

relevant for a specific task and the robot can perform on-

line decision making on what-to-measure, thus optimizing

the use of sensory data.

The work opens an interesting avenue for future research.
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Partial: no
→֒ Replan

Partial: no
→֒ Replan

Partial: no
→֒ Replan

Partial: yes
→֒ Execute

Full: no
→֒ Replan Don′tManipulate

Partial: yes
→֒ Execute

Full: yes
→֒ Manipulate ⌣̈

Fig. 8. Application: Two-loop grasp adaptation when task is pouring with the detergent bottle following the flowchart in Fig. 7.

The current system relies on a single time instance for

decision making and this is at the point of grasp completion.

Although this may be sufficient for many tasks, temporal

data is more informative for cases where on-line grasp

adaptation and control is needed. For example, if the shape

of the object is very complex or if the mass distribution is

changing rapidly. We can explore dynamic models such as

Dynamic Bayesian Networks for this purpose. In our ap-

proach, robot grasping is not a stationary process and it may

need further on-line adaptation. Task requirements may vary

given different contexts or environments. In addition, sensory

measurements may also change over time, requiring model

update. One of the areas of future research is development of

learning algorithms that allow incremental data discretization

and structure update.
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Learning a Real Time Grasping Strategy

Bidan Huang2,1, Sahar El-Khoury1, Miao Li1, Joanna J. Bryson2 and Aude Billard1

Abstract— Real time planning strategy is crucial for robots
working in dynamic environments. In particular, robot grasp-
ing tasks require quick reactions in many applications such
as human-robot interaction. In this work, we introduce an
approach for grasp learning that enables robots to plan new
grasps rapidly according to the objects position and orientation.
This is achieved by taking a three-step approach. In the first
step, we compute a variety of stable grasps for a given object. In
the second step, we propose a strategy that learns a probability
distribution of grasps based on the computed grasps. In the
third step, we use the model to quickly generate grasps. We
have tested the statistical method on the 9 degrees of freedom
hand of the iCub humanoid robot and the 4 degrees of freedom
Barrett hand. The average computation time for generating one
grasp is less than 10 milliseconds. The experiments were run
in Matlab on a machine with 2.8GHz processor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Given an object and a multi-fingered robotic hand, gen-

erating a set of contacts on the object surface ensuring

grasp stability while being feasible for the hand kinematics

is a common problem in grasp synthesis. Over the last

few decades, robot grasping has been a popular research

topic and numerous approaches for grasp planning have

been proposed [21]. However, most of these approaches

are computationally expensive, due to the high-dimensional

configuration space and the non-linearity of the problem

constraints. Further, they generally try to solve the grasping

problem in a static environment. Few of them consider a

dynamic environment.

In many real world scenarios, a rapid grasp planning

strategy is required. For example, when reaching out to

grasp an object, a robust grasping strategy should be able to

adapt rapidly to external perturbations that can modify the

initial object position and orientation. In catching a flying

object [12], the robot has to plan a grasp within a few

milliseconds before the object touches the floor. Another

major application is human handing over objects to robots

(Figure 1). Human would normally expect their partners to

grab the object quickly, especially when the object is heavy

or hot. In fact, in many occasions tasks are time-pressing,

e.g. in a surgery the doctors hand over tools to the robot

assistant and the robot has to react sufficiently quickly to

keep the surgery running smoothly. Besides human-robot

interaction, real time planning for the pick-and-place task

in the industrial environment is also necessary: spare parts

could be randomly placed on the conveyer belt to deliver

1Learning Algorithms and Systems Laboratory (LASA), Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland

2Intelligent Systems Group (IS), Computer Science Department, Univer-
sity of Bath, UK

Fig. 1: A human hands a can to an iCub

to the robot, which does not stop to let the robot plan the

grasps. With limited computational power of an embedded

robot computer, a computationally expensive algorithm will

have a long decision time and could lead to task failure in

the above scenarios.

Because of the complexity of the problem, real time

grasp planning has not been extensively studied. This paper

presents a method for planning grasps in real time. It is

organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work

in grasp planning. Section 3 presents the proposed method:

section 3A illustrates how we generate training data; section

3B explains the choice of the model and how it is built;

section 3C details the real time strategy of generating new

grasps from the model. Section 4 shows the experimental

results, followed by the discussion in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

In robot grasping literature, the force-closure criterion has

been most extensively used to guarantee grasp stability [16].

A grasp is said to achieve force-closure when the fingers can

apply appropriate forces on a object to produce wrenches

in any direction [22]. Optimal force-closure grasp synthesis

concerns determining the contact point locations so that the

grasp achieves the most desirable performance in resisting

external wrench loads. Some techniques compute optimal

force-closure grasps by optimizing an objective function

according to a pre-defined quality criterion [27], [28] in the

grasp configuration space. These approaches do not take into

account the kinematics of the hand, which is difficult to

achieve. To bridge this gap, in our previous work [11] we

proposed a one shot grasp synthesis approach that formulates

and solves the problem as a constraint-based optimization.

However, multi-finger grasps usually involve a large number
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of degrees of freedom. Searching the grasp space for an

optimal grasp requires massive computing time considering

the huge amount of possible hand configurations.

Instead of directly searching the high dimensional config-

uration space of robotic hands, this space can be reduced

by generating a set of grasp starting positions, hand pre-

shapes [15] or eigengrasps [2] that can then be tested on

the object model. Such approaches reduce the dimensionality

of the hand configuration space, but considerably doing so

implies a corresponding reduction in the accessible hand

postures.

Other approaches avoid the complexity of computing kine-

matical constraints guaranteeing stable grasps by applying

machine learning techniques to the grasping problem. Some

researchers use datagloves, map human hand to artificial

hand workspace and learn the different joint angles [8], [6],

or hand preshapes [13], [17], [26] in order to perform a

grasp. Others use stereoscopy to track the demonstrator’s

hand performing a grasp [10] or try to recognize its hand

shape from a database of grasp images [20]. These learning

based approaches succeed in taking into account the hand

kinematics and generate hand preshapes that are compatible

with the object features. However they focus on different

problems, such as telemanipulation [8] and human hand

tracking [10], rather than real time unattended grasping.

Compared to those methods which concentrate on generating

a list of grasps for one object [13], [17], [26], [24], our

method takes one step further: we learn a model from the

list and use the model to quickly generate new grasps.

Recently, there have been some attempts to tackle the

problem with real time solutions. Richtsfeld et al. [19] use

a laser scanner to detect cylindrical shapes and plan grasps.

This method is limited with cylindrical objects. Kanehiro et

al. [9] use approximation models of the friction cone and

roughly estimate the force closure criterion. However, this

approximation may limit their solutions. In the planning step,

they use random sampling techniques to generate grasping

postures and loop through the samples to find a grasp satis-

fying all the kinematic constraints. The reported computation

time varies from 10sec to 25sec including path planning

of the arm using a 2GHz core. Daoud et al. [4] employ a

genetic algorithm optimization approach to provide an initial

grasp before online manipulation. This is an evolutionary

approach relying on several iterations of optimization before

reaching the optimal solution. The reported time is 12.61sec

for a spherical object with a 2.2GHz core. The latter two

methods, due to their iterative approaches, do not guarantee

fast computation time in all cases.

III. METHODOLOGY

Traditional manipulation planning strategy usually in-

volves inverse kinematics and optimization, which are com-

putationally expensive. We avoid using them by adopting

a learning approach. Our method starts by generating a

training dataset of stable grasps. A Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM) [3] is then learned from the data and the target pose

is predicted via Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR). Hence

there is no inverse kinematics computation nor iterative op-

timization in our method. Generally speaking, our approach

is to:

1) Generate a set of stable grasping demonstrations for a

given object and a robot hand (subsection A).

2) Build a statistical model for the training dataset offline

(subsection B).

3) Use the model to quickly generate a new grasp, given

a starting object-hand configuration (subsection C).

A. Grasp generation given the hand kinematics

Two robot platforms available in our lab are chosen to per-

form grasping tasks: the iCub and the Barrett hand. The iCub

has an anthropomorphic hand with 9 degrees of freedom: 3

in the thumb, 2 in the index, 2 in the middle finger, 1 in

the ring and little fingers and 1 for the adduction/abduction

movement. The Barrett hand is an industrial grasper with 3

fingers and 4 degrees of freedom: 1 for each finger and 1 for

the separation between the second and the third finger. These

two platforms differ drastically in the range of motion for

each finger and provide very different grasp demonstrations.

There are numerous possible ways to grasp one object

depending on the task’s needs [11]. To encapsulate all the

possible ways, a large amount of training data is needed.

To collect such an amount of data on a real robot is time

consuming. Therefore, instead of using a real robot, we

generate training data by synthesis. Two different approaches

are used here: optimization and simulation.

1) Optimization: As the official iCub simulator does not

provide a grasping module, we use the algorithm proposed

in our recent work [11] to generate grasp training data. The

iCub hand is modeled in 8 dimensions in this algorithm and

the thumb, index and middle finger are taken into account.

This approach formulates the problem as a constraint-based

minimization for a set of hand configuration parameters

(hand position h, hand orientation o and finger joints θθθ ).

These parameters are subjected to a number of constraints

to satisfy the following criteria:

1) The grasp is kinematically feasible for the robot hand;

2) The grasp is force-closure;

3) The robot hand is not penetrating the object;

4) The robot fingertips contact the object surface;

5) The force provided by the robot hand is able to raise

the object.

The iCub’s finger joints can only apply a limited amount

of torque. The less joint torque required, the easier it is for

the iCub to lift the object. For this reason, we choose the

objective function to be the minimum joint torque required

to balance the gravity wrench, formulated as:

J(hhh,ooo,θθθ) = ‖∑
i, j

τ
j

i ‖ (1)

where τ
j
i is the ith joint torque of the jth fingers under the

force feasibility constraints:

τ
j

i ∈ [τ̄ j
i , τ̂

j
i ] (2)
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where τ̄
j

i and τ̂
j

i are the lower and upper boundaries of τ
j

i .

Minimizing this cost function is equivalent to minimizing the

energy required in the joint space in order to accomplish the

grasping task.

The optimization is solved by the Interior Point OPTimizer

(IPOPT) method proposed by Wächter and Biegler [25],

written in the AMPL Model Language for Mathematical

Programming. To generate a variety of grasps, we exploit

the fact that the IPOPT solver converges to local solutions.

We provide the solver a large number of initial conditions,

that varies from 1000 to 2000. From these initial conditions,

which are located in different areas of the space, the IPOPT

converges to their corresponding local optima. By this means

500 to 1000 optimized grasps for an object can be obtained

and they will be used as the training data in the next phase.

The average computation time for the IPOPT to converge to

one solution is 2.65sec, with a standard deviation of 1.82sec.

As an additional information, the quality Q of each optimized

grasp is calculated in the form described in [18]:

Q = ‖
1

3
∑

j

ccc j‖ (3)

where c j is the contact point (i.e. fingertip) position of the

jth finger. Though it is not included in the optimization, the

quality is used in the comparison between the training set

and the result set shown in Section 4.

The algorithm above can generate a variety of high qual-

ity force-closure grasps for a given robot hand kinematic

structure and a simple shaped object modeled by a su-

perquadric. Since IPOPT is a continuous optimization solver,

generating grasps using optimization on complex objects

requires a continuous implicit representation of the whole

object model. Representing complex objects as an assem-

bly of superquadrics induces a discontinuity in this model

preventing IPOPT from converging to a feasible solution.

An implicit object representation for grasps generation using

optimization will be addressed in our future work. This paper

will only focus on grasps generated, for the iCub hand, on

simple shaped objects such as a cylinder and cuboid.

2) Simulation: As the Barrett hand is modeled in the

widely used simulator GraspIt! [14], we use simulation to

generate its training data. GraspIt! is designed for grasp

analysis and it provides a library of robots and object models.

Its quality measurement module computes the grasp quality

according to all the contacts between the hand and the

object, in the form described by Ferrari and Canny [7]. A

grasp planning module for primitive shapes, i.e cylinder,

sphere, cuboid and cone, is available, allowing the users

easily generate grasps [15]. To sample grasps for objects with

complex shapes, we alter the module and generate grasps as

follows.

Firstly a robot hand position “lattice” is generated. Each

vertex in the lattice represents one robot hand position, where

the hand will be placed to grasp the object (Figure 2). The

object is located in the center of the lattice surrounded by the

grasping positions. All palm normals are initially pointing to

(a) Initial distribution (b) Final distribution

Fig. 2: An illustration of part of the grasp position lattice of an airplane model.

Each grey dot in the lattice represents one robot hand position. The long arrows at

each dot represent the hand normal directions and the short arrows represent the fix

finger directions. The hand normals are initialized by pointing toward the center of

the object, as shown in (a). Small random variance is then added to each grasp later

to even the distribution and the final distribution is shown in (b).

the center of the object. Random finger separation angles are

assigned to each point to form a list of grasp configurations

for testing. According to the object size, 1000 to 20000

testing grasps can be generated to ensure that the entire object

is surrounded by the lattice and the farthest point to grasp

the object is included. The density of the data depends on the

object shape. Objects with sharp edges, where the normals

on the surface change sharply, should have higher density

compared to those with smooth surface.

In the final step before testing, small random perturbations

are added to each grasp so that the testing points are evenly

and continuously distributed in all dimensions. To test these

grasps, the hand is first placed at each position on the test list

with the desired posture (hand orientations and finger joints).

Next, the fingers clutch around the object until contacts

or joint limits prevent further motion. We then use the

quality measurement module to compute the quality of each

grasp. The non-zero quality grasps, i.e. force-closure grasps,

are recorded and used as training data. Note that not all

the testing grasps result in feasible grasps. Points causing

collision are removed from the list and only the force-closure

grasps are kept as the training data. The average generating

rate for the feasible grasps is roughly one per five seconds.

Since there is only one joint in each finger, they can

only rotate in one direction and how much they rotate is

determined by the object surface geometry, given the hand

position, orientation and the separation angle. Therefore we

drop this redundant information and model a Barrett hand

grasp only with the hand position, hand orientation and the

finger separation angle. The robot kinematics is programmed

by the simulator and hence all simulated robot movement is

feasible.

In the above two methods, the size of the generated

training data varies from 500 to 1600 (Table I). Each training

dataset is split into 5 groups for the 5-fold cross validation

in the later step.

B. Model learning

The second phase of the approach is to build a model

Ω for the grasp demonstrations. Gaussian Mixture Model

(GMM) is used here to get a probabilistic encoding of the
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joint distribution p(h,o,θ | Ω ). We choose to use GMM

because of its ability to effectively extrapolate the missing

data, that has been exploited in many applications [1], [23].

It also has the advantage of capturing the non-linearity of

the space, as well as determining how likely a point in the

input space is under the model. The ability to estimate the

likelihood of an input query point is crucial: the inference

far away from the region covered by the training data can

be unreliable, i.e. an infeasible grasp can be inferred. With

GMM we are able to make sure that each input query point is

located in or projected to a reliable region (this is explained

in the next phase).

Given a set of sample grasps represented by the hand

position h, orientation o and the finger configuration θθθ , we

model the distribution with a GMM as a sum of K Gaussian

components:

P(hhh,ooo,θθθ |Ω) =
K

∑
k=1

pk p(hhh,ooo,θθθ |µµµk,ΣΣΣk) (4)

where k is the number of Gaussian components, pk the prior

of the Gaussian component and the µµµk, ΣΣΣk the corresponding

mean and covariance as:

µµµk =





µµµh,k

µµµo,k

µµµθ ,k



 ΣΣΣk =





ΣΣΣhh,k ΣΣΣho,k ΣΣΣhθ ,k

ΣΣΣoh,k ΣΣΣoo,k ΣΣΣoθ ,k

ΣΣΣθh,k ΣΣΣθo,k ΣΣΣθθ ,k



 (5)

A GMM approach requires that the data space is locally

convex. For a complex object shape, however, the grasp space

of hand configuration — coupled with the finger joint space

and constrained by the geometry of the object surface — may

be a non-smooth manifold. In both of the data generation

methods described above, we evenly distribute the testing

points so as to reduce the possibility of missing small good

grasp regions. By these means we obtain most of the possible

grasps for the object and approximate a locally convex data

distribution, which is suitable for a GMM.

Before training we 1) convert all data into the object refer-

ence frame and 2) normalize the data so that all dimensions

have a zero mean and a unit variance. Initialized by the K-

means, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) [5]

is used to find the value of µµµ and ΣΣΣ that maximizes the

probability of the training data under the GMM. The number

of Gaussian K is selected by the Bayesian In f ormation

Criterion (BIC) and verified by 5-fold cross validation to

make sure the model is not overfitting (Figure 3).

C. Grasp Planning

With the learned GMM model of the grasping demon-

strations, we plan a feasible grasp given a current hand

configuration q={h,o}. As discussed above, we first need

to determine whether the q is a valid query point. To do this

we define a membership function f (q) as:

f (qqq) =
K

∑
k=1

N̄NN(qqq; µµµk,ΣΣΣk) (6)
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(b) 5-fold cross validation

Fig. 3: The Bayesian In f ormation Criterion and 5-fold cross validation test results

of the training dataset of the Barrett hand and a joystick shape object. For each number

of Gaussians, the test is run 5 times. According to the test results, the number of

Gaussians is chosen to be 20. The corresponding experiment is shown in Section 4.

where N̄NN is the normal distribution with the output being

normalized between 0 and 1:

N̄NN(qqq; µµµk,ΣΣΣk) = exp

(

−
1

2
(qqq−µµµk)

T ΣΣΣ−1
k (qqq−µµµk)

)

(7)

We consider a point to belong to the model if its Maha-

lanobis distance to any Gaussian component is less than a

given threshold σ . In our experiment, we find that within 1

standard deviation the success rate of finding a feasible grasp

is constantly high. For example in the Barrett hand and the

model plane grasping task, the rate of producing a feasible

and stable grasp within 1 standard deviation is 85% (Table I)

and is 64% within 3 standard deviations. On the other hand,

it is possible that GMM encapsulates two separated clusters

of data within a single Gaussian and leaves the mean of the

Gaussian an infeasible point. This means getting closer to

the means does not ensure a higher success rate. Taking this

trade-off into account, we choose 1 standard deviation as our

threshold, which gives us a cutoff criterion η = exp(− 1
2
σ2).

If the membership function of a point has a higher value

than η , we consider this point as a valid query point. Note

that the finger configuration θθθ is not part of this input query

point as θθθ will be inferred by GMR later.

This membership function differs from the marginal like-

lihood p(h,o) in two aspects. Firstly, it gives each Gaussian

component the same weight, regardless of their priors pk. As

the prior of each Gaussian is proportional to the number of

data points that are explained by this Gaussian, using this

information in our selection may bias our choice toward the

“most popular” grasps, yielding less variety in the results.

Secondly, N̄NN is a normalized function bounded between 0

and 1. This ensures the points with the same Mahalanobis

distance from a Gaussian will have the same membership

value, regardless of the size of the covariance [23].

In the case that q is not a valid query point, we need to

project it to a new point qqq∗ that has a membership function

value higher than η . Here we use a closed-form solution by

considering each individual Gaussian component. We first

compare the Mahalanobis distances between the query point

q and each Gaussian to find the nearest Gaussian component.

The projection point qqq∗ is found by projecting qqq to this

nearest component (Figure 4). In the Mahalanobis space the

Gaussian is in a uniform shape. As a result, the projection
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point qqq∗ lays on the direction from the q to the center of

the Gaussian. Therefore the projection point qqq∗k of the kth

Gaussian can be written as:

qqq∗k = qqq+αk(qqq−µµµk) (8)

where αk is a scalar. With σ = 1 and the equation

N̄NNk(qqq; µµµk,ΣΣΣk) = exp(−
1

2
σ2) (9)

we have the equation to easily compute qqq∗k :

−
1

2
(qqq∗k −µµµk)

T ΣΣΣ−1
k (qqq∗k −µµµk) =−

1

2
·12 (10)

Once the projection point qqq∗ is found, the Gaussian

Mixture Regression (GMR) is used to predict a feasible

finger configuration θθθ ∗ for it. First we define:

µµµq,k =

(

µµµh,k

µµµo,k

)

ΣΣΣqq,k =

(

ΣΣΣhh,k ΣΣΣho,k

ΣΣΣoh,k ΣΣΣoo,k

)

(11)

and GMR then uses:

µ̂µµθ ,k = µµµθ ,k +ΣΣΣθq,k(ΣΣΣqq,k)
−1(qqq−µµµq,k) (12)

Σ̂ΣΣθθ ,k = ΣΣΣθθ ,k −ΣΣΣθq,k(ΣΣΣqq,k)
−1ΣΣΣqθ ,k (13)

Finally, all the K components are taken into account and

the target finger configuration θθθ ∗ is predicted as the mean

µ̂µµθ with the covariance Σ̂ΣΣθθ according to:

µ̂µµθ =
K

∑
k=1

βk(qqq
∗)µ̂µµθ ,k (14)

Σ̂ΣΣθθ =
K

∑
k=1

βk(qqq
∗)2

Σ̂ΣΣθθ ,k (15)

where

βk(qqq
∗) =

pk p(qqq∗|µµµq,k,ΣΣΣqq,k)

∑
K
k=1 pk p(qqq∗|µµµq,k,ΣΣΣqq,k)

(16)

Due to the probabilistic nature of the GMR, the inferred

result θθθ ∗ is not a unique value but a mean value with

variance. Though this mean does not always guarantee a

feasible solution, it provides a good estimation of a feasible

one. The performance of this method is discussed in the next

section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents a few results of our method (Fig-

ure 41, 52, 7). As mentioned above, grasps of the iCub hand

1In some figures the wrist may seem to rotate over 360 degrees to reach
the final grasps from the initial pose. This is because that the path planning
of the arm is not taken into account in our approach. In terms of the hand
orientation solely, a much smaller rotation is needed to go from the initial
pose to the final grasp.

2The small penetrations and gaps between the fingers and the object
are caused by two factors, (1) that the width of the fingers are not taken
into account in the optimization and (2) the variance of the results. A
supplemental implementation will be applied on the real scenario to handle
the variances.

(a) Initial pose 1 (b) Initial pose 2 (c) Initial pose 3

(d) Final grasp 1 (e) Final grasp 2 (f) Final grasp 3
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Fig. 4: Two-dimensional illustration of the learned model. hy and hz correspond

to the hand position along the y and z axis of the object reference frame. a, b and c

are the initial query points, while d, e and f are their corresponding computed grasps.

Green dots correspond to initial query inputs q, black dots to found feasible query

inputs q∗, contours to parts of the space with constant likelihood, and the thick green

contour to threshold value η = exp(- 1
2

σ 2) of each Gaussian, where σ = 1 standard

deviations. The initial finger joint angles in a,b,c are all set to zero. After each feasible

query point is found, GMR is used to predict the finger configuration to get the final

grasp d,e,f.

are described in 14 dimensions: hand position (3D), hand

orientation (3D in Euler angle), finger joint angles (8D),

and grasps of the Barrett hand are described in 8 dimen-

sions: hand position (3D), hand orientation (4D in axis-angle

representation), finger separation angle (1D). Six different

object shapes are presented here: cylinder, cuboid, ashtray,

shoe, joystick and airplane model. For each object, three

different initial postures and their final grasps are shown.

Figure 4 shows the results of iCub grasping a cylinder, and

the corresponding projections from the initial query points to

the model. The results of the cylinder and cuboid show that a

variety of grasps can be obtained for simple shapes to satisfy

different task requirements. The ashtray, airplane model and

joystick shapes are chosen from the GraspIt! object library,

showing the method indeed works with objects with complex

shapes.

To test the computation time we generated 3000 random

initial query points for each grasping tasks. The initial
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(a) Initial pose 1 (b) Initial pose 2 (c) Initial pose 3

(d) Final grasp 1 (e) Final grasp 2 (f) Final grasp 3

Fig. 5: Examples of iCub hand grasping of a cuboid. The first row (a,b,c) shows

the initial postures and the second row (d,e,f) shows the corresponding final grasps.

query points are placed at different distances away from the

object surface, varying between 3cm to 50cm, and the hand

orientation is random. The initial finger configuration is not

taken into account in finding the feasible region and hence

it is set to the robot hand starting values. The computation

time and experimental details are shown in Table I.

Table I also shows the success rate of generated grasps

with the iCub and the Barrett hands. A grasp is considered to

be a successful one if it satisfies the force-closure criterion,

is feasible for the hand kinematics and is not in collision

with the object, as described in Section 3A. When executing

the obtained grasp, the fingers will continue to clutch until

contact is made; if they contact the object surface before

reaching the expected finger configuration, they will halt to

avoid penetration. All the results shown in Figure 4, 5, 7 are

good grasps.

As can be seen from Table I, the success rate depends on

the dimensions of the grasp space and the surface geometry

of the target objects. Grasps in lower degrees of freedom

(the Barrett hand) have higher success rates than those in

higher degrees of freedom (the iCub hand). This suggests

that the higher dimension grasp space is more complex than

the lower dimension grasp space and needs more data to

represent the full complexity. On the other hand, objects with

smooth surfaces have a success rate around 90%. Objects

with a couple of prominences have success rates over 85%

as the configuration space of grasping is discontinuous. In

the Barrett hand and airplane model task, the failed grasps

are concentrated on two places: the thin edges of the wings

and the propeller. Grasping these two places requires high

accuracy and more training data on these parts would be

needed.

To compare with the training data, we compute the grasp

quality of the results with the same metrics used in data

generation. The mean of the grasp quality of the training set

and the result set are similar, though the result set has slightly

(a) Best grasp found. Quality

is 0.16.

(b) Best grasp found. Quality

is 0.19.

(c) Neighbor grasp of (a).

Quality is 0.027.

(d) Neighbor grasp of (b).

Quality is 0.03.

Fig. 6: (a) The best grasp found for the Barret hand and the ashtray. (b) The best

grasp found for the Barret hand and the joystick. (c) The nearest grasp of (a) in the

training set. Note the gap between the finger and the object. (d) The nearest grasp of

(b) in the training set.

higher value in most of cases. We are able to find some

grasps with higher qualities than all grasps in the training

set (Figure 6). This shows that GMM is able to model and

generalize the high dimensional grasp space, especially for

objects with smooth surfaces.

V. DISCUSSION

We have presented a method for computing grasps in

real time. This is demonstrated on two very different robot

platforms: the iCub hand and the Barrett hand. The result

shows that the method can capture the versatility of grasps

that are typical of grasps performed by an industrial gripper,

and those that can be performed by a humanoid hand. With

the computation time in the millisecond scale, this method

would enable the robot to react quickly in robot-human

interaction, such as picking up heavy objects from a person’s

hand, as well as adopting to fast perturbations in a dynamic

environment.

We achieve this goal by using a closed-form solution. A

GMM model is learned from the grasping demonstration

generated offline for a given object. During the online

execution no iterative method is used, we only need to

solve a few equations with basic arithmetic operations.

Hence the computation time is significantly shorter than the

conventional optimization method. Though we need to pre-

train the robot to grasp different objects, in many scenarios

such as surgery assistance, human and robot have to work

with a predefined set of objects and that allows us to build

the grasping model for each object beforehand.

To find the closest Gaussian component we used the

Mahalanobis distance rather than the Euclidean distance. The
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TABLE I: Average computation time for generating new grasps for the iCub hand and the Barrett hand.

Robot/Object Number
of training

data

Average Grasp
Quality(train)

Number
of

Gaussians

Force-
Closure

Grasp Found

Average
Grasp Qual-

ity(result)

Mean of
Computation
Time(msec)

Variance
(msec)

iCub/Cylinder 621 0.0965 40 90% 0.1008 9.1 0.0001

iCub/Cuboid 532 0.1317 40 89% 0.1224 9.4 0.0007

Barrett/Ashtray 1560 0.0975 15 100% 0.1644 4.3 0.0001

Barrett/Shoe 629 0.0019 25 99% 0.0034 6.9 0.0001

Barrett/Joystick 1500 0.0061 20 98% 0.0064 5.9 0.0002

Barrett/Plane 1374 0.0002 55 85% 0.0003 15.1 0.0003

(a) Initial pose 1 (b) Initial pose 2 (c) Initial pose 3 (d) Initial pose 4 (e) Initial pose 5 (f) Initial pose 6

(g) Final grasp 1 (h) Final grasp 2 (i) Final grasp 3 (j) Final grasp 4 (k) Final grasp 5 (l) Final grasp 6

(m) Initial pose 7 (n) Initial pose 8 (o) Initial pose 9 (p) Initial pose 10 (q) Initial pose 11 (r) Initial pose 12

(s) Final grasp 7 (t) Final grasp 8 (u) Final grasp 9 (v) Final grasp 10 (w) Final grasp 11 (x) Final grasp 12

Fig. 7: Examples of Barrett hand grasping different objects (ashtray, shoe, joystick, airplane model). The first and third rows (a,b,c,d,e,f and m,n,o,p,q,r) show the initial

postures and the second and forth rows (g,h,i,j,k,l and s,t,u,v,w,x) show the corresponding final grasps.
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advantage of this is to take into account the correlations

among each dimension of the hand configuration. In a

space of different types of measurements, i.e. length and

angle, Mahalanobis space is a better representation than

the Euclidean space. Indeed, human do not always use the

Euclidean distance to select their grasps. We may move our

hand a longer than needed distance to grasp an object, in

order to avoid flipping the hand to another orientation.

This approach provides a good estimation of a stable and

feasible grasp for the given object and robot hand. To model

the actual contact points between the robot hand and the

object is difficult in real time because of the high dimension

of the solution space and the non-linearity of the kinematic

constraints. In our method, instead of computing the actual

contact point position, we compute the most likely solution

by a GMM. Though a certain amount of accuracy is traded

off to achieve the real time goal, the overall performance

is satisfying. In our experiments, over 90 percent of the

testing points find good grasps within a few milliseconds.

This method is most efficient for objects with smooth surface.

For complex objects this method can achieve a high success

rate of over 85%. When grasping the parts requiring high

precision, additional feedbacks from visual or tactile sensors

are needed for further refinement of the grasp.

In contrast to the common approach of learning from

human demonstrations, these grasps are generated solely

according to the mechanics of the robot hand. Some resulting

grasps are markedly different from human grasps, especially

for the Barrett hand which is very different from the human

hand. Our method may therefore out perform human demon-

strations in some contexts by better exploiting differences

between human and robot “physiology”.
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